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ABSTRACT

QUICK is a two-sided nuclear exchange war gaming system. It is desLgned
to assist the military planner in examining various facets of strategic
nuclear war involving a variety of forces, strategies, and starting
conditions. Based on suitable irnput data, QUICK will automatically
generate global strategic nuclear war plans, simulate the planned events,
and provide statistical output summaries,

This document is one of three volumes of the Analytical Manual which
provides a description of the QUICK system methodology for the non-
prograjimmer analysts. This volume describes the QUICK Plan Generation
subsystem. The general concept of operation and the functions performed
by this subsystem are presented in the introductory chapter. Subsequent
chapters provide a detailed explanation of the analytical concepts,
techniques, and algorithms employed in plan generation. In addition,
applicable accuracy considerations are described in the final chapter.

The following is a list of associated documents pertaining to the QUICK
system.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Computer System Manual CSM GD 9A-67
A nontechnical description for senior management personnel

PROGRAMMING SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSM PSM 9A-67 (three volumes) l
Detailed informatkcit icquired for system maintenance and
modi fi cat o;i

USER'S MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSM UM 9-67 (two volumes)
Detailed instructions for applications of the system

OPEPATOR'S MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSM OM 9A-67
Instructions and procedures for the computer operators

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This second volume of the Analytical Manual describes the QUICK Plan

Generation subsystem, hereafter referrod to as the Plan Generator. The

Plan Generator uses information from the Data Input subsystem of QUICK

to develop a global nuclear war plan suitable for manual interpretation

or input to the Simulation subsystem. A single pass through the Plan

Generator. produces a plan for one side only. If plans for both sides

are required, two runs must be made. If such plans are intended to be

used together in the QUICK Simulator, the plans must be based on a

common data base; otherwise, indexing incompatibilities may .ccur.

The Plan Generator operates using the target system and weapon resources

supplied to it from the indexed data base INDEXDB prepared by program

INDEXER of the Data Input subsystem. Table 1 provides an example of the

type of data maintained in the data base. Table 2 indicates targetable-

type installations currently included in QUICK's 15 target classes.

The Plan Generator does not make judgments about the appropriateness

of either the target system or the resources specified. It accepts

given inpuits and produces a plan using the weapon resources specified to

maximize the expected target value destroyed (subject to any requirements

for specific kill probabilities on specified targets).

1
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Table 1. Typical Data Basc Elements
Included in QUICK

OFFENSI VL WEAPONS
Types

Strategic Bombers
Strategic Missiles
Tactical Nuclear Bombers
'facticl Nuclear Missiles

Numbers
Characteristics

Numbers and Yield of Warheads
Accuracy
Reliability
Range

Speed
Electronic Countermeasures (ECM)

DEFENSIVE WEAPONS
7 pes

Manned Interceptors
Surface-to-Air Missiles
Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Systems

TARGETS
Types 

AOffensive Weapon Launch BasesDefensive Weapon Bases
Command, and Control Sites
Early Warning Stations
Military Support Installations
Urban/Industrial Complex

Characteristics
Geographic Location
Vulnerability
Value

2
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ri
TabIble 2. QUICK Classes

CLASS DATA CATEGORY

1 Offensive m-ssiles
2 Offensive bombers

3 7ankers
4 Defensive command and control
5 Interceptor aircraft

6 Offensive command and control
7 Nuclear storage sites

8 Airfields

9 Naval targets

10 Troops

11 Communications

12 Miscellaneous (e.g., engineer facilities)

13 Urban/industrial targets
14 Area ABU defense components
15 Reserved for future use

3



The Plan Generator can be used to serve two distinct purposes. It can 1
generate war plans for one or both sides which can be fed directly

into the QUICK Simulator for detailed evaulation; or, the Plan Generator

alone can be used to produce a one-sided expected-value war game.

The remainder of this chapter first presents a brief summary of the QUICK
/

system as a whole. It then discusses the methodology of the Plan /
Generation subsystem and presents the procedural and informa~tion flow

through the subsystem. Chapter 2 presents an in-depth description of the

analytical techniques employed within this subsystem. Chapter 3 provides /.

a detailed mathematical explanation of the'more complex and sophisticated .

algorithms included in the Plan Generator.. In addition, comments relevant

to the accuracy considerations are included, in chapter 4. / ,

/ I

QUICK SYSTEM

The following describes the general concept of'operation for the QUICK'

system and establishes the relationship of the Plan Generator to the other

maj or subsystems.

Figure I illustrates the processing sequence and information flow within

the QUICK system. The procedural flow is shown by solid lines and the

information flow by dashed lines. As indicated, magnetic computer tapes

are utilized -to pass information between the four subsystems.

4
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Processing is initiated by inputting the parameters which identify the

Red and Blue forces and the potential targets which are to be extracted

from the QUICK data base. In addition, any desired data base modifications

are specified. The Data Input subsystem then processes the QUICK data

base and prepares a game data base which reflects the selected forces and

targets.

The next step is to prepare an attack plan for one of the opposing forces.

Since a single run of the Plan Generator produces a plan for only one

side, the Plan Generator must be cycled twice to produce the Red and Blue

plans. Two major inputs are required to initiate this phase of processing:

(1) the game data base prepared by the Data Input subsystem; and (2) a set

of parameters which relate to the strategy associated with the plan which

is to be developed. These parameters are supplied by the planner. They

reflect his views as to the strategic attack objective, in terms of the

relative values of the various targets being considered, the forces to be

withheld, the targeting constraints to be observed, and the side which

attacks first.

The target values whicih are computed on the basis of these parameters

reflect in a very significant way the major strategic objectives of the

war plan which is to be generated by the Plan Generator. These values are

relative values and are partially contained in the data base itself. There

are several specifil. classes of targets in QUICK, as shown in table 2. The

relative value of the targets contained in any one class is generally

6



included in the data base, and then the strategic objectives of the

planner who wants to run the Plan Generator are expressed in how the

value scales of these various classes of targets are related to one

another. The user has the option of putti. - iw'rro or less relative

importance on any one of the classes o' caar, - ._ omplishing the

desired strategic objectives. This, of course, will be related to the

kind of strategy contemplated for the particular war game; e.g., first

or second strike.

Having established a value for each target, the Pla: Gienerator then

allocates the weapons (e.g., Red weapons to Blue targets) and prepares

the detailed missile and bomber attack plans. If desired, the plans may

be printed out, inspected, and altered by changing the attack objectives

and repeating the process. The event tape, which reflects the series of

missile and bomber events corresponding to the sortie plan, is prepared

in a form suitable for input to the Simulator. As a user option, a war

plan summary is provided which includes an expected-value estimate of

the results of the attack. In addition, the desired ground zero (DGZ)

for each planned weapon can be output for subsequent evaluation using an

external damage assessment system. A second (e.g., Blue) war plan is then

prepared in the same manner as the first war plan. With the two event

tapes available, the system is ready to proceed with the simulation.

The simulation conditions, specifying the starting time for each side and

various defense capabilities, are read in from cards. The scheduled

missions on the event tapes are then processed in the Simulator. For each

7



event that transpires, a record is made on the History tape of all

information that might later prove of interest.

When the last event in the game has been simulated, this History tape is

processed to prepare the actual ground zero (AGZ) tapes listing the

latitude, longitude, and yield of all successful weapons, and formatted

ilistory tapes which are in a form suitable for game output summarization.

The AGZ tapes are subsequently processed by an external system to produce

detailed damage assessments. The formatted History tapes are processed

by the QUICK Data Output subsystem to provide two outputs: a standard

su•mary of the game, and special sumnaries prepared in response to specific

user request for information concerning the results of the simulation.

The system can proceed automatically through all steps if desired.

However, it is generally halted at the end of each subsystem, and the

available output is inspected for correctness and adequacy.

CONCEPT OF OPERATION

Procedural Flow

The Plan Generator accepts as input the indexed data base tape INDEXDB

prepared by the Data Jnput subsystem and proceeds by a series of steps

to produce a detail plan for general nuclear war. This plan is prepared

in the form of the EVENTAPE for use by the Simulation subiystem of QUICK,

and as a PLANTAPE which is used to prepare inputs for other subsystems.

Two complete runs of the Plan Generator (one Red, one Blue) from the same

8



indexed data base file are required to provide the plans required for the

operation of the Simulator.

The flow of information within the Plan Generatdr is summarized in the

succeeding section, "Information Flow." The series of steps performed

by the Plan Generator is as follows.

Weapon and Target Selection: The first step of the Plan Generator is to

select from the input file the weapons fromnone side and the targets from

the other side, as specified by the user. The weapons are selected by

type; e.g., B-S2H. The various target classes are assigned relative

values (see chapter 2, Target Value), reflecting the useri-s ideas of

strategic priorities.

Formation of Weapon Groups: Weapons of the same type and alert status

and in geographical proximity are grouped together (see chapter 2, Weapon

Grouping) so that they may be initially treated as identical for purposes

of arriving at a general allocation. Thus a group consists of a number

of warheads, any of which would arrive at a given target at essentially

the same time (see also chapter 2, Approximations).

Modification of Planning Factors: It may be desirable to prepare a

number of different plans, modifying such planning factors as weapon

reliability. This can be done in the Plan Generator, so that it is

unnecessary to modify the data base and run through the Data Input

subsystem for each modification (see chapter 2, Planning Factor

Processing).

9



Pr.computation of Data: A large amount of data, such as times of flight

group to P specific target and kill probabilities, are needed to

prepare the plami. These data are precomputed and stored on a reference

file for later use.

Allocation of Weapons to Targets: Using a Generalized Lagrange

Multiplier method (see chapter 2, Weapon Allocation), an optimal

allocation is generated subject to several forms of user-input allocation

constraints. These constraints include specification of minimum and

maximum desired damage levels on specified targets, restriction of

certain weapon types to specified subsets of the target system, and

specification of certain weapons to certain targets. Within these

constraints, the Plan Generator develops the allocation which maximizes

expected damage to the target system.

Selection of Desired Ground Zeros: For those targets which may have

offset aim points, the DGZs are selected to optimize damage (see chapter

2, DGZ Selection).

Sorting the Allocation by Weapon Group: The output of the allocation is,

for each target, the number of warheads in each group assigned to the

target. This assignment is sorted to obtain, for each group, those

targets which will be struck by the group.

Assignment of Multiple Independent Re-Entry Vehicles: For those missiles

that possess a multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle (MIRV)

10



capability, the individual re-entry vehicles with each payload are

assigned to aim points with the geographical constraints (footprint) of

the system (see chapter 2, Basic Sortie Generation, MIRV Missile Plans).

Assignment of Strikes to Individual Vehicles: In the initial assignment,

the warheads are aggregated into groups. It is next necessary to identify

the bases and individual vehicles which carry the assigned warheads (see

chapter 2, Basic Sortie Generation), For bombers which carry multiple

weapons, missions are made up within the vehicles' range constraints.

Penetration and depenetration corridors are selected.

Preparation of Detailed Sorties: The details of bumber plans are next

added. These details include selection of where altitade changes are

made and where air-to-surface missiles (ASMs) and decoys are launched,

Specific tanker sorties are also prepared at this time.

Preparation of Plans for Simulation: The final major function of the Plan

Generator is to prepare the plans on files with formats appropriate for

evaluation. An additional set of processors is necessary if evaluation

by programs other than the QUICK Simulator is desired.

Summarization of Plan: As an option, the plan may be summarized, giving

the expected damage to each class and type of target. In addition, the

plan cau be evaluated in terms of the effect of varying input values for

certain weapon and target parameters. The summarization may be made

either after the basic weapon-to-target allocation, or after the de-

tailed sortie plans are prepared (the allocation is adjusted slightly to

11 •
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take into account geographical constraints in striking a set of targets

from a single vehicle).

The major steps in plan generation are summarized in figure 2. The QUICK

programs which perform the steps are also shown on the figure.

Information Flow

"Te flow of information through the Plan Generator is as illustrated in

figure 3. The ba.sic information carried by the various files is indicated

below. The last three files described are not used within the QUICK

system. They are prepared for plan evaluation by other systems.

Indexed Data Bane (INDEXDB or INMODDB): This tape contains the basic

indexed information on both sides, as prepared by the Data Input subsystem.

INDEXDB is prepared by program INDEXER and is the usual input to the Plan

Generator. INMODDB, prepared by program BASEMOD, is an optional modifi-

cation of INDEXDB in whi1Jh targets in specified countries are deleted.
A

Target Input File (TINFILE): This temporary file contains all the target

information required by the Plen Generator. Targets may be grouped (see

chapter 2, Target List Preparation).

Weapon Input File (WINFILE): This temporary file contains all the

offensive weapon information required, innluding information on

penetration and depenetration corridors, refueling locations, recovery

points, and air defense zone boundaries.

12
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i
Base Filc (BASILE ): This temporary file contains base information

required by all the succeeding processors.

Target File (TGTFILE): This temporary file contains the target

information required by program ALOC.

Missile Time-on-Target File (MSLTIME): This temporary file contains the

times of arrival of all missiles whose mission is prespecified by the user.

Allocation by Target File (ALOCI'AR): This file contains the basic

allucation of weapons to targets. It is used and modified by subsequent

programs and finally saved as the ALOCTAR tape by program PLNIPLAN.

Temporary Allocation File (TNIPALOC): This temporary file acts as inter-

face bitween programs ALOCOUT and POSTALOC. It contains a list of all

the srikes assigned to each weapon group. This file is also referred

to by FOOTPRNT.

Allocation by Group File (ALOCGRP): This file contains the data from

TMPALOC, as modified by program FOOTPRNT. If FOOTPRNT is unnecessary

because there are no MIRV missiles, the ALOCGRP file is not prepared.

Strike File (STRKFILE): This temporary file contains the specificatioos

for the m'ssilc and bomber sorties.

Planned Event File (EVENTAPE): Tnis tape contains the final plan in a

form suitable for input to the QUICK Simnlator. Tanker sortie

,;pecifications are added by subroutine PLN'TPLAN.

lo
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Detailed Sortie Plan File (PLANTAPE): This tape contains the final plan

in a form suitable for review or for use in programs EVALALOC or INTRFACE.

Spill Tape: At this stage of processing, the spill tape contains the

BASFILE and MSLTIME files, for use by EVALALOC and INTRFACE.

DGZ Targeting Tapes (STRKREST and STRIKE Tapes): These tapes contain the

weapon delivery data required for detail damage assessment using the

NMCSSC REST-Ill and SIDAC systems (REsource Smatus Damage Assessment

Model III and Single Integrated Damage Analysis Capability System,

respectively).

Sortie Specifications Tape (ABTAPE): This tape contains the flight route

and weapon delivery data required to simulate the execution of the missile

and bomber plans using the NEMO and ESP simulation systems (Nuclear

Exchange MOdel and Event Sequenced Program, respectively).

Weapon and Target Data List Tape (TABLTAPE): This tape contains various

data tables, obtained from the INDEXDB or 1NMODD9 tape, which pertain to

the weapon systems and targets reflected on the ABTAPE.

17
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYTICAL CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES

This chapter describes the major analytical concepts, techniques, and

algorithms employed within the Plan Generator to accomplish the system

functions described in chapter 1. For ease of reference, the detailed

mathematical *explanations of'the more complex and sophisticated algorithms

arc not included in this chapter, but are presented in Chapter 31,

Calculations.

WEAPON GROUPING

The in.tiai phase of plan dcvelopment provides an allocation of weapons*

to targets. To reduce the amotmt of processing required during this

phase, the offensive weapons are aggregated into "weaponi groups."

Grou i'. Crit eria

On the basis of user input which specifies the -type (TYPE) weappns to

be considered, program PLANSLT processcs" the indexed data base IND:3XD.B,

pre~ared o,- program INDIX•IR, aCJI assembles the individual missile and

bomber un 's (items in classes MISSILE and BOMBER) into weapon groups.

A rQ,.don %,ýrIup is Jcfined as a set of weapons which are assigned to de-

1",. ý-;-i~ctv,, thlaC. are located Ii.i, thc sa.-me gvographi c area -and hi'avc

Iike c C1 .k7c ith v Ip:ui . C IfiCa I Iv , t e i.n the 601, group, these
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weapons must be of the same type; i.e., the attribute TYPE* must have

the same value and the weapons must have the same alert status (alert or

nonalert); and must be located in the same geographic region. Bombers

must have the same refueling index (IREFUEL), and missiles must be carrying

the same payload. Missile systems with a multiple independently tar-

getable re-entry vehicle (MIRV) capability must also be assigned the

same value of the attribute IMIRV (MIRV system identification).

In order for missiles or nonrefueling bombers to be grouped, they must

lie within a geographic area which, for alert weapons, has a radius equal

to a certain percentage of the range of the weapon. This percentage is

a parameter RANGEMOD specified by the user for input to program PLANSET. A

If RANGEMOD is no'c specified, it is assumed to be 15%. The RANGEMOD

value used for alert weapons is automatically doubled for nonalert weapons

(to reduce the proliferation of groups). Under this criterion, it is

appropriate to think of the weapons of a given group as being capable

of attacking the same set of targets.

If the weapons are to be used exclusively against naval targets (a player

option), all the weapons in the group must have the same value for the

attribute PKNAV (the single shot kill probability for these weapons

against targets of class NAVAL).

A single set of delivery vehicle characteristic (e.g., speed and range)
is associated with all weapons of a given type.

t'I
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Group Data

When a new group is started, certain data, including the total numbers
of warheads and vehicles, the average yield per warhead, and the group

centroid, are stored in memory for each group as the data base is pro-

cessed; additional data for the weapons which belong to the groups are

stored as the weapons are assigned to the groups. The allocation of

weapons to targets is subsequently carried out in terms of these "weapon

groups"; for the purpose of the allocation, all weapons within a group

are treated identically. This phase of processing is then followed by

the sortie generation phase during which the specific missile and bomber A

plans are developed.

The allocations developed during the allocation phase may not be completely

feasible for bombers and MIRV missiles. The allocation phase does not

consider serial bombing constraints or MIRV, footprint constraints, which

limit a weapon system's ability to deliver warheads from one vehicle to

geographically separated targets. Thus, the sortie generation phase may

be required to omit certain targets from its assignments in order to create

sorties which can be flown by the delivery vehicles.

For this reason, a number of wveapons are artificially added to each weapon

group. The formula used to add these weapons is as follows:

NEX NWOLD * (PEX + EXB/i4VOLD)

20
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where NEX = number of weapons added to group I
NWOLD = original number of weapons in group
NVOLD = original number of vehicles in. group

PEX = percentage extra factor

EXB = extra vehicle factor

There is one set of increase factors (PEX and EXB) each for bombers, non-

MIRV missiles, and MIRV missiles. These increase factors aie user-input

parameters (see User's Manual, Program PREPALOC). As a default, for

bomber groups, three vehicle loads of weapons are added (PEX a 0, EXB 3);

for non-MIRV missile groups, no extra weapons are added; and for MIRV

missile groups, two vehicle loads of weapons plus ten percent of the

original number of weapons are added (PBX 0.1, EXB = 2). (See the

Over-Allocation subsection of the Approximations section of this chapter.)

This excess of weapons appears as an over-allocation of weapons from the

weapon allocation phase. The sortie generation phase removes this over-

allocation in creating the sorties. Thus the final number of weapons for

which plans are generated closely approximates the number requested in

the data base. (In some extreme cases, some weapons may be omitted.)

In order that the allocation phase, which uses expected-value analysis,

will perceive the correct number of weapons, the probability of

survival before launch (SBL) is modified for all groups which contain

an over-aIllocation. The actual SBL is lowered by the ratio of actual

21
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weapons to the total of actual and added weapons. When the excess

I
weapons are removed, the SBL is restored to its uriginal value.

TARGET VALUE

The Plan Generator allocates weapons so as to maximize the target value

destroyed. To accomplish this, the relative importance or value of the

targets to be considered must be established. These target values reflect

the major strategic objectives of the war plan which is to be generated.

They must, therefore, be established by the user within the context of

a specific game scenario.

Value Calculations
I

The QUICK system uses a two-step procedure to input the user judgmental

data required for target value calculations.

I. In the data base, each potential target is assigned a value

calculated to reflect its relative worth within its assigned

class.

2. To generate a specific plan, the user must also provide data to

the Plan Generator (program PLANSET) which determine the rela-

tive value of the target classes) and hence of all targets, for

the current plan.

For' the data base, a reasonably good judgment can be made of the relative

values of the targets within each target class (such as missile, bomber,

22



I
u -ban/ industr i:t , ov navaI, c lasses) "I ht v1 I Lus may be based, for ii-

stance, on relativf.., popt.t Itiorl or. industrial importance for urban/indus-

trial tuargets. For ;missile and bomber classes, the user will probably

select target values which take into account cach weapon's eofective

nhegatonllage, range, and Chi Each potential target in the data base1 must

he assigned the attribute VAL, and the Lalue associated with this attrL-

bute must establish the target's relati.ve worth within the class to whLch

it is assigned.

The value input is completed with data cards input to program P-LANSIT.

Here, when generating a specific plan, the user must input his ,Judgment as

to the relative values of the target classes. This is communicated to the

Plan Generator by the selcetion of an exemplar (or typical) target from

each target class which is to be included in the plan. To that exemplar

target, the user assigns a new value (NEINVAL). NEWVAL, then, is used as I
follows,

NEWVAL for the exemplar target in class JLet VALCLASS(J) VAL for thc uxamplar target in class J

and CUMVAL(J) = the sum of tha VALs of all the targets in

class J

'Tlhcn the totaL value of the targets in class J is

CUMVALF(J) = CJMVAL(JJ * VALCLASS(.J)
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These target class values are then scaled so that the sum of all target

values is 1,000, thus facilitating comprative analyses of differing plans.

This scaling is done by setting

SLIIVALX 1000/ Cj VAL ()

and establishing the final value factor for all items in class J by

VALFAC(J) * SUMVALX * VALCLASS(J)

VALFAC (3), then, is the multiplier used to derive the new value for each

target in class J from its data base value, VAL; i.e., tile target's

value for this plan = VALFAC(J) * VAL.

The qUICK value scheme allows the user to reflect a relative judgment

between the worth of two specific targets in different classes, rather

than to decide the total distribution of VALUE which is to be apportioned

between those two classes, This judgment is much more analogous to the

usual strategic decisions. It is generally easier to specify the relative

worth of Moscow vs. an SS-9 missile site than it is to specify the frac-

tion of value that will be associated, with urban/industrial targets vs.

missile sites. In order to better illustrate this exemplar value scheme,

a simple set of four targets is shown in table 3. In Lhis table, one

exaipplar target from each class is assigned a value. The finul calculated

values used in the allocator sum to 1,000 and maintain the original data

base ratios within each class. Also, the ratio of values between the

exemplar targets is the same as the ratio between the user inputs.
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Table 3. Sample Exemplar Target Value Calculation

FINAL
TARGET TARGET DATA BASE USER INPUT CALCULATED
CLASS NAME VALUE EXEMPLAR VALUE VALUE

(VAL) (NEWVAL)

U/I Moscow 80 16 400

U/I Kiev 60 Soo

Missile Ipich S 10 250

Missile Aag 1 s0

Total 1,000

The intermediate calculations used to derive the final calculated values

above are:

U/I CLASS MISSILE CLASS

VAL.LASS 16/80 = .2 10/5 =

CUMVAL 80 + 60 =140 5 + 1 6

CUMVALF .2(140) = 28 2(6) = 12

VALFAC* .2(25) = 5 2(25) = 50

Where SUMVALX - 1000/(28 + 12) = 25
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'FARG;T LIST PRIEIARATION

fihe information provided to the Plan Generator consists of iiformation/

on the target system which is to be attacked and on the available weapon

systems which have been provided to deal with the target system. The

weapon allocator (program ALOC) receive- its targets as a shuffled tar-

get list: that is, a list of targets that are arranged in a random order.

Target Categories

From a computational point of view, QUICK considers three categories of j
targets: simple targets, multiple targets, and complex targets. Target

numbers are assigned to all simple targets. multiple targets, and complex

targets in classes 1-15 for both sides, one side at a time. A simple target

is a single data base item with a single unique geographical location.

The concept of a multiple target was added to the sygtem to increase its

speed in dealing with missile squadrons. For example, a Minuteman squadron

mnay have as many as 70 separately targetable points. From the tar-

gcti.tg point of view, all these points have essentially the same geographic

toc(itj , the same value, and the same characteristics. For efficiency

in processing, therefore, QUICK allows multiple targets. A multiple

target is defined as several independent, identical missile targets (suchI

as separate missile silos in a Minuteman squadron) that are close together

relative to the rande of the weapon systems, but far enough apart that

each target clement nust be treated as an inde-penldent aim point. For

such t.irgets, the right targeting Lor one of them is undoubtedly the

Shht targeLiring for them all. Thus, the Plan 010nerator detcrmines the
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targeting of all elements of a multiple target through a single calculation

of targeting for a representative target (of the appropriate multiplicity).

The third category of target, the complex target, allows the Plan Genera-

tor to deal with targets consisting of several elements and to treat

them as a single simple target during the weapon allocation phase. Com-

plex targets are formed by the Data Input subsystem (program INDEXER)

and consist of target elements (up to 40 data base items) in which each

element is separated from some other element in the complex by a distance

not greater than one-half the sum of the lethal radii of the two elements

from a one-megaton weapon, considering the vulnerabilities for each of

the elements. Under this criterion, the complex target is input to pro-

gram ALOC as a single element target with characteristics which are

representative of the complete complex. The procedures used in identifying

and describing this representative target element are discussed later in

this chapter (see Approximations - Complex Targets).

With the above simplifications, the method of allocation used by program

ALOC can be essentially the same for all three types of targets.

Target Shuffling

During the allocation phase of plan generation, the rate of allocation

for each weapon group is monitored as the targets are processed. To

prevent these rates from being biased by a large number of similar

targets considered consecutively, the basic target list is shuffled.

27
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Since similar targets appear together in the data base (by class and

type), target shuffling randomizes the order in which various types of

targets are encountered. Thus the rate of allocation provides a good

estimate of whether a group is being over-allocated or under-allocated.

The algorithm used to achieve the required shuffling is described in

Chapter 3, Calculations - Target Shuffling.

MISSILE REPROGRAMMING

Each missile type in the data base has an associated attribute IREP which

indicates its reprogramming capability. Missiles may be retargetable,

for instance, if other weapons in the squadron have been destroyed

before launch, during launch, or in powered flight. The reprogramming

capabilities considered within the Plan Generator* are:

No reprogramming capability (IREP=l)

Reprogramming for not in commission (IREP=2)

Reprogramming for destruction before launch (IREP=3)

Reprogramming for failure through launch (IREP=4)

Reprogramming for failure through powered flight (IREP=5)

*This is in contrast with the latent "reprogramming" capability of the
QUICK Simulator. See QUICK Analytical Manual, Volume II, NMCSSC CSM
AM 9A-67, Chapter 2, Missile Events.

28
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During QUICK plan generation, this reprogramming capability Is exercised

only if the user specifies a RETAROET option in program PLANSET. The

effects of missile reprogramming during plan generation are to: 1) decrease

the number of vehicles per squadron; 2) reduce the DBL probability

for alert vehicles to zero for those missiles which reprogram for this

failure miode; and 3) increase the reliability factor for reprograniimable

missiles. In computing replacement values for these parameters, the

data base value associated with the following attributes is considered.

PINC: Probability that the missile is in commission

ALERTDBL: Probability of DBL for alert vehicles

PLABT: Probability of a launch abort

PFPF: Probability of failure during powered flight.

Table 4 shows the method of calculating replacement values for each level

of reprogramming capability. To illustrate the reprogramming calcula-

tions, let N be the original number per squadron, R the original relia-

bility for any missile squadron, and S be the probability of survival

before launch. If N' is the reduced number of weapons, R' the increased

squadron reliability resulting from reprogramm.iig calculations, and S'

the modified survival probability, N'*R'*S' will still equal N*R*S. The

new values, however, reflect the probability, with retargeting, of

striking the N' highest priority target6 to be assigned to the squadron.

For example: for a non-SLBM (submarine-launched ballistic missileO

missile squadron with attributes IREP1;3, PINCG.S, ALLRhTL)B.=.I, PLABT..2,

and PFPF=.3, and a number per squadron of 30, the now attribute values

assigned (see table 4) are:
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Table 4. Computations for Reprogrammable kiissiles

vN w numbor per %rjuadJron for this Rel'bility
(N ...... ..._______ _imbr) 10 for this typ__e___

J~It' .LP 1 N .4ALEITUBI, PINC (I-1LALT) (1-IPFr

IREP PINC N ALLRI2UL (l-PLABIT)*(-PFPI.)

No n~
SLB, PINE * (1-ALERITIM)0 (1-PLABT)-(I-PFPI:)

IRLEP = 3

"SLBNI N

Non PINC *1l-PLABT) 0 l-PFPF

SLBI .-AILRTD13L) *N

IRE 1 - 4

PINC *(l-PLABT)*N ALERITDBL I-PIfPF
SLB51

Non
5L1b INL *(1-AIE.TVDfl,) C

•{1 - PLABr) * ( 1-PFPF) *.N
IREP 5

PING * (1-PLABT) ALLI'D)BL I
SIAMb " {1-PFPF) *N

Reprogramming for destruction befo.e launch is not applicable to submarine-

launched weapons since the destruction of one launch site destroys all
remaining missiles in the squadron.



Number per squadron = PINC(1-ALERTDBL)(N)

= (.8)(l-.1)(30) = 21.6, truncated to 21

New ALERTDBL = 0

Reliability = (I-PLABT)(l-PFPF)

= (1-.2)(i-.3) .56

Had reprogro.t;i.i'rj not been considered, the values would have been:

Number per squadron = 30

AL.RTDBL, = .1

Reliability = .8(l-.2)(l-.3) = .448

CORRIDOR ROUTING

Penetration/Depenetration Corridors

In QUICK, bomber routing for penetration and depenetration of' enemy

territory is controlled by the use of flight corridors as reflected in

figure 4. These corridors are established by the user and are defined

in the data base. The user is permitted to specify a number (up to 30

per side) of alternative penetration corridors that can be used by the

bomber force. A penetration corridor is defined by an entrance point

and a corridor origin. From the corridor origin, the aircraft is

permitted to fly in a direct route to the target. The corridor also has

a specified orientation or axis, which is used to indicate the general

direction of the defense suppression effort. There will be a tendency

for bombers to penetrate more deeply parallel to the direction of the

penetration axis than at right angles to it, since the attrition rate
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BOM•ER BASE Direction of Flight

0R0 UrEL POINT

0

4CORRIDOR ENTRY (First user-directed route point)

\4
0 \ PENETRATION ROUTE LEGS (Called precorridor legs,
0 i.e., optional route

legs which control
bomber routing prior
to the corridor origin)

CORRIDOR ORIGIN (From this point, bombers may
/ fly direct to targets)

AXIS ORIENTATION POINT,

a FIRST TARGET

a LAST TARGET A,

D]EPENETRATION CORRIDOR POINT i

Rot DEPENET>'ION Rot > LEGS

Route if refueling is specified
and precorridor legs are defined
in data base. V

RECOVERY BASE
-00- If refueling is not specified and

precorridor legs a're not defined,
the bomber is routed in a straight
line from its base to the corridor
origin. In this case the corridor
origin is also the corridor entry
point.

Fig. 4. Typical Bomber Flight Route
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will be less (see Bomber and Missile Defenses, this chapter). The

corridor axis is specified in the data base by a coordinate for the ori-

gin and a coordinate for the axis orientation point (denoted by the

arrowhead in figure 4). In addition, the user may establish precorridor

legs. This may be useful in order to avoid areas in whi.h the expected

attrition is high.

The user must also establish depenetration corridors which define the

routing from enemy territory to a recovery base. A maximum of 50 depene-

tration corridors, each with up to four recovery bases, may be defined

for each side. The system seeks, for each target, the most convenient

depenetration corridor and associates it with the target. The depene-

tration corridor is specified in the data base by a depenetration point

and one or more depenetration legs. The system will search from the

last leg of the depenetration route and select an appropriate recovery

base (see Detailed Sortie Specifications, this chapter).

Under the corridor concept, the routing of long-range strategic bombers

is as follows, The aircraft is programmed to launch from its launch

base; fly to a refueling area, if there is one; fly to the entrance of

the penetration corridor; and fly down the corridor until it reaches the

corridor origin. From this point, the bomber is permitted to fly in a

direct r6ute to the target. After the last target, the bomber is programmed

to fly to the depenetration corridor entry point and fly down the depene-

tration corridor to a recovery base.
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In actuality, not all bombers travel through geographic corriuors to

reach their targets. Two types, tactical bombers (those carrying nuclear

weapons) and naval bombers (those restricted to attacking targets in

class NAVAL), fly directly from their launch point (or refuel point) to

their targets. However, to facilitate the creation of flight plans for

these two types of aircraft, two dummy corridors (one for each type) are

defined in the data base. While these corridors have no geographic sig-

nificance, their assigned parameters do reflect the attrition to which

aircraft will be subjected as they fly to their targets.

Corridor Attributes

The QUICK System allows up to 30 corridors per side to be used in a war
game. However (for each side) each corridor must be defined as belong-
ing to one of five possible corridor types designated by the user; e.g.,
TYPE ATTRWO (attrition low), TYPE ATTRH1 (attrition high). Each type of
corridor is associated with a set of type characteristics (attributes).
These type characteristics, with exception of attrition on precorridor
legs (Attribute KORSTYLS), are used within the Plan Generator to establish
the area attrition rates for bombers (See Bomber and Missile Defense, this
chapter). Following it a description of the corridor attributes.

ATTROORR Normal attrition rate for high-altitude aircraft

using the corridor

A7TRSUIPF A reduced attrition rate for high-altitude

aircraft applicable near the main axis of the

corridor

DEFRANGE Typical range of interceptor aircraft on bases

near a corridor (nautical miles)
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HILOATTR The ratior of low-altitude attrition to high-

altitude attrition (decimal fraction)

KORSTYLE Attribute used to control the mode of corridor penetra-

tion (refurred to as parameter k when used in the

calculation of curvilinear coordinates--sez Basic

Sortie Generation, this chapter).

BOMBER AND MISSILE DEFENSES

The modeling of the effect of enemy defense operations on weapon survi-

val during penetration is divided into two parts: area and terminal.

Area defense considers those defenses which affect weapons without regard

to their assigned targets. Terminal (or local) defenses affect only

those weapons attacking specific targets.

Blomber Defenses and •crridor Selection

In the case of bomber/area defenses, the penetration probability is

estimated on the basis of the nominal attrition rates ascribed to the

penetration corridors. Each corridor is ascribed at least two attrition

rates:

ATTRCORR Normal attrition rate for high-altitude aircraft

using the corridor

ATTRSUPF A reduced attrition rate for high-altitude aircraft

applicable near the main axis of the corridor.
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In addition, attrition rates can be specified if desired for any pre-

scribed legs between the entrance and origin of the corridor, and attri-

tion can be specified in connection with penetration to defended targets

('I'ARDEFs) . These attrition rates are used to estimate the penetration

probability. However, it is also assumed that the attrition rates can

be reduced by the factor HILOATTR for portio~is of the route where the

aircraft can fly low. Any excess range available to the aircraft at

high altitude is used to provide a low-altitude flight -- assuming a

conversion factor RANGEDEC between low-altitude and high-altitude fuel

consumption. The estimated low-altitude range is then allocated among

the legs of the mission to minimize attrition.

To represent the effect which area and terminal defense will have upon

the successful execution of any bomber attack plan, a probabilistic

approach is used. The level of defense in a given area will directly

affect the probability that a bomber which travels through this area

will successfully reach its subsequent flight points. Therefore, each

section of geography over which bombers fly is characterized by attrition

parameters which reflect the level of area and local defenses for that

section. These parameters will, in turn, determine SURV(I), the proba-

bility that the bomber will survive to reach flight point I. Finally,

VALSORTY, the total value of a :ortie, is defined as follows;

VALSORTY : SURV(I)*V(I)

all flight
points
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where V(I) estimated value of reaching flight point I. This value V(1)

is the relative value RVAL generated during weapon allocation by program

ALOC (see Basic Sortie Generation).

The computation of SURV(I) for the formula is based on a simple expo-

nential attrition law. If the integrated attrition probability on

each individual leg to a point J is given by ATLEG(J), then the survival

probability for the bomber to the point I will be given by:

SJ=I

SURV(I) = EXPF [ ATLEG(J)
J=l

The attrition ATLEG(J) includes both area and terminal attrition for the

leg. Figure 5 illustrates the attrition attributes and variables used

in the program POSTALOC.

The area attrition for each leg is computed by integrating the assumed

area attrition rate over the length of each leg. After the first tar-

get, this assumed area attrition rate per nautical mile is a constant,

equal to the data base variable ATTRCORR supplied for the corridor. Prior

to the first target, the assumed attrition rate decreases exponentially

toward the limiting value ATTRSUPF which is also a data base variable for

the corridor. Thus the variable representing the assumed area attrition

rate between the origin and the first target is given by:
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RatemATTRSUPP + (ATrRCORR - ATTRSUPF)*EXPF(-X/DEFRANGE)

where X the distance in nautical miles between the corridor origin and

the first target and DEFRANGE is the typical range in nautical miles of

interceptors on bases near the corridor. Attrition rates (ATTRLEG) may

also be specified for the precorridor legs leading in to the corridor.

The terminal attrition ATTRLOC (see TGT2 in figure 5) is estimated

directly from the data base variable TARDEF. Each potential target with

a local (terminal) surface-to-air missile (SAM) defense is assigned the

attributes TARDEFHI and TARDEFLO. The value assigned these attributes

reflects the level of bomber defense, at high and low altitudes,

provided by local SAM units. Considering the bomber's altitude (e.g.,

high) the local attrition ATTRLOC is estimated as follows:

ATTRLOC = .I*TARDEFHI

Naturally, this local attrition is of concern only when the route point

characterized by this local attrition is itself a target for a bomb. It

produces no effect if the target with which it is associated is attacked

by an ASM (air-to-surface missile) that is launched from another route

point. Moreover, even if the sortie definition indicates that the ASM

is launched at the target from the vicinity of the target itself, it is j

assumed that ihe actual launch point will be such that the aircraft will

not be required to penetrate the local defenses. Thus, any local

9
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attrition associated with the ASM target is again Ignored. Finally, it is

assumed that all local attrition is applied only to the incoming leg to

the target and that on any leg or fraction of a leg flown at low altitude

the attrition rates will be reduced by the factor HILOATTR. In order to

estimate the expected value of the sortie, therefore, an estimate must

be made of how the available low-altitude range should be applied (dis-

cussed under Basic Sortie Generation, this chapter). Notice that a

change in the assumed attrition rate for any leg or part of a leg will

change the integrated attrition for the leg ATLEG(J). This in turn will

change the probability of survival to any point I (SURV(I) which is

required to evaluate VALSORTY.

During the weapon allocation phase (program ALOC), detailed sortie infor-

mation i,.,routing and sequential targeting) has not yet been generated,

Therefore, bomber penetration of area defenses is treated as follows.

In weapon allocation, only one target is under consideration per vehicle.

Therefore, in allocating low-altitude range among the legs of a mission

to minimize attrition, much less weight on attrition is placed after the

target has been reached. The algorithm assumes that the normal corridor

attrition ATTRCORR applies to the entire route from the target to depene-

tration, and to a portion of the route prior to the target equal to the

perpendicular distance of the target from the main axis of the penetration

corridor. The suppressed attrition ATTRSUPF is assumed to apply for the

remainder of the route freosi the corridor origin to the target.

40
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In computing the range of the aircraft, the normal range RANGE is

used starting from the centroid of the weapon group for nonrefueled

aircraft (IREFUEL=O) and from the specified refueling area for area type

refueling (IREFUEL• 0), In the case of buddy refueling, the refueled

range RANýEREF is used, but distances are again measured from the weapon

group centroid.

The penetration calculation is implemented by dividing the aircraft

attrition elements into four "ILEGS."

LEG 1 Corridor entrance to origin (distance

equal to sum of all such legs with

attrition specified -- attrition equal

to sum of attrition on all such legs)

LEG =2 Corridor origin toward target as far as

suppressed attrition (ATTRSUPF) is

applicable

LEG = 3 End of LEG 2 to target -- ATTRCORR applies

but is augmented by any local attrition

at a defended target TARDEF

LEG 4 Target to depenetration -- ATTRCORR still

applies but value of mission and serious-

ness of attrition (RATE) is assumed to be

less by a factor of approximately .25.
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The available low altitude is then distributed among these legs, and

the penetration probability is estimated. 'ro select the preferred

penetration corridor, a weight, .75, is given to reaching the target;

the remaining weight, .25, is assigned to reaching the depenetration

corridor. The corridor showing the highest value (I weight*penetration

probability) is chosen, and the penetration probability to the target

via that corridor is recorded for the group. If the group has been

specified for nonrecovery (IRECMODII = -1, the recovery distance is

simply set to zero.

On leg 3, the terminal attrition parameter TARDEF is modified by two

factors, TARFAC and EXPASM. TARFAC is a user-input parameter which allows

adjustment of the perceived terminal bomber defenses during program ALOC.

EXPASM is the fraction of weapons in a group that are air-to-surface I
missiles (ASMs) rather than gravity bombs. The modified terminal bomber

defense attrition is therefore defined as:

TARDEF x TARFAC x (1.0 - EXPASM) :1

This use of EXPASM reflects the fact that a bomber delivering an ASM to'

a target does not penetrate the target's terminal defenses.

Missile Defenses

Ballistic missile defenses involve a simpler model. Only a random defense

is considered for area attrition of missiles. Each warhead, regardless

of its assigned target, has the same probability of being destroyed by

the random area defenses. One random area kill probability is input for

42
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each side, (The QUICK Simulation subsystem also considers a preferential

area defense against ballistic missiles.)

Terminal defenses are modeled by a subtractive model. Each target with

terminal defenses is assigned a number of terminal ballistic missile

interceptors. This number of interceptors (variable MISDEF)' is input

in the data base via the attribute NTINT which must be defined for each

defended target.

The input variables describing the target's terminal defense capability
allow uncertainties to be introduced in the number of interceptors present.

MISDEF is the "nominal" number of interceptors on the -target, each with

kill probability PKTX against an unhardened warhead. In addition, four

other parameters are defined (the same for all targets) which introduce

uncertainties in MISDEF. RXLOW is a factor which, when multiplied by

MISDEF, gives a lower estimate of interceptors which has probability

PXLOW of occurring. Likewise, RXHIGH and PXHIGH define the overestimate

of interceptor availability. Thus, if there is imperfect knowledge of

the defense capability, the allocator can hedge against these uncertain-

ties when assigning weapons.

In addition to the target-associated defense data, it is possible to

describe penetral.idn aids suitable for the various missiles by ineans of

the Payload Table. For a particular payload index, the following

variahles* describe the penotrntion aids:

NWlP) is datn bhise attr ibu to NWI[PS; NIPECOYS is attrlihutLt NDECOYS•
XDE': is Cl 'IeC-,np at 'avait'n e r:eo to• progrnm ALOft,
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NWHD Number of warheads per independent re-

entry vehicle package.

NTDECOYS The number of "aim points" the terminal

defense sees for each independent re-entry

vehicle (in addition to the warheads).

XDEG, A factor by which the PKTX is multiplied

to obtain terminal interceptor kill proba-

bility against this weapon type. It

reflects additional hardening of the war-

head or electronic penetration aids which

can degrade interceptor effectiveness.

An independent re-entry vehicle package is a set of warheads and termiral,

decoys that can be guided to a target point (,r points) independently.

For missile boosters with a multiple independently targetable re-entry

vehicle capability (MIRV), there may be several independent RVs per

booster. Otherwise, each booster delivers one set of warheads 9nd decoys.

The penetration probability of any warhead is a function of all the mis-

siles allocated to the target. The model computes the total number of

objects allocated to the target, NOBJ, as the sum of all warheads and

decoys* allocated tu the target. The number of perfect interceptors,

variable PINT, is defined as:

For each weapon, this is the sum of NWHD and NTDECOYS multiplied by the
product of the survival before launch probability, weapon systen: relia-
bility, and command and control reliability.

'4
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PINT-PKTX[ (PXLOW*RXLOW)+(PXHIGci*RXHIGH) ÷+(I -PXLOW-PXHlGw,)] *MISDEF

This va.iable is the expected number oi objects to be removed by the

terminal defense interceptors.

The penetration probability for any warhead is defined as:

1.0 [XDEG' PINT]

NOI3J

If this probability is less than (1.0 - PKTX*XDEG), it is reset to that

value.

BOMBER REFUELING

Refueling Modes

The QJICK design provides for modeling two kinds of bomber r, :,.eling

capabilities: '"buddy" and area. In buddy refueling, two aircraft take

off together and fly to the refuel point; one then provides fuel to the

second and recovers. Fuel can be prcvided by either a tanker or another
bomber of the same squadron as the aircraft being refueled.

There are two types of area refueling: directed and automatic refueling.

In the directed mode, the user e!'tablishes, in the data base, a specific

refueling area (up to 20 per side may be defined in the data base) and

manually assigns the appropriate bombers and tainker5 to this area. In

.45
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the automatic mode, the Plan Generator (program PLNTPLAN) develops the

refueling plan on the basis of information provided in' the dat'abase.

The data base reflectsathe bomber squadrons which require refueling and

the tankers which are available. Program PLNTPIAN then selects the re-

fueling area (up to 30 additional refueling areas may be added) and assigns

the bombers and tankers accordingly. To reflect the refueling require-

ments associated with a specific plan, the user defines the attribute

IREFUEL for all bomber and tanker units defined in the data base. The

codes which may be assigned asthe value of IREFUEL are as follows:

IR•FUEL Setting .Definition

-5 Automiatic refuelihg -- two refuelings
required.

-4 Automatic refueling -- 'one refueling
required.

i7

-3 This cod, is used to flag air-breathing
missiles which are to be treated as
aircraft when calculating attrition
rates - no refueling involved.

-2 Buddy refueling -- a bomber from the
same squadron is used in a tanker
role.

• Buddy refueling in which support is pro-
vid-d by a tanker. Tanker oihits asso-
ciated with buddy refueling need n-t be,
defined in the data base.

0 No refueling required.

Directed area refuelin6 - refuel area
and bomber/tanker assignments are
directed by user.

-!J
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For the weapon allocation process to reflect accurately the appropriate

range of all available aircraft, it is necessary to decide prior to the

allocation which aircraft have their refueled range and which do not.

If the user has specifically assigned the refuel aria and/or buddy re-

fueling capabilities, the prograw assumes that the aircraft can be refueled

and so indicates to the weapon allocation portion of the program. If

the user selects the automatic refueling capability, there may not be

enough tankers, and therefore a decision must be made in program PLANSET

as to which bombers are to be refueled and which are not. If a count

of the bombers requiring automatic refueling and the tankers available

to perform this refueling indicates a deficiency of tankers, the air-

craft are given the refueled range on the basis of a set of priorities

built into the program. Alert aircraft are always given priority over

nonalert; aircraft with the least unrefueled range are given priority

over those with a greater range. Thus, when the weapons are allocated, I
the range capability has been completely determined, and the sorties

generated by program POSTALOC assume either the refueled or unrefueled
i

range generated by program PLANSET. Where bombers are used as tankers

in buddy refueling (i.e., a bomber unit is assigned the refuel index

IREFUEL=-2), the number of bombers available for the strike is cut in half.

Selection of RefuelingAreas

For the directed area mode of refuelirig, the user assigns refuel areas

for both bombers and tankers, and the vehicles are scheduled accordingly.
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Where buddy refueling is to occur, tankers are ignored by the system.

Bombers are scheduled to refuel at the "buddy point," which is at maximum

range (as defined below) or at the corridor entry, whichever is earlier.

The maximum range is determined by:

1. Let REFDIF = the bomber's refueled range minus range.

Let DIS = the distance (in nautical miles) from base to

corridor entry.

DIS-52. If DIS S REFDIF, let FACTOR = the greater of -_.... or zero.
RU.DIF

If DIS > REFDIF, let FACTOR = DIS

3. Now using FACTOR, the desired point is found by an interpolation

along the great circle route between launch base and penetrated

corridor entry point if the longitudinal difference between base

and entry point is greater than 2.8 degrees. Otherwise, the

desired point is determined, using a straight line or Mercator

interpolation.

For the third case, in which a bomber is to be automatically assigned a

refuel area by PLNTPLAN, the buddy refuel point X is first computed as

for buddy refueling. The list of tanker bases is then scanned to see

whether the point X is ýiithin range of any of them. If not, the closest

tanker base is chosen, and a new buddy point is calculated by inter-

polation. The new point will fall between the tanker base and the

original buddy point and will be within range of f;he tanker base.
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Next, the refuel area nearest the buddy point (if one exists within a

predetermined radius) is selected, Let REFDIF be the difference between

refueled range and range (see figure 6). If there already exist refuel

areas which are within REFDIF of the base and within the specified dis-

tance D of the buddy point X, the area nearest X is assigned as the

bomber's refuel area. Otherwise, the point X is assigned and added to the

list of refuel areas. Available tankers will later be assigned and

scheduled by PLNTPLAN in such a way as to service all automatically as-

signed bombers (see Detailed Sortie Specifications, this chapter).

PLANNING FACTOR PROCESSING

Modifications

In order to allow minor corrections to data base values for planning

factors and to provide the capability to rerun the allocation phase

rapidly using alternative values for these planning factors, the Plan

Generation subsystem allows for planning factor modification just prior

to weapon allocation. The modified factors are considered during weapon

allocation, but other phases of plan generation use the original values

(if the factors are required after weapon allocation). -he factors that

may be changed are target value (VALUE), minimum required destruction

fraction (MINKILL), maximum desired destruction fraction (MAXKILL),

weapon unrefueled range (RANGE), and weapon refueled range (RANGEREF),
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Each change request for VALUE, MINKILL, or MAXKILL specifies the set of

targets for which the change is to be effected. This set (which may

consist of only target) may be defined by specifying the target class

(CLASS), target type (TYPE), target name (TGTNAME), target id .ntifier

index number (INDEXNO) or designator code (DESIG), or any combination

of these. Any target that fits the requirements of the request (e.g.,

appropriate class or type) is given a modified value for the specified

planning factor. If a target characteristic (e.g., class) is not speci-

fied in a request, the characteristic is not checked in determining the

range of the change request. If a target fulfills the requirements of

a change request and is a component of a complex target, the planning

factors for the entire complex are modified to reflect the change to the

component. If the target is a component of a multiple target, the plan-

ning factors of all the components of the multiple target are changed.

If target value, VALUE, is modified, the target values for all targets

are renormalized so that the sum of values in the target system remains

constant at 1,000.

Weapon planning factors may also be modified. The system allows the

user to change range (RANGE), refueled range (RANGEREF), and set a mini-

mum range (RANGEMIN) by weapon group. These new ranges are used only in

program ALOC in assigning targets to the weapons. The minimum range

specifies the minimum distance from group centroid to target for any

assignment of weapon to target.
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Uncertainty Considerations

In the past, automatic "plan generators" have tended to produce plans

that were deficient from a military point of view because they did not

take into account the uncertainties in parameters used to define the

target system and the delivery systems. Because these uncertainties

have been ignored, the resulting plans (while they may have been optimum

or near optimum for the specific mathematical assumptions) have often

been very deficient in the face of any variation of the assumptions.

This is not a trivial point, since the hallmark of a satisfactory,

realistic war plan is its ability to function in an acceptable way in the

face of very large uncertainties. A war plan which does not explicitly

take such uncertainties into account can be useles-s for application in

a realistic war gaming system, even though it may tbe rigorously optimized

for apparently very reasonable assumptions.

In the present system, such factors will be incorporated in the war plans

if, and only if, the factors are explicitly included in the payoff

function. Since the plans that are produced are optimized with respect

to the payoff function, it is necessary to give careful attention to the

payoff function itself. The following paragraphs illustrate the

importance of various types of uncertainties in the development of

realistic military plans.
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Uncertainties in Probability of Destruction Before Launch and Overall

System Reliability: A very real concern in the design of any strategic

war plan is the possibility of total or almost total failure of an

entire weapon system. Such failure could occur because of failure of

command and control in a given region, or because of unexpectedly heavy

and effective enemy targeting of a system. A less complete but

nevertheless important failure to meet expectations could occur because

of an erroneous estimate of system reliability or accuracy. Because of

such uncertainties, real war plans place heavy emphasis on cross-targeting

of critical targets, so that the destruction of such targets is not

'ependent on the survival of a single base, or a single type of weapon

system. Unless such correlations in survival probability are taken into

account, an automatic war plan generator may simply select the single

most effective type of weapon against any given target and allocate enough

of these weapons to achieve the desired kill probability. Such a plan

would, of course, be unacceptable because of its failure to recognize the

uncertainty in the overall survival probability for the system chosen. j
In a theoretical sense, any factor which individual delivery systems may

have in common should be taken into account in the development of a

cross-targeting plan, and the same theoretical techniques could be used

to deal with them all. ;Iowever, in practice, a simple prohibition on
the use of weapons from a single bomber or single missile base against the

same target is much simpler and therefore more practical (where it is
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appropriate) than providing for explicit analysis of more general alter-

natives.

In the case of missiles from the swmie launch base, and in the case

of multiple bombs delivercd by the same bomber, such a simple prohibi-

tion is used. There are a sufficiently large number of alternative

launch bases of each type *hat it should always be possible to use ani

alternative without much loss of efficiency.

Ifr

However, in the' case of other common factors, such as the same type

of delivery system, or the same region of nrigin, there will almost

certainly be cases when-it is appropriate to use more than one of the

same type of weapon despite the common factors. The delivery system
groups, as considered by program ALOC, are identified by class,4

type, region of origin, and alert status, so that the advantages and

disadvantages of cross-targeting can bi explicitly considered. The

treatment of this type of uncertainty is discussed in the section

entitled, Weapon Correlations, in this chapter.

These considerations illustrate some of the reasons why plan generation

schemes based on simplified mathematical models have typically failed to

produce adequate or realistic war plans. The Plan Generator for the

QUICK system, however, does take these factors into account. It also

takes account of range constraints and variations in penetration proba-

bility (even yjbe 1hese Ra a .fuanc-tm -of- the range to The faig6t, ;r
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I
the position of the target relative to specified penetration corridors). I
On the other hand, it is only reasonable to antici.pate that there may

be additional criteria which must be incorporated to produce fully satis-

factory plans. Therefore, an essential feature of a satisfactory plan

generator is the ability to incorporate additional targeting rules and

new targeting criteria without excessive difficulty. This was one of the

important considerations in the selection of the present design.

Target Vulnerability Uncertainties: In a real war plan, it may be worth

allocating one weapon to a target even when it is supposedly too hard to

be very vulnerable to such attack. There is always a possibility of a

design flaw in the hardening of a class of targets, so that (despite

intent) a single weapon might nevertheless have a substantial chance of
A

putting the target out of operation. An automatic plan generation system

intended to maximize the value of enemy targets destroyed would very

likely ignore such targets entirely unless provision is made to reflect

the uncertainty in target vulnerability.

In the QUICK weapon allocator, provision is made to include a prob-

ability mix of target hardness which reflects such uncertainty about

target vulnerability. The kill probabilities used by program ALOC thus

explicitly take into account the possibility that targets are more or

less vulnerable than they seem. The resulting optimization, of'course,

automatically reflects this possibility. ...........
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There are a number of alternative ways in which the hardness uncertainty

can be treated. The technique used here is chosen becatse it is also

compatible with the treatment of .orrelations in delivery probability.

Uncertainty in target hardness is treated by permitting each target

to be represented by two "hardness components" rather than one. That is,

the total target value VTO is distributed among the components with

hardness H(J). Each component is assumed to have some probability of

occurring. This probability is reflected in the expected values VO(J)

for the separate components. In effect, the calculation of target sur-

vivability is then carried out independently for each hardness component,

and the surviving values are totaled to give the overall expected prob-

ability of survival for the target.

For soft targets, a single component seems adequate; for hard targets,

two will often be desirable. The increase in calculation involved is

proportional to the number of components used, but the inclusion of hard-

ness components does not add to the theoretical complexity of the payoff

function. The "component" approach also provides a better capability to

deal with separate targets of different hardness located at the same

point, or with targets that are known to be soft only for short time

intervals, but at unknown times. .
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Uncertainties in Time-Dependv'nt Tvrget Values: Of course, any useful

war plan generator must take into account the time dependence of target

values. Otherwise, slow bombers might be the only weapons targeted

against fleeting mi.ssile aind bomber bases. However, it is also

important to reflect the unce'tainiy in the time dependence. Clearly,

it is impossible to know whether enemy launches will go on schedule,

or even how they are scheduled. Thus, if the value of targets is linked

exclusively to a single estimated departure time, the importance of

hitting a target even after the estimated departure time may be ignored.

To reflect these uncertainties, the time-dependent target values

supplied to program ALOC are smoothed to reflect the "expected" -value

of the target as a function of time when the uncertainties in the time

of departure and probability of departure are included. The exact nature

of the smoothing function is described in the Time-Dependent Target

Value section of this chapter. The use of the smoothed value is

described in the following paragraphs.

The ioclusion of the time dependence of the target value implies that the

ta, ýet value which can be affected by a weapon will depend on the weapon

-time of arrival. These target values (at the time of arrival Af the

weapons) are computed for each weapon group G and for each hardness com-

ponent J. The resulting values are stored in an array V(G,J).

To understand the tim'e-dopendent aspect of the payoff, consider all the

weapons actually allocated aga,.inst a targot, arranged in or'or of time
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of weapon arrival. Let thu index (NI) represent the (NI)th time in &his

ordered sequence, and Jet the index (NN) represent the final or last

time in the sequence. Now consider that portion V(NI,J)-V(J ý 1,J)

of the target value for the .jth hardness component which will diýappeai

between the arrival of weapon (NI) and (NI + 1). This portion of the j
target value will be subject to destruction by weapons at time (Al) aid

all those that precede it. It will not be hazarded by woanon. at 2ime

(NT + 1) or any weapons which arrive later. If we represent by S(NI,J)

the probability that the jth hardness component will survive all weapons

arriving up to and including the time (NI), then we ,can express the

total surviving value of the jth hardness component as follows:

NNNN I V(NIlJ)] S(NT,J) I
NI-O

The total residual target value in all M hardness components is then

VT = N I V(NI,J) V(NI+I,J)* S(NI,J)

J=1 NI=O

where V(NN+l,J)=O, V(OJ)=VC(J) and S(O,J)=I.O. The payoff is, of

course, just the initial target value VTO minus the residual target

value VT.

This relationship is used throughout in the allocation for the calcu-

latiom of payoff in connection with any combination of weapons.
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If all the weapons were independent, the quantity S(NIJ) would be simply

equal to the product of the survival probabilities SSSP(G,J) for all

weapons on the target up to and including the time NI. However, in order

to deal with the problem of correlations in delivery probabilities, a

more general formula is used for S(NI,J). To explain this fornula, it

is rece!sary to develop a mathematical model for dealing with correla-

tions in delivery probability. This explanation is contained in the Wea-

pons Correlation section of this chapter.

Approxiinations

Groump Centroid: To reduce the amount of processing required during the

allocation phase, thi offensive weapon launch bases for the attacking A

side are aggregated to form weapon groups. For simplicity in the

allocation, a single group centroid is specified from which timing and

distance calculations are made. Program PLANSET processes the indexed

data base INDEXDB and assembles the individual missile and bomber units

into groups (see Weapon Grouping). As a new base is added to a group,

the latitude and longitude of the group centroid are adjusted so that

the final values reflect the true group centroid. That adjustment is

effected as follows.

Let NG = The number of bases included in the group prior to this addition

LSTLAT = Latitude of centroid before addition

LSTLONG = Longitude of centroid before addition
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LAT * Latitude of the weapon bbing added

LONG - T.ongitude of the weapon being added'

Then for the new centroid latitude (NEWLAT),

NLWLAT -(NGLTLAT)+LAT

To determine the new cAeptroid longitude (NEWLONG) an intermediate quan-

tity (GLONG) is calculated. If GLONG < 0, NEWLONC = GLONG +, 360; other-

wise NEWLONG = GLONG. GLONG is calculated as follows:

1. If -180 • (LSTLONG - LONG) _ 180 then GLONG

[(NG * LSTLONG) * LONG]/[NG + 1]

2. If (LSTLONG - LONG) > 180 then GLONG = [(NG . [LSTLONG

- 360J) + LONG]/[NG + 1]

3. If (LSTLONG - LONG) <-180 then GLONG = [(NG * LSTLONG)

+ (LONG - 360)]/(NG 4 1]

Average Yield (Bombers): One of the composite characteristics calculated

for a bomber group is its average yield per warhead. That value is

obtained as follows. As each bomber squadron is to be added to the

group, the squadron's total yield, which equals

(Yield for a type 1 bomb)*(# of type 1 bombs carried)

+(Yield for a type 2 bomb)*(# of type 2 bombs carried)

+(Yield for the ASM type carried)*(# of ASMs carried)

.is added to the curient total yield for the group.
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When all groups have been formed, this total yield for each group (Gi)

is replaced by the average yield per warhead for that group:

Total yield, group G.
Group Gieaverage yield =Total # warheads, group Gi

It is this average yield which is used for all weapons of the group

during the allocation phase (program ALOC).

M/MIRV Payloads: In QUICK, those missiles equipped with a multiple

re-entry vehicle (MRV) capability are allocated to a single target. For

allocation purposes, the component RVs (re-entry vehicles) are consid-

ered.to be a single warhead; however, the added effect of the MRV's

pattern is reflected in the formula uscd to determine its expected yield:

MRV yield (yield for one warhead of the given type)

*(the number of warheads, or RVs) 3 / 2

The number of warheads (re-entry vehicles) is raised to the 3/2 power

in order to accommodate the "2/3 rule" for comparing the yield of N MRV

wariieads delivering X megatons each against the yield of one warhead of i

NX megatons striking the target center.

Multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicles (WIRVs), on the

other hand, are allocated as separate weapons, subject to footprintilng

constraints. Hence, for the case in which the independently targetable

re-entry vehicles (IRVs) of a missile with NIlRV capability are in turn

equipped with .IRVs, the expected yield calculated is:
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Yield for missile with MIRV capability

(yield for one warhead of the given type)

*(the number of IRV's)

*(the number of warheads, or RV's, per IRV) 3/2

Overallocation: The QUICK weapon allocator is designed to assign the

individual weapon of a group to specific targets. In developing this

allocation, program ALOC does not consider serial bombing constraints

or MIRV footprint constraints. These constraints reflect the physical

limitations on a delivery vehicle's ability to deliver warheads to geo-

graphically separated targets. In addition, in allocating bomber weapons,

the number of weapons associated with a given penetration corridor may

not correspond to an integral number of delivery vehicles.

The above constraints are considered in the sortie generation phase of 4

plan development. To provide some flexibility in developing feasible

weapon assignments for each delivery vehicle, a few extra weapons are
I

added to each MIRV and bomber weapon group for allocation by program

ALOC. Subsequent processing by programs POSTALOC (for bombers) a

FOOTPHNT (for MIRV's) removes this overallocation in creating the sortie

specifications.

The extent of excess weapon addition has been determined through experi-

ence in the use of the heuristic algorithms used for sortie generation.

For bomber weapon groups, the aumber of excess weapons is equal to three
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times the number of weapons carried on a single bomber. For missile

groups with a MIRV capability, the number of excess weapons (re-entry

vehicles) is equal to twice the number carried on each booster plus ten

percent of the total number in the weapon group.

Survival Before Launch Probability (SBL): In order to provide for effi-

cient operation of the sortie generation phase, a few extra weapons are

added to each bomber and MIRV missile weapon group (see Over-Allocation,

this chapter). in order that the Plan Generator will perceive the

correct number of expected weapons, the survival before launch prob-

ability (SBL) is modified to reflect this change.

If: NACTUAL = actual number of weapons in a group

NEXCESS number of weapons added to the group
[ NACTUAL

then: SBL SBLREAL* NACTUAL + NEXCESS

The actual survival before launch probability (SBLREAL) is used after the

excess weapons have been. removed in the sortie generation phase of

plan development.

Command and Control Reliability: Each weapon item in the data base is

assigned to a command and control :'egion (IRLG) by the user. This com-

mand and control region is an arbitrary designation for the extent of

command and control functions and has no geographic meaning, The relia-

bility for command and control (CC) is a function of this region IREG.

Thus, the user must divide the offensive weapons systems into these

"regions" according to the command and control which is appropriate for
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the plan being developed. The maximum number of command and control

regions is 20. Th.ý use of command and control reliability (CC) is dis-

cussed in the Weapon/Target Interaction section of this chapter.

Groups with Time-Dependent DBL: The aggregation of weapons into weapon

groups is a straightforward process unless the weapons have a time-

dependent dbstruction before launch probability (DBL). If the weapons do not

have a time-dependent DBL, the DBL probability for all weapons assigned

to the group is considered to be a weapon type characteristic. In this

case, the DBL associated with the group is obtained directly from the

data base. For weapons assigned a time-dependent DBL (this feature is

recognized by a value of the attribute IDBL greater than zero) the pro-

gram ,iomputes the time of the first and last launchus from the group.

The time of first laun6h is the appropriate delay time (alert or nonalert).

The time of last launch is computed via the attribute DELTA which is the

.time between successive launches from the same base. (Each base in the

data base may be assigned a value for DELTA.) Clearly, the time of last

launch is equal to the time of first launch plus the product of DELTA

and one less than the number of vehicles to be launched. Using the DBL data

table specified by IDBL, the initial and final DBL probabilities are cal-

culated. If the difference between these probabilities exceeds the user-

input value for the maximum intragroup difference in DBL (DMAXDBL), the

number of weapons in the group is reduced until this criterion is met.

The DBL for the group is then computed as the average DBL of all the

weapons in the group. The excess weapons removed from consideration
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because of the DBL difference are now considered for inclusion in the

other groups or formation of a new group.

Time-Dependent Target Value: The relative value of the targets considejred

during plan generation is established on the basis of two sets of input

data supplied by the user. In the data base each potential target is

assigned a value (VAL) which establishes its relative worth within its

assigned class. Then, the user provides data, for input to program

PLANSET, which establish the target's value relative to all other poten-

tial targets in the game base (see Target Value, this chapter).

Since the relative strategic worth of a target may degrade over time

(e.g., the value of a missile launch site before and after launch), the

time dependence of target value must be considered in developing the

attack plan. In QUICK, this relationship is established on the basis of

data supplied by the user and included in the data base. The user can

specify up to three separate time components which represent specified

fractions of the total target value. For each of the three components,

the user speci.fies the time (in hours) at which the valuc changes, T(I),

and the fraction of the target value that is removed at that time, FVALT(I).

(The latter factor is not specified for the third time component in the

data base, since the sum of the values of FVALT(I) must be equal to 1.0.)

In using these data, the system (program PLANSET) automatically assumes

a standard uncertainty in times specified. Figure 7 illustraltes the

relationship between the step function time dependence of target value
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1. 0 INPUT DATA

T1 = .5 FVALT1 = .60

.8 T2 = 4.0 FVALT2 = .20

T3 = 1000.

.6'

2

z .4

SMOOTHED CURVE WITH
UNCERTAINTY tF(t)]

1 2 3 4 5 6

Time (Hrs.)

Fig. 7. Uncertainty Effects on Time-Dependent Target Value
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accepted as input, and the smoothed time-dependent target values used

to reflect uncertainty. If we define F(t) to be the fraction of target

value that exists at time t (in hours), then a smoothing function can

be defined that provides the uncertainty in target value. The specific

smoothing functjon is given by:

I=3

F(c) - PVALT(I)I-- i + [ /rI]

The resultant total target value at tl..e time of arrival is given simply

by substituting the computed time of airival in the above equation and

summing over the separate time components. The dashed line in figure 7

is the curve which defines F(t) for a target with the specified input

data, (The solid line is shown merely for reference.)

Co;:•plex Targets: The potential target list input to program ALOC reflects

the complex target as a single element. 'The target attributes for this

representative target, calculated in program PLANSEiT, arc derived from

the target data associated with the individual elements of the complex.

Tho largest target radius associated with any clement of the complex is

assigned as the radiust (TG.'T'RAD) of the representative target. Similarly,

This technique represents an oversimplification. However, cumput:ing an
adjusted radius, based on the geographic locotions and dimensions of
each target element, would not necessarily be an improveomnvt, In order
to provide a significantly more accurate treatment, a much more detailed
analysis would be required of each complex target, which should take
into account the yield and accuracy of the available weapons as well
as the number, hardness, and geographic di str'i hut ol of target clement-K
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the maximum value of TARDEF (local bomber defense potential) is assigned

to represent the complex, The target value (VAL) and the number of

terminal defense missile interceptors (NTINT) assigned each element are

accumulated and their totals assigned to the representative element.

MINKILL (the minimum kill probability required) and MAXKILL (the maximum

kill probability desired) are weighted (by VAL) averages of the element

attributes. The time dependence of the value of the complex, which is

due to the time components of its elements, is approximated by at most

three time components. That approximation is accomplished as follows.

First, the list of time components is checked for equal values, If any

are found, the corresponding values are added together, and all but one

of the erLual components are removed from consideration, along with any

zero components. If the number of remaining entries does not exceed

three. the time dependence of the complex is approximated by these time

components. Otherwise, an elimination procedure to reduce the number of

entries to three is performed. For this, successive values (VALs) are

accumulated (in V), and the average, weighted by VAL, of the corresponding

time compoleclnts is stored (in TAU). As successive entries are -,,bined,

all but tho first arc removed from consideration. When V becomes -.. 35

(VTOT), wi.cro VIYOT is the total complex value, the component list is'

again col.'.Apsed. If morc. than three cntries still remain, the abo e

accumulatho pron,:.'ss is repetaed, tuitil no more than throe time compo--

nients rovmýJn.
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Similarly, the hardness components (Il,H2) and the corresponding frac-

tional value (FVALHI) which represent the complex are determined by first

taking, for each target of the complex, its VAL, FVALHI, the number of

hardness components (I or 2), and the lethal radius corresponding to

each hardness. The complement of FVALIl is found to represent the second

hardness component. If either fractional value is nonzero, it is mul-

tiplied by VAL to obtain the actual value at that hardness. After all

targets have been considered, the lethal radii are separated into radii

belonging to hard targets (radii less than 1,5 miles) and radii belonging

to soft targets. The average lethal radius, weighted by the actual value

at the corre,,ponding hardness, is calculated from both hard and soft

targets for those radii, and the result (I-lARD or HSOFT) is assigned to

the complex. Similarly, the actual value at each hardness (V-ARD or

VSOFT) is accumulated. If there are no hard targets (i.e., VHARD = 0),

FVALH1 for the complex is set to 1; otherwise the fraction of actual

value for hard targets (VHARD/VTOT) is assigned to FVALH1. This FVALHI,

then, and the corresponding number of hardness :-Umponenti are assigned

to the complex.

The index number (INDHXNO) and the target designator code (DESIG) asso-

ciated with the representative target will normý,ly be the INDEXNO

and DESIG assigned to the first member of the comploe (i.e., the first

element of the complex encountered when processing the gajwc data base) .

The user may, however, establish criteria for- selecting the ruprcuentative

INDLLXNO atid DESIG (a control feature used in RISOP develoopment). The
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procedures for exercising this option are presented in the User's Manual,

(Pr'ogram PLANSET).

WEAPON/TARGIiT INTERACTION

The quality of the plans, in terms of realism and sophistication, will

be a direct reflection of the realism incorporated in the payoff function.

In order to produce pLans of max;i.mum realism, the payoff function should

reflect all the major factors that would be considered by an experienced

military planner. The design incorporates:

1. Time of arrival of weapons

2. Time dependence of targi, t values, which can reflect a planner's

uncertainty in the time of arrival of weapons relative to

change in target value

3. Weapon range limitations

4. Uncertainty in target vulnerability

5. Correlations in t'•e effectiveness of weapons of siniJ.i.r nature

reflct i n, such factors as 'e I j a I il.i tI y, 1131. ,rohab iii ty, and

d:efcllse .ffectivelless,

To evalutQa l.he cKtpa:lJilty of any weapoJnA b'o'p g; iAnst aeny talrget, pro-

gram ALOC requi rues six basi a nutubers. 'Thec'e are:



SBLLG) The probability assumed that weapons in group G are

not destroyed before launch

GC(KP,1 The assumed command and control reliability associated

with the region for group G

REL(K) The asscmed reliability for the weapon type K used
'2

by group G

PLX(G) The escimated penetration probability for weapons from

group G to the! target

STK(G,JII) The estimated kill probability of warheads in group G

if delivered against the JH hardness component of the

target

TVALTOA(O) The estimated target -value at the time of weapon arri-

val for weapon frou group C (this factor is computed

from the time of arrival for a weapon from group G,

TOA[G]).

These numbers reflect the planning factors the user has specifled for

the plan generation and do not necessarily reflect the values that the

user specifies for the simulations. (Soo Chapter 2, Analytical

Concepts and Tzchni.ques and Bomber and Tanker Events, and Mi ssile

livents, A'alytical Mantiual, Volumne I1t, Sinmulationi and Data Outplut

Subsystems.) The number is noted as 'assuimeed" whore it is a direct

user input suppl:i.od in th2 data base. It is described as "estimated"

whore it is a derived quantity, based on other i.11put data.
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Actually, the number. reflect only two types of i.nfo,'aiation -.- the..

time of arrival information, and the kill probability data. The single

shot kill probability is simply a product of the first five items. The

breakdown of the single shot kill probability into these five separate

factors, however, is required in order to ostimate correlations in

delivery probability ,between several warheads delivered to the same

target.

Most of the processing of weapon/target interactions deals with the six

quantities given above. These quantities are then used in the calcula-

tion of weapon payoff.

The basic payoff calculation is modified by the inclusion of weapon cor-

relation considerations. For each single weapon, four factors are cal-

culated: the single shot kill probability and three auxiliary quantities

required by the correlation model (see Weapon Correlations, this chapter).

If we define the overall single shot kill probability on one hardness

component J as: SSK = REL CC * SBL * I'EX * STK

then MUP(G,J) - LOGF(I.O - SSK)
and SSIG(G.,J) MUP(G,J)/. X;F(SSK) ,

It: the option to use the square root dramage law is selected, MUJP is

defined in a different manner. It is defined so that.

721 (1) -SSIK = ~ +r~iw~i~ ~ (-~ii~.7

1.(
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The use of the square root damag. fuznticdn,is,further explained, in a

- later section (see Multiple Weapon Attacks -- Square Root Law, this chapter).

MUP is in effect a measure of the effectiveness of the weapon against

the specified hardness component. If all weapons were independent, the

survival probability fir the component with respect to multiple weapons

IG would be simply:

EXPF MUP(IG,J))

(This is called the exponential damage law.)

If the square root law option is selected, then the survival probability

would be:

The actual formula, using correlations, reduces to this form in the limit

or no correlations but requires the array SSIG(G,J) as an au.L~iliary

quantity.

Estimation of Correlation Factors, RISK(A,•QJ)

The mathematics of the correlation calculation will be treated in detail

below. Qualitatively, however, the technique requires an estimate of

J.'
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the extent to which the probabilityfof failure for.each weapon.system is

correlated with other weapons of the same class., type, alert status, etc.

The RISK array provides an estimate of th*s informat4on. For any weapon

system, the importance (or risk involved) in each failure mode (e.g.,

SBL, REL) can be represented in an additive form by taking the logarithm

of the associated reliability. Thus, the total risk of failure 'for

the weapon system -- LOGF(SSK)-- is given by: SSM(L) where:

SM(l) - - LOGF(SBL)

sM(2) - - LOGF(CC)

SM(3) = -. LOGF(REL) .

SM(4) =- LOGF(PEX)

SM(5) = - LOGF(STK)

An array SMAT(A,L) is input by the user at the beginning of the

allocation to provide a nominal esti4natc of the fraction of each 'risk *1

SM(L) that is correlated with other weapons sharing each attribute .A, 4

where the attributes A represent:

A = I All weapons

A = 2 Weapons in the satne group

A = 3 Weapons in the same region

A = 4 Weapons in the same class

A = 5 Weapons in the same type

A 6 Weapons in the same alert status
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For each weapon group G the RISK array by Liass, type, etc., is estimated

(for each hardness component J) simply as:

RISK(A,G,J) m SM(L)*SMAT(A,L)
L

This simple technique for considering weapon correlation is used because

it is a reasonable representation of correlation and the allocations do

not seem very sensitive to the details of the correlations. Additionally,

input data for a more detailed representation would be difficult to
- I

develop,

Adaptability of Input Data

The foregoing three arrays are derived from the basic six variables listed

earlier: SBL(G), CC(KR), REL(K), PEX(G), STK(G,JH), and TVALTOA(G).

The techniques used to calculate these six basic quantities allow a great

deal of flexibility to adapt to new concepts in timing and penetration

strategy. Thus it can be expected that the specific form of their

computations will change aF experience is gained in actual applications

of the program.

The computations now in use illustrate both the factors involved and the

flexibility that is available. We will now consider the present techniques

for: computing these six variables.
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Planning Factors -- SBL, CC, REL)

Two of the six (CC and REL are contained directly in the data base.

SBL is also in the data base -- except that the meaning there is

probability of destruction before launch. To retain mathematical

parallelism with other reliabilities, the SBL used here is defined as a

probability of surviving and is obtained simply as (SBL 1 0.0 - DBL).

Obviously the specific value of DBL supplied in the data base should

depend on both the alert status and the probability distribution of

warning times for which the planner wishes to design the plan.

Evaluation of Value at Time of Arrival (TVALTOA(G))

The estimated target value at the time of weapon arrival for a weapon from

group G, TVALTOA(G) is computed using the formula shown in the Time

Dependent Target Value Subsection of the Planning Factor Processing

Section of this chapter. TVALTOA(G) is equal to F(t) as calculated in

the equation of that section, where t is the time of arrival of a weapon

from group G, called TOA(G).

The time of arrival is computed differently depending on whether an

initiative or a reactive plan is desired.

In the case of a reactive plan it is assumed that all weapon systems

launch as soon as possible (subject to their specified delays) after a

decision to launch is made. The time of arrival in this case is computed

simply as FLIGIT TIMb + DELAY where FLIGHT TIME, = FLIGHT DISTANGE/SPEB-D

and the delay is either the alert or nonalurt delay (ALEIRTDLY or

NALRTIJLY) speciflied in the data base, For miissiles, the flight distance
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is computed as the great circle distance from the weapon group centroid

to the target. For aircraft, the distance is the sum of the great circle

distances for each leg on the following path:

1. Weapon group centroid

2. Specified refueling area (if appropriate)

3. Entrance to chosen penetration corridor

4. All specified intermediate route points for the

penetration corridor .(if any)

S. Origin of penetration corridor*

6. Target.

In the case of buddy refueling or nonrefueling, the second point on the

path is omitted. (Note that the times of arrival used at this point

are approximate in that they use a ccnstant nominal speed and,. in the

case of bombers, do not alL.;w for excursions to other targets on the way.)

In the case of an initiative strike, the times of launch are coordi-

nated to reduce warning time. This is accomplished by coordinating

the plan relative to an assumed warning time, In the case of alert

missiles, the user specifics (in the parameter CORASL) what fraction of

the flight time should have .lapsed at the coordination time. With

CORMSL = 1.0 all missiles "mpact at the coordination time. With CORMSL

0.0 all missiles launch at the coordination time. This parameter is used

in the weapon allocation phase The sortie generation phase, which

Aircraft must fly to the origin of the corridor, but arc not required
to fly along the corridor axis to the corridor axis orientation point
itself.
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constructs the detailed plans, may use more sophisticated CORMSL data to

achieve more highly coordinated missile attacks.

In thu case of bombers, the user specifies (in the parameter CORBOMB)

the remaining flight distance to the entrance of the penetration

corridors at the coordination time. For alert vehicles, launch times are

coordinated to make good this position at the coordination time -- except

that no alert aircraft are held on the ground after the coordination time,

The launch time and time of arrival for nonalert vehicles differ from

that for the alert vehicles by just the difference in the alert and non-

alert delays.

Penetration Probability .(PEX)

The computation of this factor is discussed in the section entitled

Missile/Bomber Defenses, this chapter.

Evaluation of Warhead Kill Probability (STKJ

The warhead kill probability is estimated as follows.

The lethal radius H(J) for a one-megaton weapon against the Jth

target hardness component is computed using the VN function in program..

PLANSET and is scaled to the actual yield using the 1/3 power yield-area

scaling law. The kill probability is computed using the formula

P R 1 2 1 2
[)U +W R
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2 op2 Ot2 =84"E
where a= 1(J) and D + , in which C 8943*CEP

D 2E Tgt wh ch

GTgt 2.448*R95 = 2.148*RADIUS (R9 5  Radius containing .95 of total

target value).

This kill function is computed from a very general actual-range/kill-

probability law described in the Algorithms section, chapter 3. When the

parameter W equals 3, sigma-S0 damage curves are closely approximated,
appropriate to soft targets (below 15 psi); for W equal to 6, sigma-20

curves are approximated, appropriate for hard targets. The use of these

sigmas is inherent to the VN system as outlined in Physical Vulnerability

Handbook -- Nuclear Weapons (U), Defense Intelligence Agency

(CONFIDENTIAL).

For weapons restricted to targets in clas§ NAVAL, this calculation is not

performed. The value of the attribute PKNAV is used as the single shot

kill probability. (Note that these weapons are identified by a value of

PKNAV greater than zero.)

Multiple Weapon Attacks -- Square Root Law

When a number of weapons attack a single target, there are two ways to

ccnsider the total expected kill probability: the exponential (or power)

law and the square root damage function.

The exponential, or power, law considers the total survival probability to

,e the product of the individual survival probabilities. This l:w is not

as appropriate for area torgets as for point targets. The user therefore
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has the option to use a square root damage function on area targets; i.e.,

targets with a radius greater than zero. The square root law operates

as follows: Foi, each weapon i, define a, factor K. as follows:

P5 =exp +I

where PS = probability that target survives one weapon of type i.

(1hi!5 KX factor is called MUP in this p~ogram.) If we have N. weapons

of type i, then the survival probability of the target, assuming

independent weapons, is

S, ep(-~ji -)* (I1 *4NiK.

If we have N weapons of type j also allocated to the target, the sur-

vival probability, again assuming complete independence, is

SNIN exp y. ,)* ( +Ki+NNj
The weapons are not usually considered to be completely independent.

Thus, the sums, N.K. + ... , must be modified to consider interweapon1 1

correlations. The method of modifying this sum is discussed in the

Weapon Correlations section of this chapter (also see chapter 3,

Derivation of Formula for Correlations in Weapon Delivery Probability)
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WEAPON CORRELATIONS

A basic consideration underlying the need for cross targeting is

the existence of' "shared risks" between weapons - - not only of

the same type, but also between weapons of similar or related types.

For example, if the enemy air defense is better than expected, the
4

actual penetration probability of all bombers will be lower than that

planned, If ballistic missile guidance systems prove to be opera-

tionally less accurate than expected, the target kill probability will

be lower for all such missiles. These possibilities are illustrative

of risks that are "shared': by large numbers of weapon systems. Cross

targeting is intended to avoid "putting all eggs in one basket." It is

designed to increase the probability that important targets will be

destroyed even if most or all of the weapons with certain identical

characteristics fail to perform as planned. Cross targeting recognizes

the fact that operational percentages of success or failure for weapon

systems cannot be predicted in advance.

The basic model used for cross-targeting analysis therefore

recognizes that operational performance reliabilities are uncertain,

and treats them as random variables. War plans are then developed on

the assumption that the actual rohiebilitics that may be: encountered in

practice are unknown, and that they will in effect be selected at

random for each weapon type Frcom apisropriate prol)ali lit) distribbutions.

Moreover, it must be recognized that the rel iabilities are not

indepeiidently random for each weapon type1, because cOn liin ris ks are
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shared by many weapon types. Thus, on a specific Monte Carlo selection,

when one success p-ercentage is low, certain other percentages should

tend to be low also. A satisfactory plan generation model also should

be capable of considering these relationships between the success

percentages for various weapon types.

To provide input data for the generation and evaluation of a cross-

targeting plan, it is convenient to express these relationships in terms

of risks that are shared in various degrees by similar weapon systems.

The QUICK Plan Generator deals with five possible failure modes

(table 5): survival before launch, launch or in-flight failure,

command and control failure, penetration failure, and failure to kill

the target even if delivered successfully. Each such failure mode can

involve certain risks that are shared with similar weapons.. For each

such mode of failure, the user can specify the extent to which he feels

risks will be of a type that are shared by all weapons of the same

ligroup,) type, class, region., and alert status. Residual risks that are not

specified to be shared in this way are treated as independent from

weapon to weapon. Two weapons that share any attribute, such as type

or alert status, can have a certain amount of shared risk. The failure

correlation model used in tile QUICK system considers each weapon to

have seven attributes over which to distribiite the effects of the five

failure modes. Table 6 shows the seven weapon attr'ibkites.

Assoc iated with the attributes and modes is a matrix wi,,ich specifies

the fraction of the risk in each mode that is shared hby weapons with the
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Table 5. Failure Modes

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION

SBL Probability of survival before launch

CC Reliability of command and control system

REL Weapon system hardware reliability

PEN Penetration probability

STK Probability of target kill by warhead

Table 6. Weapon Attributes

NAME DESCRIPTION

ALL Shared by all weapons in the stockpile

ALURT The alert status of the weapon, either alert.
or nonalert

CLASS Weapon class, either bomber or missile

TYPE Weapon type (e. g., B-52G, Poseidon)

RE-GION Region of launch base

GROUP Weapons of same class, typc, regioni, and
alert status whose launch bases are close
to one another

INDEPlENDENT Shared by no two weapons in the s;tockpi.le
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same attribute, This failure mode/attribute matrix, the SMAT array,

defines the amount of risk shared by similar weapons and was referred

to previously as the cc.:relation array.

The entries in the matrix are the fraction of the risk of failure

in the failure mode that is assumed to be shared by weapons

with like attributes; e.g., class, type, region, and alerL status.

The sum of each row of the matrix must be 1.0. Two weapons in the
VI

same group that are identical with respect to all of these attributes

will share identical risks except for the independent component. This

array is used in the QUICK Plan Generator to compute weapon delivery

probabilities and expected taiget damage when multiple weapons are

assigned. The method for these computations is discussed in chapter 3.

Nature of Uhncertainties

The basic objective of cross targeting (using mole than one weapon

type against a target) is to increase the probab.ility that the target

will be destroyed even if most or all of the weapons of any given type

fail to operate as planned. In other words, the cross targeting is

intended to hedge against the fact that the operational target kill

probability for any weapon type is uncertain. In the conventional

Oversimplified calculation of expected target destruction, uncertainty

in tle percentage of targets destroyed is assumed to arise only as a

consequence of the random selection of statistically independent

individual weapon successes and failures (which are assumed to be
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drawn from ai ensemble of known overall relia.lIllty). However, in

realistic planMing situations, these individual weapon-to-weapon

statistical variations account for only a very small portion of the

total uncertainty in the percentage of successes that wi I.I actually

cc zur.

There are numerous other factors over and above this simple

statistical variation that introduce uncertainty in the actual percentage

of weapon successes. In the present model, all of these factors,

regardless of their actual cause, are lumped as contributors to a

single uncertainty which represents total uncertainty in each of the

various planning factors, Thus, within the model, the overall uncertainty

is divided into two separate parts. First, for each planning factor

(such as in-flight reliability, launch reliability, penetration

probability, or probabili.ty of surviving destruction before launch), the

uncertainty is modeled by defining a probability distribution for the

reliability factor. F'or any specific war game, the actual reliabilitics

a.e considered to be drawn at random from these distributions. After

the random selection of the-Ie reliabilities, there still remains

uncertointy in the actual success percentage. This second uncertainty

derives from simple statistical fluctuations in the success percentages

that occur when independent successes and failures are drawn from an

ensemble of specified overall reliability. However, in reaiLstic

planning situations, this latter cause of uncertainty i5 usually

relatively minor. The really serious uncertainties and, in particular,
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the uncertainties that give rise to the need for cross targeting, are

above and beyond this simple statistical variability. The following

are examples of some of these important factors that contribute to

the uncertainty represented in the model by the probability

distribution for each of the planning factors.

1. The enemy strategy and tactics are unknown and these can

have major effects on the probability of penetration and

the probability of destruction before launch both for

individual weapon types and the force at large.

2., The basic system reliabilities in an operational environment

may differ from those estimated in a test environmenat, and

even the test environment reliabilities are not known exactly.

3. The actual success or failure percentages for one weapon may

physically influence the success or failure probabilities of

others--for example, in defense suppression attacks and in

saturation tactics.

Weapon Failure Modes and Tar get Survivability

A programmed weapon can fail to destroy a target for a variety of

reasons (failure modes) such as des~truction before launch, launch,

failure, in-flight failure, penetration failure, or delivery inaccuracy,.

Assuming that theoe various failure modes are statistically independent,

the overall reliability~of the weapon h (from group i(h)) will be simply
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the product of the reliabilities over all the possible failure modes j;

Rh 11 Ri(h)j

where

Rh reliability for weapon h

Ri(h)j reliability for weapon h with respect to failure mode j

The target will survive the weapon h with probability

sh - Rh = 1 - R Rh h i(h)j

Assuming for the moment that all weapons programmed against the target

are statistically independent, the total probability of target survival

is given by

h Sh =( i(h)j

In simplified analysis models where the reliability with regard to

variou's modes of failure is assumed to be independent from weapon to

weapon (i.e., where the operational reliabilities are assumed to be

exactly predictable), this relation gives rise to a very simple law for

target survivability with regard to multiple weapons. Specifically,

relative to any target, one can define a single parameter Xh for each

weapon h, where
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Xh = Xn sh

The Xh in this equation can be thought of as a measure of the strength

of the weapon against the target. The probability of target survival

is then given by

S exp ( xh)

This relationship is widely used in military analysis work. It has

the advantage that the effectiveness of weapons against a target can be

measured in terms of a single additive quantity, and the efficiency of

a weapon relative to its value can be measured simply by comparing this

quantity, h, with the weapon cost or shadow value.

However, as soon as one admits the possibility of uncertainty in

the reliability factors or of dependence of the reliabilities between

weapon types, the simplicity of this relationship is lost. Since the

aX re related, a simple sum will no longer suffice to determine target

survival. The incremental effectiveness of each weapon depends in part

upon the other weapons which have been programmed against the target.

It is no longer correct to increase the sum in the exponent as each

weapon is added. The entire expression for target survival must be

completely reevaluated with each weapon addition. Thus, the previous

equation must be expanded to the form

S = xp Z n (1 - I Ri ~~ nT 1 n1
h ih~ h h)
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The computational complexity of this expression for S in terms of the

R i Ilthough undesirable, seems to be unavoidable in a practical
1(h)j'

cross-targeting model.

One obvious and superficially attractive way of avoiding the

complexity, however, may require some comment. It has been suggested

that the complexity can be avoided simply by considering the Xh as the

random variables, and allowing the user to specify the statistical

dependence between the X rather than the Ri(h)j, Unfortunately,

because of the complex and unintuitive relationships between the Xh

that result from mutually shared risks, this approach appears to place

an impossible burden on the user.

A simple example will serve to illustrate this point. Consider

two weapons, A and B, that share an identical risk of destruction

before launch. Weapon A is otherwise completely reliable, and

weapon B has numerous other more important failure modes. The small

risk of prelaunch destruction is the only risk that prevents the Xh

for the reliable weapon from being infinite. Thus, the destruction

before launch risk completely determines the value of the Xh for the

reliable weapon, but this same risk will have very little effect (even

on a percentage basis) on the X for the less reliable weapon. Thus

an identical shared risk produces grossly different effects on the Xh

for the two weapons.

It seems clear that if Q model is to successfully deal with the

statistical dependence between weapons, the user must be permitted to
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express the relationships in terms of the sharing of risks, and the

consequences in terms of the X must be derived by the model. It is

unrealistic to expect the user to supply information directly in terms

of the even though this might simplify the mathematics.

Correlation 'Input Information

The preparation of correlation information for the QUICK Plan

Generator is simplified for the user through the use of a hidden

variable approach. The specific hidden variables employed are generalized

so that they can represent broad aggregations of risk elements, This

has the advantage that a standardized set of risk elements can be used,

and it is not necessary to redefine a new set of hidden variables for

each application of .he system.

For the purpose of dealing with these ris:s, the QUICK syster.

classifies all possible ways a weapon can fail (to destroy its target)

into the five generalized failure modes described previously.

Each weapon in the QUICK system is considered to be a member of a

homogeneous group of weapons which are considered to be identical with

regard to all parameters used in the development of a war plan, The

"weapun group" in turn is categorized as being of a particular: Class

(bomber or missile); Type (Minuteman, B-52, Polaris, etc.); Alert Status

(alert or nonalert); and Conumand and Control Region. The various

specific risk factors that can contribute to each of the five failure

modes are also further classified as to whether they represent risks
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that might be shared in some degree: by all weapons of the same class;

by all weapons of the same type; by weapons of the same alert

status; or by weapons which share any other weapon attribute. Thus

for each generalized failure mode, the QUICK system operates as if

there is a hidden risk variable for each weapon attribute (see table 6,

Weapon Attributes). Bythe conventions used in QUICK, the risks

represented, for example, by the hidden random variable "Penetration Risk -

Class Bomber" are available to be used only in the calculation of pene-

tration risk for weapons that are members of the class "Bomber."

Another risk variable is available to be used for penetration uncer-,

tainties by all weapons that are of class "Missile." If there are

penetration risks that are relevant only for a subset of weapons within

a class, there is another hidden variable for each type and even for A

each group that can be used.

The risk correlation information supplied for the QUICK system thus

takes the following form. For each failure mode j and each weapon

group i, an expected reliability R.ij is specified. The total risk, or

variance, associated with this reliability factor is thought of as being
divided into two parts, an independent risk and a shared risk. The

shared risk is shared by all weapons in the group and is a result of the

variance of the actual reliability R relative to the expectedRij

reliability R The remaining variance is identified as an

"independent" risk which is completely independent from weapon to weapon

in the group. The division of variance between "shared" and "independent"

thus determines the width or uncertainty assumed by the Plan Generator
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for the probability distribution of Rij relative to "Rij' The larger the

percentage of independent risk, the lower the uncertainty in Rij.

The portion of the variance that is assumed to be shared within the

group is then further subdivided into portions that are attributed to

the hidden variables for weapons of that particular class, group, type,

etc. Thus for each failure mode, the risk attribution required by the

QUICK system consists simply of a specification of the portion of tile

total risk that is to be associated with each of a number of weapon

attributes. Specifically, the user must specify the portion of the risk

associated with each of the seven weapon characteristics previously

described.

The st•uaation of risk percentages attribhuted to each of the above

factors must of course equal 100%. The following table illustrates a

typical risk attribution array (SMAT) used as input to the QUICK system.

ALL GROUP REGION CLASS TYPE ALERT INDEPENDENT

SBL 0 .10 .10 .40 .10 0 .30

CC 0 .20 .30 .10 .10 0 .30

REL 0 .05 0 .10 .20 0 .65

PEN 0 0 .10 .20 .20 0 .50

STK 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00

The fact that 100% of the STK risk variable is treated as independent

in this example implies zero uncertainty in STK; thus in this example

we are ignoring any uncertainty in weapon yield or CEP. The choice of
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.30 for the independent component of SBL as opposed to .65 for REL

implies the assumption of greater relative uncertainty in any SBL

reliability than is assumed in corresponding launch or in-flight

reliabilities, REL.

Since, by definition, each row of this array must add to 1.0, the

final column is obviously implied by the numbers in the other six

columns. The actual input format for QUICK therefore omits the final

column, so the correlation or risk attribution data are actually supplied

in the form of a 5 X 6 array, known as SMAT. By convention, in supplying

these data for QUICK, the array is normally filled with numbers intended

to represent the maximum amount of uncertainty or shared variance that

it seems reasonable to consider.

One other important simplifying assumption is made concerning the

risk attribution data supplied. In principle, one might think that the

user would like to specify different risk attributions by class, type,

alert status, etc., for every individual weapon group. This approach

would provide maximum flexibility to control the factor weightings for ]
each group, but it would require a separate SMAT array for each of the

groups used (up to 200) in the QUICK system. To avoid this data burden,

the QUICK system actually uses only one SMAT array and the values used

in the array are chosen to be a reasonably good compromise for all

weapon groups.
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For missiles with a MIRV capability, a different weapon correlation array

is created. The user specifies what fraction of the variance attributed

to the INDEPENDENT attribute is to be added to the variance attributed to

the GROUP attribute for all MIRV groups. This specification has the effect

of increasing intragroup correlations for these groups. Since this

increased correlation is applicable only to those events which precede

booster burnout, only the failure modes which affect the booster are

modified. These modes are survival before launch (SBL), command and

control reliability (CC), and weapon system reliability (REL). Two

SMAT arrays are stored, one for MIRV groups and one for non-MIRV groups.

As each group is processed, the appropriate array is used in computing

weapon/target interaction parameters.

WEAPON ALLOCATION

Program ALOC allocates weapons over the specified target system, using

input data concerning the structure of the target system, the inventory

and capabilities of available forces, and the war objectives and strategy.

It produces a6 output a detailed specification of the weapons assigned to

each target.

The structure of the target system is represented by the location,

value, and estimated vulnerability and defense capability of each target
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element. The available forces are represented by such factors as range, j
yield, accuracy, reliability, penetration parameters, response time,

speed, survivability, location of deployment, and inventory.

The allocator (ALOC) uses generalized Lagrange multiplier optimization

techniques, With this approach, it is practical to use comparatively

detailed payoff functions reflecting realistic uncertainties and

planning contingencies that are usually ignored in automatically gener-

ated plans. The approach provides sufficient flexibility to include

targeting objectives and constraints which may not have been foreseen

in the original formulation of the payoff function.

The objectives and strategy reflected by the plan will be determined by:

* The relative values assigned to various elements of the target

system, and the time dependence (if any) of these values

* Any minimum required kill probabilities which may be specified

for particular targets or groups of targets

* The portion of the available force specified (such specification

is optional) for allocationt

Tie same types of information are used to control the resources allocated

for defense suppression. In principle, the allocation of effort todefense suppression targets should be chosen to maximize the destruction
of other elements of the target system -- and should follow as an
automatic consequence of the values assigned to these other targets.
However, such a fully automatic treatment of defense suppression is
beyond the present state-of-the-art. Consequently, the user must specify
equivalent valuez or required kill probabilities for defense suppression
as weli as primary targets.
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The realism and sophistication of the plans produced by such an

optimization depend in large measure on how completely the intended

objectives (with realistic contingency or uncertainty considerations)

are reflected in the payoff function, The design objective has been to

provide the flexibility needed for any reasonable payoff function. Some

of the factors included in the payoff function by the QUICK Allocator nre:

1. The time dependence of target values

2. The uncertainties in target vulnerability

3. Correlations in delivery probability between weapons which

share the same uncertainties of accuracy, reliability, pene-

tration probability, and weapon survivability (for the second-

strike applications)

4. The uncertainty in target value and time dependence -- as a

consequence of the unpredictability of enemy actions

3. Uncertainty in the level of ABM interceptors defending the target.

In addition, program ALOC computes the marginal value of each weapon

allocation. This value (RVAL), whose calculation is described in the

Basic Sortie Generation section of this chapter, is used in the sortie

generation process to determine the worth of including a target in a sortie.

Concept of Operation

The efficient targeting of a limited inventory of weapons is a com-

binatorial problem primarily because of inventory constraints. 'The fact
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that weapons used against one target are not available for others intro-

duces a resource interaction between targets that are otherwise indepen-

dent. The Lagrange optimi.zation technique provides an exact reprosenta-

tation of this interaction, which permits the allocation of weapons to be

accomplished one target at a time. In the Lagrange technique, the

detailed resource interaction is represented by a single "price" or

value established for each type or group of weapon0s. This "price"

rep)resents the value of the weapons in each group in relation to the

specific requirements and objectives of each war plan. This "price" (or

Lagrange multiplier) corresponds to the minimum payoff (in target value

destroyed) that will justify the use of the weapon.

The QUICK Allocator utilizes a resource allocation technique pub-

lished in Operations Research* which permits the application of Lagrange

multipliers to discontinuous or nondifferentiable functions (such as the

payoff targeting problems).

As applied to the targeting problem, the technique consists of

assigning a trial "weapon price" for each "group" of weapons in the

"*11. Everett III, "Generalized Lagrange Multiplier Method for Solving
Problems of Optimum Allocation of Resources," Operations Research,
Vol. II, No. 3, May-June 1963. p. 399-417. For ease of reference,
an excerpt from this publication is contained in appendix B.
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inventory to he allocated. (A "group" is defined here as a set of

weapons which are so nearly ideatical both in characteristics and

location that no distinction between them is necessary during the

allocation.) The attacker's "profit" on each target is then defined

as the target value destroyed minus the total "prico," of the weapon or

weapons expended. Weapons are allocated against any target in such a

way that this "profit" is maximized. (When the allocation against any

target is complete, there axe no weapons in the total inventory which

could achieve an added payoff on the target in excess of their assigned

"weapon price." Also, there are no weapons actually assigned to the

target 4hich do not achieve a payoff in excess of their assigned

"•"weapon price.")

If the allocation were carried out this way for all targets, a certain

total number of weapons from each group would be assigned. This number

could be more or less than the actual inventory available. However, the

resulting allocation would be a true optimum allocation for a hypothetical

stockpile consisting of the weapons actually used in this allocation. If

the numfer of weapons allocated from any group were larger than the actual

group inventory, then the trial "weapon price" is too low, and the use of

these weapons should be limited to those places where a higher return is

achieved. If too few were allocated, the trial "price" is too high, and

the weapons could be fruitfully employed where the payoff is somewhat less.
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rThe tr.ial "weapon prices" could then be adjusted accordingly and a new

allocation could be carried out until a satisfactory approximation to the

actual inventory is achieved. Many iterations throughout the target list

would thus be required to establish the correct prices which would cause

the desired stockpile to be consumed.

In the QUICK Allocator, the basic process described above is speeded up

in several ways:

1. The targets are processed in a random order, so that serious

errors in the initial trial "weapon prices" are detected

promptly and are corrected by observing the rate of allocation

for each group of weapons. Thus, it is not necessary to carry

an allocation to completion before correcting the trial "weapon

prices."

2. Initial allocation rates are monitored for aggregated categories

of weapons (i.e., weapons which share identical attributes),

rather than individual groups. Thus, statistically useful

information on the allocation rates is obtained from small

samples of targets, and corrections are applied to the "1,wcapo:

prices" for all the weapon groups within the aggregated cate-

gories.

3. Ordinarily, in such a process, it would le difficult to estimate

the size of the error in the "weapon prices" from the si ze of the
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error in the allocation rates. For example, • trivial differ-

ence in "weapon prices" between' essentially identical weapons

could cause the one with the lower "weapon price" to be used

to the complete exclusion of the other. The QUICK Allocator

therefore incorporates a small "premium" which prevents such

large and unnecessary deviations from the desired allocation

rates, where the difference in profit is small. With the

premium, a large error in the allocation rates can occur only
I ,i

if the error in prices is substantial. In this way, the mag-

nitude of the error in the "weapon prices" can be estimated

from the allocation rates, and corrections of the proper

size in the "weapon prices" cantbe efficiently made.

4. I•i, iteration process in trial "weapon prices',' is t~erminated,

when "weapon prices" are. approximately correct (typicall'y withih

a few percent) even though the resulting allocation does'

not accurately fit the available s'tockpile. The allocation is

then adjusted to fit the stockpile by rsmoving weapons ex-

cessively allocated and substituting weapons underallocated.

This adjustme,;t of the allocation is done by adjusting the

"premiums" in the closing phase in such a way that the loss in

"profit" is kept as small as ptactical. It has been mathemat-

ically proven in the preceding reference that the payoff fqr

the resulting allocation will not be degraded by this closing

phase by more than the observed loss of "profit."
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This final approximation technique provides a powerful method for

converging rapidly on war plans which are near optimum. The extent of

the observed loss of "profit" provides a valuable gauge of the effi-

ciency of any such approximation. (If a rigorous hound on deviations

from optimality is desired, it can be obtained by a final pass over

the target list in which all premiums are removed.)

Adjustment of Multipliers

To understand the operations of the allocator (program ALOC) , it is

helpful to think of the set of all targets arranged in random order

around a circle. Processing will continue for several "passes"

around the circle until tile multipliers have converged to acceptable

values, and the weapon stockpile constraints are met. To start the pro-

cess, initial values for the multipliers (i.e., "weapon prices") are

selected, and an initial pseudo allocation is made in which the weapons

are distributed uniformly (without regard for integer weapon constraints)
over the target set. Thus, in the beginning it appears that weapons '

have been allocated at exactly the right rate. As each new target is

encountered, the pseudo allocation is removed, and actual trial allocation

is made using the current values of the multipliers. Since the initial

multipliers are not correct, this gradually produces an error in the

estimated rate of allocation. This error is then used to determine how

to adjust the Lagrange multipliers. Of course, statistically significant
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information on errors in the allocation rates becomes available most quickly

for those groups where the number of weapons is large. To accelerate the

adjustment of the multipliers, ALOC monitors the allocation rates for large

collections of weapons (i.e., weapons which share weapon attributes, see

table 6) which include many groups. When it is observed that the overall
allocation rate for such a collection is in error, the Lagrange multipliers

for all the groups involved are adjusted simultaneously. To simplify this,

the Lagrange multiplier, LAM(G), for each individual group of weapons is

expressed as a product of collective "local multipliers," LA(J). Specifi-

cally, the Lagrange mnultiplier for a group of weapons is represented as

the product of the local multipliers for all weapons; all weapons of the

same class; the same type; the same region; the same alert status; and

a final local multiplier unique to the specific group- i.e.,

LAN11(G) LA (J A al *rt *LA LA(Jal) (Jclass) (Jreg) (Jalert group)

(To facilitate this bookkeeping, an index table is maintained for each

weapon group which specifies these local multipliers.)

The concept for monitoring the allocation rates is as follows.

If there ore a total of NTGTS targets, and the total number of weapons

in a partiCular collection of wcapons indexed by J (e.g., J J
all' classd

is NOWPS(l), then the expected number of these weapons to allocate

per targelt is just

Lxpc� cd Rate -- NOWPS (J)/N'GTS
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If the observed rate is less, the associated multiplier LA(J) should

be lowered; if it is greater, it should be raised.

Particularly during the early phase of the allocation, when the Lagrange

multipliers ("weapon prices") are changing rapidly, the allocation rate

will also change rapidly. Thus, in evaluating the allocation rate, it

is appropriate to place more weight on the allocation rate for more

recently processed targets. The estimators of allocation rate used by

the allocator', therefore, allow a variable weight to be assigned to th.-

targets. The estimated allocation rate R for any collection of weapons

J is computed as follows:

I )3
V "h [iJ*W(i))

R(J) JRUNSUM
Eww WTSUNi

where W(i) is the weight assigned to the ith target and N(ij) is the

number of weapons from the collection J assigned to the ith target. The

summation is always taken over all targets. However, in the early

stages of the allocation, the weight attached to each successive target

is increased quite rapidly, so that the estimated allocation rate is

determined almost entirely by the most recently processed 10 to 20 tar-

gets. As the Lagrange multipliers come closer to correct values, the

target weights are increased more slowly and the allocation rate, in

*Target weight is initialized at 1.0 and modified during processing, as

described in Chapter 3, Calculations, Lagrange MIultiplier Adjustment.
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effect, is averaged over a larger number of targets. Ultimately, the

weight attached to succeeding targets is held fixed. Obviously, after

all targets have been processed with identical weights, the above esti-

mator of the allocation rate becomes an exact measure of the average

allocation rate and if multiplied by the number of targets would give

the exact number of weapons on all targets. Thus, the same estimating

machinery can be used in the final stage of the allocation as a guide I
in converging to the exact stockpile.

Actually, for each collection of weapons J, three separate estimators of
the allocation rate are maintained. These estimators differ in the rate

of change of the target weights that are used in computing the estimates.

In effect, they correspond to averaging the allocation rate over different

numbers of targets. The algorithm requires that all three estimates

provide the same sign of the estimated error rate before it will change

the value of the Lagrange multipliers. This feature provides a

conservative approach to changes in the multipliers and reduces the

chance of overcorrecting.

The allocation process evaluates its own progress in converging the

multipliers and determines when to terminate the process. The variable

which reflects this evaluation is called PROGRESS. PROGRESS is an

arbitrary variable set internally by program ALOC to monitor the allocation

state. The values 0, .4, .5, .75, 1.0, and 2.0 are arbitrarily assigned

by the program according to procedures specified in Chapter 3,
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Calculations, Multiplier Adjustment. Qualitatively, the PROGRESS

states are as follows:

1. Progress = 0 This is the initial state. Its main purpose is

to prevent the allocator from terminating very quickly because

the pseudo allocation seems satisfactory.

2. PROGRESS = .4 This state indicates that the estimated allocation

rates reflect primarily the actual rather than the pseudo

allocation.

3. PROGRESS = .5 From this point on, the rate of change of the

target weight is not permitted to increase -- i.e., the

allocation estimators are required to move monotonically toward

the state where all targets are weighted equally.
4. PROGRESS = .75 Target weights have stopped increasing -

multipliers are assumed to be nearly stable.

S. PROGRESS = 1.00 This occurs only after at least one full pass

of the target set with PROGRESS = .7S. At this point the

multipliers are frozen, and the premium (see below) for meeting

the exact allocation is gradually increased. During this phase,

multiple targets previously allocated as a unit may be split to

receive independent allocations, if this will aid in meeting

stockpile constraints.

6. PROGRESS = 2.00 Allocation is complete. Three options for

further processing are provided depending on value of IVERIFY

supplied by user.
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IVERIFY , Current allocation simply transferred to

normal output file, and process nalts.

IVERIFY I Allocation transferred as above, but a

verification allocation (not recorded on file)

is made to obtain a bound on the maximum

theoretical payoff if convergence had been

continued indefinitely.

IVERIFY 2 Allocation transferred as above but the current

allocation is reevaluated assuming a revised

value of the correlation factor which is user-

input at the start of the run (CORR2).

The details of multiplier adjustment are contained in Chapter 3,

Calculations, Lagrange Multiplier Adjustment.

Closing Factors -- Premiums

Tho Lagrange multiplier for each weapon is modified by a premium. This

fa.ctor is used to force closure of weapon allocations to the available

s'ockpile. It acts as a bonus for using undcr-allocated weapons and a

penalty for using over-allocated weapons. The parameters which are used

to calculate the premiums are:

SIJRPWP(G) An estimate of the number of surplus (or un-allocated

Sweapons) in the group. This number is based oni

estimated allocation rates in the early phase and the

actual allocation later.
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NWPNS(G) The actual number of weapons in group G.

CTMULT The current multiplicity of the target being processed.

LAMEF(G) The Lagrange multiplier for the group.

The premium depends also on three control parameters: PROGRESS, PRM,

and CLOSE.*

The effect of PROGRESS (described earlier) is as follows:

1. If PROGRESS is greater than 1.0, this indicates that a verifi-

caLion allocation is desired to obtain a theoretical upper

bound on the payoff without regard to meeting the actual stock-

pile constraints. For this purpose, the premiums are simply set

to zero.

2. If PROGRESS is less than 1.0, a small premium is computed which is

intended only to avoid large deviations from the desired allocation

rate of small errors in the Lagrange multipliers,

(Otherwise, a trival change in the multipliers for two competing

weapons could result in a complete change from always allocating

one to always allocating the other.)

3. If PROCRESS is equal to 1.0, this is a signal that the closing

phase has been reached and the object is to close in on an exact

allocation of the available weapons. In this case, a larger

step function premium is computed, and the size of the step

function is gradually increased until final closure occurs.

PROGRESS is set internally by the program as described in Chapter 3,
Calculations, Multiplier Adjustment. PINl and CLOSE" are user-input
parameters. 107
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During the early allocation phase, superimposed on the actual payoff is

a small negative quantity (called a premium) that is proportional to the

value of each weapon group and quadratic in the size of the error in

allocation. In effect, the actual payoff, H(X), for any allocation, X,

is adjusted to H(X)

ti(X)-PRM*- SNWPNS(G)*LAJiF(G) * ( RWPNS(G)'
G F() (-NJWRPPNS ((G3)

This quadratic addition to the payoff function has the effect of intro-

ducing a preference for allocations where the absolute value of SURPWP

is small.

The addition or deletion of a weapon from group G will give rise to

a difference in SURPWP equal to the current target multiplicity. Thus,

the change in this quantity (per unit multiplicity) with the addition

of a weapon G is:

PREMIUM(G)=PRM*LAMEF(G)* SURPWP(G) - .S*CTMULT
NWPNS(G)

and the chango with deletion of a weapon is:

DPREMIUM(G) =PIW*ULAEF(G) * -SURPWP(G) - 5*. 1ULT
NWPNS (G)
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The value of PRM is a user-input parameter. The value should be less

than 1.0. Otherwise, in cases when no weapons from some group have been

used, the premium for allocation of a weapon could exceed the cost of

the weapon LAMEF(G) and weapons could be allocated even if the payoff

were zero or even negative. Experience has shown that values between

.5 and .9 work very well.

When PROGRESS reaches 1.0, PRM is set to .9 by the program to accelerate

convergence. In addition, a small step function is added.

The following sketch illustrates the value of these step function

premiums as a function of their SURPWP:

~I.

IPREMIUM I
I I _____

.I I SURPWP

-2 -1 1 2

DPREMIUMI

Notice that when SURPWP is in the desired area, that is ISURPWPV<.5,

the premiums for either addition or deletion of a weapon are negative,
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making the current allocation seem most desirable. If there is a surplus

of weapons (right side of figure), the premium for addition is positive,

and the premium for deletion is negative, In the limit, if closure is

long delayed, these premiums approach the value of the weapons, In this

limit unallocated weapons seem free. The formula for these premiums is

approximately:* LAtEF(G)*[1,O - 1.0/CLOSE] where CLOSE starts at 1.0

and gets larger geometrically. The adjustment of CLOSE is controlled by

another user-input parameter. CLOSE is adjusted linearly at a rate such

that at the end of one pass it will have increased by the amount CLOSER

(which is also a user-input parameter).

On the left-hand side of the figure, where weapons are over-allocated,

the premium for deletion is positive and the premium for addition is

negative. These premiums can grow large without limit to provide ineon-

tive if necessary to remove a weapon from a very attractive tnrget. The

formula for these premiums is: LAMEF(G)*(CLOSE - 1).

Whereas the first set of premiums is linear and can be thought of

as representing a negative quadratic addition to the payoff, these pre-

miums are a step function and can be thought of as an upside down "V"-

shaped addition to the payoff, which will strongly favor allocations

that exactly match the stockpile.

Actually, it has been found desirable to add a very small quantity
equal to 1/2 the smallest value of LAMEF(G) 2oL any G multiplied by
(CLOSE - 1.0). This provides an incen.ive for [SMALLAM*(CLOSE - 1.0)]
using weapons with very low marginal value even if the payoff is
essentially zero.
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Single Target Allocation -- Targets Without Terminal Ballistic Missile

Defenses

The problem is to select the best combination of weapons against

each target as the targets are processed. The problem therefore is

really a combinatorial problem. However, to calculate the payoff for

all possible combinations of weapons and then select the best on each

target would clearly be impossible. Consequently the method approaches

the problem by adding one weapon at a time. After a weapon is added,

the program estimates the additional payoff to be obtained by adding or,

where relevant, deleting one weapon from any one of the available weapon

groups. A decision must then be made whether to terminate the

allocation or whether to add or delete additional weapons. In its

effort to maximize profit, the prograin operates initially on t form of

steepest ascent basis. That is, it selects those weapons which provide

the highest payoff per unit cost. It also removes any weapon which shows

a negative profit after other weapons are added. There is a constraint,

however, that every weapon on target destroy a minimum fraction of the

target's original value. This minimumr fraction is read in with the

other control data. Ultimately it works solely on the basis of marginal

profit and seeks any change in the allocation that will increase the

profit'.
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Thus in effect the program needs to know the marginal profit for a

potential weapon, the efficiency or payoff per unit cost, and the mar-

ginal profit of each weapon already on the target so that weapons which

become unprofitable after others are added can be recognized.

The data required for these decisions are:

VT The current surviving target value

VTP(G) The potential surviving target value if a weapon

from group G were added

VTD(N) The potential surviving target value if the Nth

weapun now on the target were deleted.

The inputs required for their calculation include:

PREMIUM(G) The current premium for adding a weapon from group

G to the target

DPREMIUM(G) The current premium for deleting from the target a

weapon from group G together with the Lagrange

multiplier

LAMEF(G) The current Lagrange multiplier eo cost associated with

the utilization of a weapon from each group.

Using tL,,se input arrays, the program computes the potential "BENEFIT"

associated with the addition of a weapon from any of the weapon groups.

The BENEFIT is interpreted simply as the payoff plus the premium; i.e.,

for potential weapons, BENEFIT VT-VTP+PREMIUM. Similarly, for each
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weapon that might be deleted, there is computed the IiNlFIT that would

be lost if the weapon were deleted, BENEFIT = VTD-VT-DPREIIlUM. Notice

that if the premiums are small (as they usually are) the benefit is

essentially the same as the payoff. It is, therefore, convenient to think

of the BENEPIT as simply a modified payoff that is to be maximized. The

PRIEMIUM is added simply to speed the convergence to the desired stockpile.

The program scanis the potential BENEFIT associated with all weapon groups

that might be added and finds that group IPPMX for which the "modified

potential profit," PP, is greatest; i.e., PPMX, PP BIiNLFIT - LANIEF.

Similarly it reports the group IPVRMX for which the "efficiency," PVR

is greatest, PVRMX. The "efficiency" is here interpreted as the rate of

BENEIFIT per unit cost; i.e., PVR = IWNEFIT/IAMEF. (It is necessary

for the single target allocator to know the "efficiency" of alterna-

tive weapons. If it were guided only by "profit" (I.e., (BMiNIiFIT

LANPF), it would always select those individual weapons showing the

largest profit, whereas it is often better (especially on very valuable

targets) to select several less costly weapons so long as the benefit

per unit cost is higher.)

Finally, the program scans aill weapons, already on the target, to

deteriflilae wh i ch e eapon ID lPMN shows the smaliest DPNIN margina1 modi fied

pro'it D)P where lP D BIENEIFIT - LAMI:.
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These quantities:

VALUE INDEX DEFINITION

PPMX IPPMX Maximum potential profit

PVRMX IPVRMX Maximum potontial effIdcency

DPMN I DPNIN Minimum curreht marginal profit

constitdite the primary input for determination of weapon allocation on

single targets. Their cal.culation is, modified, however, by the minimum

and maximum damage constraints placed on each target. MINKILL is the

minimum required damage level. MAXKILL is the maximum desired damage.

level. MAXCOST is the maximum factor by which value may be multiplied

to obtain MINKILL (these three factors are established in the data base:

MAXKILL and MINKILL are defined as attributes; MtAXCOST is set equal to

the attribute MAXFRACN'). MINDAMAG, a program user-input parameter, is

the minimum fraction of damage required from an individual weapon,'

To implement the MINKILL and MAXKILL responsibility, the VT, VTP, and

VTD are replaced by effective values VTEF, VTOEF, V'fPEF, and VTDEF;. The

relationships are:

VTEF = ALPIIA*N1AXlF(VT,VTMIN)

VTPEF1 ALP11A*MAX1F(VTP,VTMIN)

VTDUF ALPIIA*MAX1F(VTD,VTMIN)

(Note: MAXlF implies "Maximum of")

where: VhIV IN = VTI')*(l.O - MAXKILL)

ALPHA = Local control variable ddfined below.
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If neither MINKILL nor MAXKILL has been explicitly specified for

the target then the default values apply (AhlPI=l .X and VININ=0.00) and

the effective values of VT, VTI', and VTr) are identical with the actual

values. If MAXKI LL has been speci fied as less than 1 0, it implies there

is no value in reducing the target value below VTMIN. TIhis point of

view is built inlto the payoff:; simply by not allowting the effective value I

to reflect any surviving target value less than VMININ.

The variable ALPHA is increased above 1.0 when necessary to motivate

the algorithm to achieve tile specified MINKIII (miniimum acceptable

fraction of expected value destroyed). A quantity VTMAX is defined

V'IM.AX -- VTO*(I.O - MIlNK ll~l)

which reflects the largest acceptable expected surviving target value.

If the computed surviving target value VT exceeds V'IAX, and at the same

time the output does not show any additional potentially profitable

weapons, then the process will not terminate immediately. It will instead

increase the value of ALPtHA above 1.0 by whatever factor necessary to make

at least one more weapon seem profitable. It then recycles and reevalluates

all the output parameters. Since ALIVtA ;iultiplies all the target values,

increasing AI.HA is equivalent to increasing the v,111o of the. target

until more weapons can he justified against it. Once the value has been

raised so that the required kill is achieved, AIPIIA remains fixed (for

this pass) during the remainder of the allocation to the target, so that

the progrwn automatically proceeds to do a complete opti mum allocation

for the revised target value.
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There is a protection feature MACOST that is designed to prevent

excessive waste of warheads against a target where it is simply not

practical to achieve the prescribed destructive level required by

MINKILL. If the current cost (of the allocation to the target) divided

by the total target value already exceeds the ratio prescribed by

MAXCOST, the value of ALPHA will not be increased any further. For the

same reason, if it is necessary to raise the target value by a factor

of 100 or more to justify the specified MINKILL, the ALPHIA will not be

further increased.

Experience with the allocator has shown that if the efficiency PVR

is used in its pure form, PVR BENEFIT/LAMEF, the program will sometimes

arrive at its allocation in a very inefficient way. What happens is

that during the initial laydown of weapons on the target it will use

large numbers of very cheap but not very effective weapons. Then as soon

as a more efficient weapon is used, the target value is drastically

reduced and many of the weapons initially allocated cease to be worthwhile

and have to be removed. Consequ.ntly, the program now incorporates a

revised version of the efficiency PVRI. This is defined as follows:

PVR if PP<0
PVR' = 1. • PP , 1 + y(VTEF/(VTEFPP+PREMIUM)j•. PPŽ

116f Pp..0+LAMEF I + -y
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If y is zero this gives the pure value of PVR. However if y is set

above zero, as it usually is, then the value of PVR will reflect the

magnitude of the profit as well as the efficiency. (Ibis coefficient,

y, is a user.-input parameter.) Notice that as the potential profit PP

becomes comparable to the remaining target values, the coefficient of

y in the numerator becomes large and PRV' is increased above PVR. In

the limit where the potential profit PP is negligible relative to the

remaining target value V'rEF, PVR' is equal to PVR. The single target

weapon allocation procedure consists of three parts:

1. A set-up and single weapon allocation phase

2. A multiple weapon laydown loop

3. A multiple weapon refinement loop.

The initial laydown operations are handled using the "efficiency"

as the criterion for selecting weapons. This is necessary because if the

"profit" were used at this stage, effective individual weapons which could

produce a large single weapon profit would always be selected in prefer-

ence to less effective but less expensive weapons where two or three

such weapons added in succession might provide a better payoff at lower

cost. However, before exiting from the routine, provision is made to

test the allocation to determine whether a higher total profit is possible.

So, the final refinement of the allocation is always done using total

"profit" as the criterion.
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An immediate exit is made if there are no potential weapons that show a

profit. Otherwise, the weapon which shows the highest "efficiency" is

added. A test is then made to determine whether more weapons are needed

on the target. If so, control passes to the multiple weapon laydown

loop. If not, it is clear that a single weapon allocation is needed. In

this case, if the single "efficient" weapon just tested is not also the

most profitable weapon, then it is removed and replaced with the most

"profitable" single weapon before exiting from the routine.

On the other hand, if several weapons are indicated, the multiple weapon

laydown loop takes over. This loop simply keeps adding the most efficient

next weapon until there are no more potential weapons that show a profit;

i.e., have an efficiency greater than one. (For a profitable weapon,

(BENEFIT/COST) must exceed 1.0.) As new weapons are added, however, it

often occurs that some of the old weapons cease to be profitable; pro-

vision is therefore made to remove any unprofitable weapons after each

new weapon is added. When this part of the process is complete, all

weapons on the target must be "profitable" and there must be no potential

weapons that would show a profit if added.

At this point, there is a remote possibility that there is again only

on weapon in the allocation. If so, it is replaced with the most profit-

able single weapon. Otherwise, control passes to the allocation

refinement loop.
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Basically, the allocation refinement loop is intended to start back

with the first weapon placed on the target and successively remove each

weapon zo determine if there is any more profitable weapon that can be

substituted. If, in each case, the same weapon proves to be the most

profitable the allocation is considered complete. If, in any case, a

substitution occurs, the testing of the other warheads starts over again

fronm that weapon until all weaI.ons on the target have been tested,

It is possible during this process, as in the preceding loop, that

as more profitable weapons are substituted, some of the other weapons

that formerly were profitable will cease to be so. Therefore, after each

weapon is added, a check is made and any unprofitable weapons are deleted.

If such deletion leaves a situation where some other weapon would be

profitable, it is immediately added before ro-entering the testing loop.

Any such change that interrupts the testing process requires that the

testing start over again. To avoid unnecessary operations, the pointer

which selects .uccessive weapons to be deleted for testing is set to

skip over weapons which are from a weapon group that has already been

tested.

Single Target Allocation -- Targets With Terminal Ballistic Missile

Defenses

The allocator (program ALOC) considers two possibilities for targets

with terminal BMD. It first attempts a leakage attack. A force, possibly

mixed between bombers and missiles, is allocated without trying to exhaust
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the missile defense. Any bomber or missile weapons that leak through

their respective terminal defenses are considered in evaluating damage.

Second, the allocator attempts an exhaustion attack. A force of missiles

large enough to exhaust the terminal missile interceptors is allocated.

After exhaustion of the defenses, missiles are added until the damage

done by each incremental missile is less than the value of the Lagrange

multiplier for that missile. Tie profit from these two attacks is

compared and the more profitable allocation is chosen.

The rate of return for a missile against a target with terminal BMD

is defined as follows:

RATE = (VT - VTDX)/(LAMEF + PREMIUM) "

V'f Surviving target value prior to latest allocation

VTDX Surviving target value including latest allocation

LAMEF = Lagrange multiplier

PREMIUM Bonus for allocation (see Closing Factors, above).

The surviving target value VTDX is computed as follows. Let PWK be

the probability of warhead kill by the terminal defense (PKrX in Bomber

and Missile Defenses, abovw).

Define SSSP(G,J) = Single shot survival probability of the

target from group G on hardness component J

NOWEP(G) = Number of weapons allocated from group G

VTOA(Nl,J) = Value of target hardness component J at

time of arrival index NI
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S(G,J) = Probability that target component J survives

attack of NOWEP(G) weapons from group G

NWHD(G) = Number of warheads per weapon in group G

NN Number of weapon groups

M = Number of hardness components

Set: VTOA(O,J) = VO(J) original value of component J

V'rOA(NN+I,J)= 0

Then: S(G,J)=(SS$P(G,J)+PWK-PWK*SSSP(G,J)) (NWHD(G)*NOWEP(G))

If the weapons are ordered by increasing time of arrival, then

M NN L

VTDX = •V 2 TOA(L,J) VTOA(L+I,J)] * S(GJ)
J=l L=O G= 1

The innermost sum over L must be carried out in order of weapon time of

arrival.

Since the payoff function for a defended target is generally not con-

cave, one cannot look at only the rate of return of the next missile

to determine whether the target is to be attacked. Rather, 't is necessary

to allocate weapons beyond the exhaustion point and then search for that

allocation which yields the highest average rate of return. If this

average rate is greater than one (i.e., a profit is realized by attacking

the defended target), then the allocation can actually proceed.
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The missile allocation proceeds as follows. First, those missiles with

the cheapest terminal objects (warheads and terminal decoys) are allocated

until the terminal interceptors are exhausted. Then, each missile type in

turn is tried to determine which type has the greatest payoff per unit cost

when added to this exhaustion mix of weapons.

If it is determined that saturating the terminal defense does not yield

a profit, the leakage allocation is restored. In any event, the more

profitable allocation, leakage or saturation, is used.

Oher Constraints

Several other constraints may be imposed on the weapon allocation. These A

constraints will reduce the payoff but allow more realistic modeling of

special cases. Weapon groups may be restricted in the set of targets they

are allowed to strike in the following manner.

FLAG Restrictions: The user may restrict the allocation of weapons from

any group according to the attribute FLAG. (This attribute is set in

the data base by program BASEMOD.) Weapon groups i.,ay be permitted or

forbidden to strike targets according to the FLAG value for the targets.

CountryLocation: The user may specify at program execution time the

acceptable target country location codes (CNTRYLOC) for weapon allocation

by weapon group,
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MIRV Restriction: The user may specify at program execution time the

acceptable target classes (CLASS) for allocation of MIRV weapons. These

constraints are input by MIRV system type (IMIRV).

Naval Restriction: While naval forces can appear as targets within QUICK,

there are specific limitations on the kind of weapons that can attack the

aircraft carriers. All the targets which are included under class NAVAL

should be moving ships. Certain weapon types can then be designated

to attack only NAVAL targtts. Since the mechanism of interaction of

these naval strategic weapons with the aircraft carriers is essentially

different from the normal kill mechanisms used in QUICK, an attribute

(PKNAV) is defined for this type of weapon which specifies its single

shot kill probability against an aircraft carrier. Thus, in the alloca-
tion process if a particular target is class NAVAL, the only weapons which

can be allocated against that target are those which have the attribute

PKNAV defined to be greater than zero. The kill probability of such a

weapon, if successfully delivered through the area defenses against the

carrier, is equal to PKNAV. These naval attack aircraft are handled like

the tactical aircraft, since they do not pass through penetration corridors.

User-Specified Damage Levels (MINKILL/MAXKILL): The QUICK Plan Generator

allows the user to specify the maximum (MAXKILL) and/or minimum (MINKILL)

desire'd level of damage for any particular target. MINKILL specifies the

minimum level of damage the allocator is to attain (if not attainable, the

user is informed by the message MINKILL Too High). MAXKILL precludes the
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assignment of additional weapons once the specified level of damage is

attained. Because only an integral number of weapons can be assigned

to a target, the level of damage specified by MAXKILL may be slightly

exceeded, unless there exists a combination of weapons which exactly

meets the required damage level.

Tis slightly greater level of damage is intensified when the

damage is evaluated using procedures which ignore the interwcapon

correlations and planning factor modifications used in QUICK.

In order that the user can specify whether or not the applica-

tion of damage constraints considers these factors, two options are

available to the user for implementing these constraints. As a default

option, these constraints are applied to damage calculations which

include degradations for correlations in weapon delivery probabilities

and considerations of the time dependence of target value. Since the

evaluation programs to be used in conjunction with QUICK did not take

these factors into account and since the output of these programs was

to be compared to the QUICK-generated analysis, an optional computational

procedure was desirable. Thus, the user has the option of specifying

that the variables MAXKILL and MINKILL be applied to target damage which

was calculated by ignoring the correlations and weapon delivery proba-

bilities and the time degradation of value of the target. (User-input

parameter IMATCH is used for this purpose.)
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Combined Fixed, Optimum Assignment Capability

In order to provide for more precise user control of weapon alloca-

tions, there is a capability in the Plan Generation subsystem to allow

the user to specify certain particular weapon-to-target assignments and

then allow the automated plan generation process to allocate the residual

of the weapon stockpile so as to maximize destruction of the remaining

target value. The user can specify at his option certain fixed weapon

assignments in the form of card inputs at the point where the actual

weapon-to-target allocation occurs. This allows the user to examine the

output of all of the preceding programs before committing himself to a

particular fixed assignment. The user must specify the target identifier

(either index number or target designator) of each target for which weapons

are going to be forced-assigned. Also, the group of the weapon or weapons

which is to be assigned to each of those targets, as well as the number

from those groups, must be input,

This particular capability is made possible by the flexibility of the

generalized Lagrange multiplier technique for performing optimum weapon

allocations. Since any constraints can be imposed on the allocation to

an individual target without seriously affecting the Lagrange multiplier 1
allocation procedure, it is necessary only to modify the damage calcula-

tions for each target to reflect the damage created by the user-specified

weapons prior to calculating the return for new potential weapons addi-

tions. Thus, when the allocator initiates the first pass, the only
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target value that has to be considered is that which is unaffected by

the fixed assigned weapon. Also, the assigned weapons are subtracted

from the stockpile available for automatic assignment.

In addition to the fixed assignment capability, the user may also specify

the precise impact time of a fixed missile assignment. This allows the

user to externally plan a time saturation attack against a RMD instal-

lation and be assured that the final QUICK plan will execute the tactic.

The o use for this impact time specification is to calculate the

correct missile launch time. If an impact time is fixed, this calcula-

tion overrides the other factors which would normally determine weapon

launch time. However, the use of attribute DELTA for a missile base

will modify the launch time in the Simulation subsystem; and the user-

input parameters DELMIS or DLMIS (in program INTRFACE) will modify the

launch time used in other simulators and damage-assessment systems.

If the target does not have terminal ballistic missile defenses, a

maximum of 30 weapons can be assigned. On targets with terminal BMD,

weapons from a total of 30 weapon groups may be assigned w;ith no limit

on the maximum number of weapons. In this latter case no bomber weapons

may be fixed assigned if mure than 30 missiles have been fixed assigned.

For missiles with a MIRV capability the assignment and timing of a

fixed assignment may be changed by the application of the MIRV footprint

parameter constraints.
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DGZ SELECTION

The weapon allocator (program ALOC) supplies program ALOCOtIr with a file

ALOCTAR which contains data for each target, specifying the weapon groups

assigned to each target together with the associated targeting data.

ALOCOUT extracts from these records the data relevant for the post-

allocotion phase and reorganizes the extracted data by weapon group,

givPing for each weapon group the number of strikes and the specific tar-

gets assigned through each penetration corridor, plus associated data

relating to these targets.

In addition, ALOCOUT is responsible for selecting optimum DGZs (desired

ground zeros, also called weapon aim points) for weapons allocated to

target complexes and for computing any aim point offsets required by the

plan. In the case of simple or multiple targets, these offsets are

simply set to zero. In the case of complex targets, which can have

several elements at slightly different coordinates, program ALOCOUT

selects optimum aim points within the target complex.

Multiple Targets

A multiple target represents two to five missile targets of the same type

whose geographic locations are in the same vicinity (and whose index

numbers, as game elements, are consecutive). These targets are repre-

sented as a multiple target, with a single set of coordinates, in the
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input to the allocaetor, so thdt the allocator can save time by making

only one assignment of weapons for all elements of the multiple target.

However, to develop detailed sortie plans, separate coordinates must be

specified for each target element and specific missiles or aircraft must

be assigned to each target from the weapon groups specified. Therefore,

when processing a multiple target, ALOCOIrT prepares a strike data record

for each individual target which contains the index number and coordi-;

nates of the target element. Froni this point on in the data flow, the

individual targets of a multiple target are treated just as if they were

separate simple targets.

Complex Targets

A complex target (or target complex) is a combination of target elements:

sufficiently close in geographic location that a weapon on any one of,

them has some probability of killifg other elements in the complex.

Such target~complexes are targeted as a unit,,not as individuals. Thus,

program ALOC allocates weapons, against their total. value, using one set

of coordinates. To maximize targeting efficiency against such a complex,I

one must select optimum aim points among the target elements. The aim

L point offsets are specified relative to the first target element only
and are output in that form for use in subsequent programs.,

When ALOCOUT encounters a complex target, the program first assembles

the target data i.n a form that can be efficiently used for DGZ selection.
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Each target component of the complex generates a standardized target

element. Targets with more than one hardness component generate more

than one such target element, and targets with 4 specified target radius

generate several elements, spread over the area of the target, to repre-

sent a value spread over the area, If the number of target elements so

generated reaches the maximum program dimension (50), elements with

similar properties and coordinates are combined. Finally, specific aim

points (or aiming offsets) for each weapon allocated to the complex are

selected using the target element data.

Optimization of Aim Points

The optimization of OGZs explicitly considers the time dependence of

target value and the time of arrival of warheads. It does not reanalyze

the correlation of delivery probabilities which is assumed to have been

treated in the cross targeting provided by program ALOC. I
The select 4on of DGZs is a two-step process. First, the prescribed

warheads are assigned initial coordinates through a laydown process in

which each successive warhead is targeted directly against that target

element where the highest payoff is achieved, taking into account

collateral damage to all other target elements. Second, the derivatives

of the payoff as a function of x and y coordinates of each weapon are

calculated, and the coordinates are adjusted to minimize the surviving

target value. A test is included to help ensure that a global minimum
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has been determined rather than a local minimum which could occur as a

result of the mathematical. process.

This refinement procedure terminates after either a maximum number of

iterations, or after it finds that it can no longer make significant

improvements in the payoff. Further details of the mathematical theory

upon which the selection of DGZs is based is presented in chapter 3.

A
BASIC SORTIE GENERATION

The development of the QUICK strategic war plan may be viewed as

incorporating two major planning tasks. The initial task involves that

processing required to establish an allocation of weapons to target

which maximizes target destruction within the scenario and weapon system

constraints established for the plan. Then, to implement this allocation,

specific missile and bomber plans (i.e., sortie specifications) must be

generated for each delivery vehicle. Tle lctter task, referred to as

"sortie generation" includes the preparation of a set of basic sortie

specifications and the subsequent expansion/refinement of the data

contained therein to produce a set of detailed sortie specifications.

This section addresses the developmet of the bas.i: sortie data. The

preparation of detailed specifications is discussed in the following

section.
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The optimum allocation developed by program ALOC specifies only the

weapon type and approximate base location (the group centroid) of the

weapons allocation to each target; it does not specify the precise bomber

or missile which is allocated to each target. In addition, when alloca-

ting bombs and MIRVs (multiple independently targetable re-entry,)

vehicles), ALOC does not consider the requirement for geographically

grouping targets for attack by a single delivery vehicle, bomber or MIRV.

The development of the basic sortie data for the individual missiles

and bombers (i.e., the generation of the basic sortie* specifications for

these vehicles) is primarily performed by program POSTALOC. In the case

of missiles, the task is less complex since the missile flight plans (as

required by the Simulator) are basically determined once a specific target

or target set (provided by FOOTPRNT) is associated with a specific type

of missile and the launch and target coordinates are known. In the case

of bombers, the process is more complicated, The development of basic

bomber sorties requires the association of several strikes in a single

sortie. Moreover, it is necessary to associat, cach sortie with specific

launch and recovery bases and to select a flight profile which specifies

*As used in QUICK the term sortie refers to an operational flight or

flight plan associated with one delivery vehicle, missile or bumber.
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where low-altitude capability should be used. Since the allocator

(ALOC) does not distinguish between bombs and air-to-surface missiles

(ASMs) carried by the same aircraft, it remains for program POSTALOC to

deterimine which targets should be targeted with bombs and which with air-

to-surface missiles.

Prior to being input to program POSTALOC, the weapon-to-target assign-

ment data developed by program AI.OC are processed by program ALOCOUT

and, if required, program FOOTPRNT. The major functions performed by

these programs are described in other sections of this manual but are

summarized here for purpose of continuity.

The weapon allocator ALOC supplies program ALOCOTJT with data for each

target, specifying the weapon groups assigned to each target together

with associated targeting data. ALOCOUT extracts from these records the

data relevant to sortie generation and reorganizes the extracted data

by weapon group, giving for each weapon group the number of strikes and

the specific targets assigned through each penetration corridor, plus

associated data relating to these targets. ALOCOUT is also responsible

for computing any aiming offsets required by the plan. In the case of

simple targets or multiple targets, these offsets are simply set to

zero. In the case of complex targets, which can have several elements

aL slightly different coordinats, ALOCOIJf selects optimum aim points

within the target complex. A complex target (or target complex) is a

combination of target elements sufficiently close that a weapon on any
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one of them will have some probability of killing other elements in the

complex. Such target complexes must be targeted as a unit -- not as

individuals. Thus, program ALOC treats them as a unit, allocating weapons

against their total value, using one set of coordinates. In order to

maximize targeting efficiency against such a complex, one must select

desired ground zeros (DGZs) or aim points among the target elements

(see DGZ Selection in this chapter).

If the plan includes missile weapon groups equipped with MIRVs (multiple
independently targetable re-entry vehicles), program FOOTPRNT must be

included in the plan development cycle. This program processes the

individual weapon-to-target assignments and constructs the specific

booster loads (the re-entry vehicle-to-target assignments to be associated

with a single MIRV-capable missile) for each weapon group with a MIRV

capability (see MIRV Missile Plans iu this chapter).

Bomber Plans

The sortie definitions developed in program POSTALOC are generated sepa-

rately for each weapon group and, within each weapon group, separately

for each penetration corridor. For tactical bombers or naval bombers

(i.e., PKNAV>O.O), a penetration corridor is not used. However, to

preserve the logic of the program, a dummy corridor index is defined to

indicate no corridor usage. Ibis corridor index is tested before per-

forming distance calculations and strike assignments so that the appro-

priate substitutions are made in the method of processing. The basic

sortie plan consists of ordered lists of the targets to be struck by each
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bomber, an indication of whether a target is to be struck with a bomb or

an ASM, and an estimate of the distances between successive flight points

that are flown at low altitude. The sortie definition does not, however,

include the actual coordinates for the various events$ e.g., launch,

refuel, and drop bomb, These, together with the release points for ASMs '1

and the times of entry into defense zones, are calculated in program

PLNTPLAN.

The bomber sorties are actually constructed in the following fashion.

First, the program reads in the strikes assigned to a given, group. However,

it reads them one corridor at a time. This division of strikes forms a

raid; i.e., the aircraft from one group routed by way of not more than one I
corridor. Next, the strikes in the raid are roughly divided among the

available vehicles and bases. Then, each sortie is evaluated in consider-

able detail, taking into account bomber range, estimated attrition rates,

low altitude capability, and the option to use either bombs or ASMs on a

given target. During this process, provision is made to omit strikes
that seem unprofitable. Each sLrike omitted may be assigned to another

sortie, so that this phase usually includes some refinement of the initial

rough allocation of strikes. Only after all of the sorties for the given

corridor are defined are the strike data for the next corridor read in.
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A more detailed discussion of initial raid generation and sortie optimi-

zation is included below.

Initial Raid Generation: As indicated above, the first step in the

generation of the sorties for a given weapon group and corridor is to

ascertain the portion of the vehicles and warheads in the group that

should be allocated to each raid. For a first approximation, the number

of warheads assigned to each penetration corridor is proportional to the

number of strikes assigned in each corridor in program ALOC. Huwever, if

this number of warheads does not correspond to an integral number of

delivery vehicles, the necessary additional warheads required to produce

an integral number of delivery vehicles are assigned to each corridor as

it is processed. Since the corridors are delivered for processing in

order of decreasing number of strikes assigned, this rule puts a slightly

higher ratio of bombers to targets in corridors with large raids. In

this way, bombers assigned to corridors where there are few other bombers

will have more flexibility to select from the geographically sparse

target set assigned. In the extreme case where a corridor happens to

have only one or two isolated strikes assigned, the corridor will probably

be skipped in the assignment of bombers from the group, so that isolated

individual bombers are less likely to be assigned to such a corridor.
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The next necessary task is to assign strikes within the raid to indi-

vidual sorties. This requires the assignment of individual weapons to

individual targets in accordance with the location of the targets rela-

tive to the penetration corridor. The assignment is accomplished through

the use of curvilinear coordinate systems chosen to parallel typical

flight paths within the penetration corridor.

Figure 8 illustrates two examples of the coordinate system employed in

the planning of corridor penetrations. For strategic bombers, the

coordinate system shown is established with the x=O, y=O position corre-

sponding to the origin of the penetration corridor (see figure 4). The

y axis is parallel to the axis defined by the corridor origin and the

coordinates of the corridor orientation point. For tactical or naval

bombers, the x=O, y=O position is defined as follows. Consider the

centroid of the group of launch bases and the centroid of the group of

target bases; and define the distance between the two centroids to be

DISTC. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the end of

the directed line segment which originates at the target centroid, passes

through the launch base centroid, and has a magnitude of 2 x DISTC.

Thus, in this coordinate system is is possible to locate both the targets

and the launch bases.

The equations which describe the transformation from the Cartesian

coordinates x, y to the curvilinear coordinates P, 0, are as follows:
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Fig. 8. Illustrative Curvilinear Functions
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Investigation of the two graphs presented reveals that lines corre-

sponding to constant values of 0 roughly parallel the type of flight paths

which should be followed by penetrating bombers. Thus, in the assignment of

sorties, a single bomber should be assigned targets which have approximately

the same values of * . Further consideration of the graphs indicates the

alteration of the parameter k can be used to reflect certain planning'

objectives into the sorties. For example, higher values of k should hc

used when saturation of defenses is desired, while lower values should be

used if greater importance is attached to minimizing the flight distances

to targets (k is the corridor parameter KORSTYLE).

The procedure used to assign strikes within the raid to individual

sorties now becomes clear. First, all strikes are arranged in increasing

order of their 0 coordinates. Then, the flights from each launch base are

processed in order of the distance from the base to the corridor entry

point, thus causing the vehicles to be processed in order of time of arrival.
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To provide an approximation of saturation and roll-back tactics, each

flight is assigned, as a unit, to either one side of the corridor or the

other. The first flights are usually assigned to shallow targets (for

which the absolute values of 4'are higher), while later flights are

assigned to deeper targets (for which the absolute values of @ are lower).

Even if the density of strikes on the two sides of the corridor is quite

different, the flights going to opposite sides are kept roughly in balance

by comparing the'value of 0 before deciding to which side to assign the

next flight. In order to maintain this balance, it is desirable to have

at least five or six flights. Thus if there are four or fewer bases,

two flights are sent from each base. If there is no penetration corridor

defined, the launch bases are processed in order of their absolute values

of 4 alternating from one side of the coordinate system to the other, in

an attempt to make the sortie paths approximate as closely as possible

the direction of the lines of constant 4.

Within each flight, strikes are assigned to one sortie at a time by

working through the list of unassigned strikes. Before any strike is

assigned, however, all strikes previously assigned to the sortie are

checked to be surve "at it would not duplicate a previously assigned

target (where multiple strikes may be allocated to the same target), if

such duplication would occur, the strike is skipped, and later strikes

on the list are processed to get the specified quota for the sortie.

Processing for the next sortie in the flight always' begins' with the first

unassigned strike and continues from there. Strikes actually assigned
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to each sortie are always arranged in order of increasing values of P

thus corresponding to the initial time order or sequence of the strikes.

Sortie Value (VALSORTY): The optimization of the sortie is accomplished

by a heuristic programming technique. To determine the effectiveness

of modifications to the initial bomber sortie, the concept of the overall I
value of the sortie must be defined. The total value of the sorties is

a functien of the value associated with each of the flight points in the

sortie and of the probability that each of these flight points is success-

fully executed. Specifically, VALSORTY, the total value of the sortie,

is expressed as follows

VALSORTY SURV(I)*V(I)

where the summation is over all flight points including recovery. SURV(T)

is the estimated probability of the bomber surviving to reach the flight

point I, and VCI) is the estimated value of reaching that point.

The value V(I) attached to the target, I, depends on whether it is

to be attacked by a bomb or an ASM.

1. If I is target for a bomb then: V(I) = RVAL(tgt)

2. If I is target for an ASM then: V(I) = RVAL(tgt)*[1.0

+ 'IIMLPRE3N(tgt)j]

In the second relation, TIMEPREM is a bonus factor that is

given for using an ASM on certain classes of targets. At
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present TIMEPREM is set to one for air defense targets

(target classes 4 and 5), and to zero otherwise. rhis bonus is

intended to reflect the advantage of destroying these targets

before the aircraft and others in the same flight have to pass

the target.

3. If I is a recovery point then we define: V(I) = .5*WVAL(tgt,

the third equation, the summation is over all targets in the

' e, which implies that the value of recovery is equal to 1/2

••he value of all targets in the mission.

The variable RVAL as calculated .n program ALOC is actually a measure

-7 the marginal utility of each weapon. For weapon allocations not

directed by the player (not allocated through the use cf the "fixed

assignment" capability), the marginal utility RVAL is computed as

CVTDIIVTD d]

RVAL : /PEN

where:

VTDI = Residual target value after the allocation of

the ith weapon(s) on target J

[VTD =VTO= original target value]
0

NI = Lagrange multiplier for the Ith weapon

PEN Aggregate penetration probability for Ith weapon
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This formula applies for targets with no terminal missile dqfenses. In

this instance, VTD 1  is equal to the residual 'target va'lue prior'to the

allocation of the Ith weapon. However, for targets with terminal

ballistic missile defenses, VTD 1 . 1 is defined'to be the residual. target

value if all weapons :from the same group as weapon I are removed. This

affords an accurate representation of missiles which are used for defense

suppression.

For all weapons assigned by the fixed weapon assignment capability, the

marginal utility is computed as

RVAL =VTO/AX I

The computation of SURV(I) for the formula is based on a simple,

exponential attrition law.' If the integrated attrition probability on

each individual leg to a point J is given by ATLEG(J), then the

survival probability for the bomber, to the point I will be given by:

SURVNI) EXPF - E ATLEGJ
J= 

A

The attrition ATLEG(J) includes both area and local attrition for the

leg (see Bomber and Missil. Defenives).
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Application of Low-Altitude Range: In selecting low-altitude range,

QUICK assumes that on any leg or fraction of a leg flown at low altitude

the attrition rates will be reduced by the factor HIILOATTR. In order to

estimate the expected value of the sortie, therefore, an estimate must

be made of how the available low-altitude range should be applied.

Notice that a change in tl e assumed attrition rate for any leg or part

of a leg will change the integrated attrition for the leg ATLEG(,J). This

in turn will change the probability of survival to any point I (SURV(1))

which is required to evaluate VALSORTY.

The program therefore begins by summing the total distance for the

sortie as specified. This distance is subtracted from the aircraft range

to give the surplus range RNGSURP available for the mission. Using the

conversion factor RANGEDEC, this surplus range is used to estimate the

available low-altitude distance AVAILOW for the mission. Finally,

AVAILOW is allocated to the various legs in a manner intended to maximize

the value of the sortie VALSORTY.

During this allocation of available low-altitude r:inge, the following

alternatives are provided:

1. Allocate low-altitude range to that remaining precorridor leg

that has the highest attrition

2. Extend the low-altitude flight from the first target one more

leg toward the depenetration point (where the attrition is

assumed to end)
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3. Extend the low-altitude flight a little further in front of the

first target toward the corridor origin.

Choices among these alternatives are made on the basis of which one will

produce.the largest rate of increase in VALSORTY per nautical mile of

low-altitude range required.

To illustrate how the priorities for this allocation work out mathemati-

cally, we note that the cumulative survival probability SURV to route

point i can be represented as a product of the survival probabilities

S. for each leg j up to and includi~ig the ith. Thus we can rewrite

the equation for VALSORTY as follows:

V= n s. v
vrl Si V.

where V is the value of the sortie and V. is the value of successfully

1

reaching the ith route point. (This is referred to as the value done,

or VALDONE, in the program.)

We also note that S. = e 2 where a. is the total attrition on the jth

leg. Obviously a. is a function of L., the low-altitude distance allo-

cated to the jth leg.

Differentiating V.with respect to Lk, the low altitude allocated to

some specific leg k, we obtnin
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.,. ,,"a k Sk a k Lk

while

_~k i=k Sk j=l 1

k k

Thus

- Li aL'-=k"

ahk 11 kJ

Now separating out the common factors S. for j=i,k, and noting that
F 3

i=k

1U S. = SURV(k)

we obtain 1=1

=Lk -SRj=k+£ S }v] k

The term in the square bracket is the estimated value of the remainder

of the mission, assuming that the aircraft arrives successfully at the

point k. (This is called VALON(k) in the program.) Since a k is the

total attrition for the kth leg, the quantity aak/abk is simply the

difference between high-altitude and low-altitude rates per nautical

mile. Moreover, since we are assuming a constant ratio HILOATTR between
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high-altitude and low-altitude attrition rates, this quantity is

proportional to the attrition rate. Therefore, we can write:

aV!- _ SURV(k) VALON(k) * (Attrition Rate Ck)) * CONSTANT6L k

Thus the leg where additional low-altitude range. will do the most

good can be selected by comparing the product of the first three factors

in the above expression for WV/aLk.

This is the technique used in determining whether the next increment

of low-altitude range is to go into the precorridor legs, the leg to the

first target, or in extending the low-altitude flight to additional legs

or fractions thereof beyond the first target.*

The attrition rate used in this decision process for legs beyond the

first target is simply ATLEG(k)/DISTLEG(q); thus the effective attrition

rate also reflects any local attrition associated with the kth route point.

The assumed position-dependent attrition rate per nautical mile is

used on the leg to target one so that low-altitude range is added to

this leg only as far ahead of the target as is justified by the assumed

attrition rate.

*Actually the values of SURV used in the subroutine during the allocation
of the low-altitude flight are all divided by the value of SURV to the
first target. This speeds up the operation of the routine, since changes
in the survival probability in the precorridor legs or on the way to
the first targets, as allocations are made to these legs, do not affect
the value of SURV which must be used in-later legs.
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The attrition rate used in the precorridor legs is the constant value

specified in the data base.

It is also worth noting that regardless of which leg k receives

the final allocation of low altitude, this allocation will correspond

to some value for the quantity DV/DLk. This value, of course, is the

marginal value of additional low-altitude range. It can be converted

(using the conversion fartor RANGEDEC) to obtain a marginal value of

additional range or the marginal value of saving distance in the sortie

definition. This marginal value of distance, known as VALDIST, is

computed by program POSTALOC and used to estimate the value of the dis-

tance saved in alternative sortie definitions.

The above allocation procedure produces a rigorously optimum allocation

of the low-altitude range to the sortie so long as there is no local

attrition. However, where local attrition is present at specific targets

late in the sortie, a theoretically optimum allocation might allocate

limited low-altitude range explicitly for each such target. If this

were permitted, it could lead to sorties which unrealistically go low

for each defended target and fly high between such targets. To avoid

this difficulty, the requirement has been imposed that after passing the

corridor origin a flight is allowed to go low only once.

Moreover, for simplicity of computation during the development of

the sortie definitions, the flight is required to go low before the

first target, if it is going to fly low at all. Obviously, if there
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is local attrition at a target toward the end of the mission but not

at the first target, it might be better to stay high past the first

target and save the low-altitude capability to be used in the vicinity

of later defended targets. While this possibility is ignored (for

computational speed) during the development of the sortie definitions,

after the sortie definition is complete a final check is made and, if xl

such a change would increase the estimated value of VALSORTY, the I
change is incorporated in the final version of the flight plan.

If there are no defended targets where the bomber is scheduled to fly

high after using its low-altitude range, no changes in the sortie are

considered. Otherwise, QUICK tries extending the low-altitude range to

include the next defended target. When any low-altitude capability is I
left prior to the first target of the sortie, the excess is allocated

as before between the leg to the first target and the precorridor legs. I
If there is no such excess, the point where the aircraft first goes low

is set as soon after the first target as possible. The resulting value

of VALSORTY is then computed. If the sortie value is increased over that

previously obtained, the revised sortie is used. If not, the prior

version is retained. This process is repeated until a version of the

sortie is tested in which the low-altitude flight.is extended to the

last defended target. That version of the sortie which produced the

best value of VALSORTY is then selected. There is a possibility that in

the original version of a given sortie, the total range may be inadequate
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to execute the sortie as defined, even if the entire mission were carried

out at high altitude. In this casej low altitude is not assigned to any

of the legs. Moreover, VALSORTY is computed so that it receives no con-

tribution from any route po.i.nt beyond the maximum range of the aircraft.

In this case, later operations usually result in the omission of some

targets that cannot be reached or the elimination of recovery, so that

a revised sortie definition is developed which constitutes a feasible

sortie.

Depenetration Routing: Each bomber for which a recovery is planned must

exit via a depenetration corridor. These corridors, while having no

atLrition associated with them, serve to define the geographic route to

be flown while leaving enemy territory. When a bomber leaves a

depenetration corridor, it recovers at a base which is associated with

that corridor. The bomber chooses the depenetration corridor according

to the last target struck in the sortie. If Dl is the distance from

that target to the depenetration point, and D2 is the distance from de-

penetration point to the nearest recovery base associated with that point

(or corridor), then the depenetration corridor used is the corridor which

minimizes

(2*DI) + D2
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Sortie Modifications: All decisions on the modifications of the sortie

definition are based on the estimated effect the changes will produce

in the value of VALSORTY.

The initial sortie definition may not even be feasible. It may require

too many warheads; it may require too much range; or it may specify all

bombs whereas the aircraft may carry ASMs. Thus, the task of program

POSTALOC is to revise the ;ortie definition to produce a feasible sortie

with the highest possible expected value of VALSORTY.

In accomplishing this, the program estimates the marginal value, nP using

bombs in a sortie and the potential advantage of using ASMs instead,

performing one or more of the following functions.

0 Determine which targets assigned bombs should be converted

to ASMs when not all ASMs are assigned

0 Determine which remaining bombs are of least value and

should be deleted if too many strikes are assigned

* Determine which route points (recovery or bomb targets) are

of negative value to the sortie and should be deleted.

In so doing, it analyzes each route point in succession down to and

perhaps including the recovery point. The processing of each route point

is handled in two parts. First, the marginal value of the route point

as a target for a bomb is evaluated. Then, the value of the same route

point is calculated as a potential ASM target, and the marginal value
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of changing it to an ASM target is estimated. For these computations

the recovery point is not included in the evaluation.

When all ASMs have been assigned, there may still be too many strikes

for the available warheads. The next step may then be, still excluding

the recovery point, to select the least valuable remaining bomb which

could be deleted. Finally, the sortie is evaluated again, this time

including the recovery point to be sure that all route points including

the recovery makp a positive contribution to the payoff.

The marginal value of each route point is also evaluated. The value of

reaching the route point, multiplied by the probability of surviving to

reach it, is compared with the cost of doing so.

This cost consists of two elements:

* Change in the probability of reaching succeeding targets

because of local attrition, if any, at this target, or

because of additional area attrition over the added distance

required to fly to this target

* Reduction in the amount of low-altitude flight available

because of the extra distance to the target, which in turn

can affect penetration probability to all targets.

In analyzing each target, the program considers an alternative flight route

which bypasses the target and goes directly from the preceding to the suc-

ceeding.target. The effect .of this route on the expected payoff for
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succeeding route points can be directly evaluated. The change in attri-

tion is known, so the change in the cumulative survival probability SURV

to the succeeding target can be computed, and the value VALON of the

remainder of the sortie is made available,

The change AV in VALSORTY, due to change in available low-altitude

capability, is only estimated. The estimate is based on the amount of

distance saved by skipping the target DISTSV multiplied by the quantity

VALDIST, the marginal value of distance. However, where the saving in

distance is very large, this type of linear extrapolation with a constant

VALDIST can be quite misleading and could even exceed the full value of

all targets in the sortie. Obviously, the value of the sortie can never

exceed the actual value VALMAX of all route points, and with one target

k omitted could not exceed VALMAX-V(k). Consequently, the value VALO

of omitting a target k cannot exceed POTVALO=VALMAX-V(k)-VALSORTY. This

quantity POTVALO is therefore used to establish a limiting value for the

value of saving distance. The quantity VALDIST is used to give the de-

rivative for small values of DISTSV. The actual form used for estimating

LV for distance saved is:

AV = POTVALO * [1.0 - 1.0/(1,0 + TEMP)]

where TEMP = VALDIST * DISTSV/POTVALO.
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In the second phase of the process -- to estimate the valUe of the target

as an ASM target -- the time premium for using an ASM on the target is

added into the basic value RVAL of the target, and the survival proba-

bility used is that for the earliest possible launch point in range of

the target.

Determining the value of omitting a route point requires calculation of

the distance saved. Once this information has been computed for two

successive route points, the next computations are distances that are

necessary to determine whether the two points are out of order on the

route. The following figure illustrates the method used.

4 A 5 E 7

DC

The figure illustrates a route:

4 via leg A to 5

5 via leg B to 6

6 via leg C to 7.

Consider the possibility of reversing the order of points 5 and 6 on

the route.. The present distance-is.A.+ B .+ C; the'revised'distance would'

he D + B + E, using dashed alternative legs D and E.
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If the reversed path is shorter, then D + 8 + E < A + B + C or A + C -

D - E > 0. When we consider omitting 5, we compute DISTSV 2 A + B - D.

When we considor omitting 6, we compute DISTSV = 8 + C - E.

Adding the two values of DISTSV and subtracting 2B we obtain A + C - D - E.

Therefore, if this value is positive the two route points are out of

order, and the flag JSEQERR is set to indicate one of the two targets

for possible temporary omission. Usually the first target is flaggni.

(The presumption is that a later evaluation will result in the replace-

ment of such a target in its proper position in the sortie.) However,

if the first target is also a launching point for ASMs, even temporary

omission would be complicated; thus, rather than seek an alternative

launch point for the ASMs, the second target will be flagged instead.

If both route points are also ASM launching points no flag is set, and

the current order of targets is not changed.

The problem of route points serving double duty as ASM launch points

also arises when the marginal value of omitting route points is being

estimated. Therefore, after the original value VALO is estimated, a

check is made to see if the point is used as an ASM launch point. if

so, the value VALO of omitting the point is decremented ý;o reflect changes

in the marginal value of the ASM, for which a new and probably inferior

launch point must be found. If such an alternative launch point cannot I
be found, the entire value of the ASH is charged to VALO. Fxcept in

the most extreme cases this is SL "; :ient to preclude omission of this

target.
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If the program (POSTALOC) is to delete a bomb where the same route point

is used as a launch point for an ASH, it first seeks an alternative launch

point for the ASM. However, if it cannot find one, the ASM is omitted

also.

Thb desirability of using an ASM on one of the omitted targets is also

estimated. This can be done either to find a target for an unused ASM

or to evaluate the value of substituting an omitted strike point as the

target for an ASM already assigned.

Changes in the bomber route are not considered at this point. In this

way, the values of changes considered can be evaluated exactly.

The operation is divided into two portions. First, the program scans

all targets in the mission currently assigned for ASMs, skipping any tar-

get used as its own launch point, since its omission would change the

bomber route. The marginal value of the others is determined by multi-

plying the ý..alue of the strikes as ASM targets by the survival probability

for the aircraft to the launch point. During this phase, the strike

JDEL with the lowest marginal ASM value MINDA is determined.

In the second portion of lie operation, all omitted strikes are evaluated

as ASM targets. The method of evaluation is exactly the same, except

that a suitable launch point must be found. The first route point within

range of each target is taKen as the potential launch point. As it

proceeds through this part of the program, it keeps a record of the
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strike JADDA with the highest mnarginal ASM payoff MAXDA and the asso-

ciated launch point IAIM. Of course, strikes are disqualified for such:

consideration if andther strike on the same target is already in the

sortie definition.

The program (POSTALOC) also estimates the valuc of strikes in the omit

list as potential targ6ts for bombs. It does thi:• by finding an addi-

tional target or an omitted target that is more profitable for a bomb

than the least valuable in the sortie. In ýturn, each target in the

omit list is processed. Each potential target is tried first in a

position just. before the first target. with a higher value of RiO. The

distance added to the sortie is then qvaluated. The target is then

tried in a position on the other side of its nearest neighbor (nearest

in value of RHO)-. If this pos'ition produces a lower value forithe dis-'

tance added, this position is accepted instead of the original position.

The marginal contribution of the bomb in the preferred position is then
computed. The method 'parallels• the calcul~tion of the marginal italue .

of bombs in EVALB. The effect of the extra attrition or. following tar'

gets is evaluated. Then the effect on low-altitude range is estimated'

using (VALDIST * DISTAD). These quantities are added to get the total

benefit VALO of not flying to this new route point. The v!lue of the

target, times the probability of surviving to reachý it, is'then computed

to get the net marginal value of adding the target DVAIB.
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The index for the target with the highest DVALB is then recorded as

JADDB, and the route point it should follow is recorded as JAF. Of

course, any strike on a target already in the sortie is excluded from

consideration to avoid duplicate strikes on the same target by the smne

bomber.

Missile Plans

Program POSTALOC generates missile sortie specification:i for each missile

weapon group and its assigned targets. The weapon group data contained

on the BASPILE prepared by program PREPALOC are read in and stored. In

addition, the target data are obtained from: (1) the ALOCTAR file pre-

pared by ALOC, if the plan does not contain MIRV weapons, or (2) from

the TMPALOC file output by FOOTPRNT, if MIRVs are included. Since MIRV

missiles are a special case of missiles, the description of the additional

processing for these weapons is deferred to the next section. For non-

MIRV missiles, individual targets are assigned to individual vehicles.

For MIRV missiles, an ordered set of targets is assigned tu each vehicle.

From these data, specific strikes are assigned to specific delivery ve-

hicles within the weapon group. The development of the missile plans is

relatively straightforward. With the exception of the timing computations

(e.g., launch time, performed in PLNTPLAN), the missile plans are complete

as output by POSTALOC.
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Figure 9 illustrates the structure of a typical missile group. The

group may include several squadrons (two shown) and a squadron may in-

clude several sites (four per squadron shown). Each site may have one

or more vehicles (three shown). Vehicles are considered to occupy the

same site if they are so close to'ether that they would have to be tar-

geted as a simple target. For example, the Polaris squadron of 16 mis-

siles on one submarine is considcred to occupy one site, while the

Minuteman squadron of 50 missiles occupies 50 separate sites.

On the other hand, any nonalert missiles in a squadron will constitute

a separate weapon group. Since the vehicle indices within a squadron

may not start from 1, the starting vehicle index ISTART for'each squadron

is supplied as an input to the missile assignment phase. This and the

other input parameters defining the available weapons for the program

are also shown in figure 9.

In POSTALOC a maximum of 18 missiles can be assigned to a single launch

event. (To facilitate preparation of sortie plans for use in other

siPulators (e.g., NEMO), each missile launch is treated as a separate

event in the final plan output by program PLNTPLAN.) If a squadron

contains more than 18 weapons (or re-entry vehicles in the case of MJIRV

groups), the number of events required to output all the weapons is

computed. This number times the number of squadrons in the group gives

the total number of events to be generated for the group, This

computation, however, is not performed at the start of the processing

for each group, but rather during processing, Since missile groups with
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Squadron 5

ite 1 Site3

Vehicles Vehicles
1,5,9 3,7,11 Squadron 7

Site 2

Vehicles Vehicles
2,6,10 4,8,12

ehicles VehiclesI2®6110 4h8inGo

X Vehicles in Group
X Vehicles not in Group

NOPERSQN - Total Vehicles in Squadron.
NBASE - Number of Bases (or Squadrons) in Group.
NWPSITE = Number of Weapons per Site.
ISTART = Lowest Vehicle Index in Group for Each Squadron.
NWPNS., = Total Vehicles in Group.

Fig. 9. Exemplar Configuration of Missiles in a Group
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a NIIRV capability have a variable number of strikes per booster, the

numhcr of missiles in each event can be determined only dynamically.

The input strikes (allocated weapons) assigned to the group are ordered

by decreasing values of RVAL (the marginal utility of the weapons com-

puted as described for bomber weapons), For weapon groups with a MIRV

payload, the strikes are ordered by decreasing value of the total value

associated with each booster.(i.e., the sum of the values of RVAL for

each target assigned to the booster). In order that each event to be

output to PLNTPLAN will contain a mix of values for its strikes, the

strikes are not assigned to launch events in simple serial order. The

strikes are distributed over the events to attempt equalization of strike

value between events. The method for this is to skip certain strikes

when constructing an event. The algorithm selects a strike to start an

event, skips a number of high value strikes, selects another for inclu-

sion in the event, and so on. Thus, the first event may be composed

of strike numbers 1, 11, 21, 31, .... , in the input list, and the second

event may have strikes 2, 12, 22,.. The number of strikes to be

skipped is computed as a function of the number of squadrons in the group.

Before assigning the strikes to each vehicle, the number of vehicles in

the group and the number of vehicle assignments are computed. If the

number of vehicle assignments is less than the number of vehicles, the

number of vehicles for which a plan will be processed is decreased until

it matches the number of assignments. If the number of vehicle assign-

ments exceeds the number of vehicles, QUICK determines if the vehicles
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are carrying a MIRV payload. If so, then program FOOTPRNT has erred in

generating the footprint assignments. An error message is printed to

this effect and processing proceeds. The result will be the omission

of some target sets from the final plan. If the group does not have a

MIRV payload, the least valuable assigned targets are removed until the

number of targets equals the number of vehicles. However, targets assigned

through the fixed assignment capability of program ALOC are not omitted,

unless there are more fixed assignments for this group than there are

vehicles. In that case (an input. error), fixed targets are omitted in

order of increasing value (RVAL) until the number of targets matches the

number of vehicles. In addition, an error message is printed to this

effect.

MIRV Missile Plans

Technological developments in guidance have made possible the intro-

duction of multiple missile warheads on a single missile which can

be directed at geographically separate targets. Although the original

QUICK General War Gaming System was not designed to accommodate multiple

independently targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs), the introduction of

MIRVs into operational weapons made it very desirable to incorporate into

tile QUICK system the changes required to enable the consideration of these

weapons.
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A major ramification of the addition of the MIRV capability to the system

was the necessity to consider the effect upon the target assignments

of "footprint" constraints: that is, constraints on the gcographic con-

figuration of targets assigned to a single missile equipped with MIRVs.

In order to minimize the amount of system alteration required to introduce

the MIRV capability, it was decided not to alter the basic weapon

allocation process, but rather ,:o introduce these footprint constraints

into the plan generation process subsequent to the initial assignmients

of targets to weapon groups as effected by program ALOC. Hence, the

development of the general strike plan now entails, in order of occurrence,

the initial allocation of targets to weapon groups in program ALOC, the

refinement of the target point locations for complex area targets and the

reordering of the assignments according to weapon group in program ALOCOUT,

and the construction of specific booster loads (i.e., the weapon-to-

target point assignments to be associated with a single MIRV-capable

missile) for each weapon group with a MIRV capability in program FOOTPkNT.

It ce program FOOTPRNT has determined the assignment of targets to booster,

This information is passed to program POSTALOC. In that program, the

booster load assignments are distributed to the individual boosters in

each squadron according to Ihe method discussed previously in the section

Basic Sortie Generation (Missile Plans). In the MIRV case, however,

the value of the sortie is defined to be the sum of all the marginal

utility values (RVAL) for the targets assigned to the booster. Program
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FOOTPRNT orders the booster load assignment informatioi. in order of

decreasing values of sortie before passing the information to program

POSTALOC.

Throughout this discussion, the term "target point" will refer to

a "desired ground zero" (DGZ) selected either in program ALOC for simple

targets, or in program ALOCOUT for complex and area targets, as the aim

point for a single re-'entry vehicle (RV), Although, depending upon the

value of a given~target, two or more RVs may be allocated to target

points with the same geographic coordinates, these target points will be -g

considered as being distinct in all the succeeding processing of the

target assignments.

When a weapon group with a MIRV payload is located, the detailed target
point assignments for each of tLo boosters in the group must be formulated.

The initial attempt at creating a set of feasible booster assignments

consists of arbitrarily dividing all target points assigned to the group

in program ALOC equally among all of the boostr:s in the group, such

that targets of similar launch azimuth will have a greater chance of

being assigned to the same booster than targets of different launch

azimuth.

Two important characteristics of this initial assignment should

be noted. First, it is possible that the assignment will not

satisfy the footprint constraints. Second, it is usually the case
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I!
that the number of target points initially assigned to a booster is

greater thtan the number of RVs which the booster will actually carry.

This latter phenomenon results from the "over-allocation" policy

utilized for the assignment of MIRV weapons. To minimize the

chance that the elimination from booster assignments of targets

which will not fit into a feasible footprint will cause an under-

utilization of the available weapon stockpile, additional RVs are

created for Ml.RV weapon groups in program PREPALOC for assignment

in program ALOC (see Weapon Grouping). However, after the pro-

cessing in program FOOTPRNT, the exDected number of RVs actually

utilized will not exceed the number that are available.

Preliminary Calculations: After the initial RV-to-target

assignments have been made, it is necessary to refine them to insure

that the final assignments satisfy the various footprint constraints.

To accomplish this task, the target assignments for each booster

are processed individually. To facilitate the creation of a

feasible set of booster assignments, each target point in the set

assigned Lo the weapon group is classified as either a potential

target or a non-potential target, for the booster under considera-

tion. Only targetsq classified as potential ones are eligible to

be included in the set of assignments for this booster. The set
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of potential targets for any given booster consists of, all of the

targets in the current assignment for the booster, a certain portion

of the targets which were in the potential target list for the

previous booster but which were not assigned to that booster, and a

certain user-specified fraction of the current target assignment of

the next booster in the list. The latter targets are included in

the potential target list to enable the program to function efficiently

in cases where the distance between certain targets of different

launch azimuth is less than that between certain targets of the

same azimuth.

After the potential target list has been defined and the appro-

priate target data introduced into the potential target arrays,

all intertarget distances for the potential targets are calculated A

and stored in an array D(i,j) as follows:

2
.... .. *' (dcwnrange distencc4 j d@wt'anget-f i

2 i<j
S..iprange distance) j uprange cCE i:

D(i~j) =2 - (;ros:range distance) i>j

worth of keeping the target in the potential
target list i=j

1.65

6 '0-"



Downnrunge distancOs are measured along an axis which is parallel to

the shorter of the two groat circle routes from the launch point to

the first target point to be hit; crossrange distances are measured ]
along an axis which is perpendicular to this route. The uprange

direction is defined to be parallel but oppositely directed to the J

downrange direction.

Two concepts which are extensively used in the remainder of the

processing of the target assignments are that of equivalent downrange

distance (EDD) and that of the value of including a given target in

a particular assignment.

IEquivalent Downrange Distance: To determine the worth of keeping

a target in the potential target arrays, as well as to determine

overall footprint feasibility, use is made of the equivalent down-

range distance of a target, an approach similar to that used in program

FOOTCALL (not part of the QUICK system).* The major premise of

this method is that all downrange, crossrange, and uprange dis-

tances can be converted into an equivalent downrange distance, 1-"D1),

"Strategic Offensive Weapons Employment in the Time Period About

1975 (U),," (Top Secret) Weapons Systems Evaluation Group Report
R-160, August 1969, Volume VI, Allocation of MIRV System.
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which is equal to the downrange distance that could be traversed by

' the payload if the same amount of energy wore expended as would be

required to traverse the distance under consideration. In practice,

the EDD from point i to posont J, as depicted in figure 10, may be

expressed by the following relationship:

21

DOWNi) + ( R i if j is downrange of i

~EDD~j) (R)2  Rin1) +c ( 1) cR1~2i f surneo

where: I:

DR
Cl-- • downranige-cr'ossrange ratio

iji

DR ,

U- •= downrange-uprange ratio

DOWNij downrange distance from i to j

CR.. crossrange distance from i to j

UR. uprange distance from i to j

'Thus, it. is now possible to define Vn., the worth of keeping the

th
i target in the potential target list, as follows:
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Target
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Target O /,

dd

SFirst
Target

~This line defines the
"downrange" direction

M~h) (dV+ K' dc

K downrangc-crossrangc ratio

Launch
Point

Fig. 10. Graphical Representation of the Conceut:
of Equivalent Downrange Distance (1I)I))
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In
-in .AGE(i)Vii j=1 Dij

where:

NB IN
AGE(i) = (DELAGE) i

NBIN. = number of boosters for which the ith target has been

in the potential target list

DELAGE = user-introduced weighting parameter

n = number of targets in potential target list.

The variable AGE(i) is proportional to the amount of time that the
.th i
1 target has resided in the potential target arrays. This relation-

ship reflects the fact that the probability of successfully incorpora-

ting a target iinto a feasible assignment diminishes as the distances

between it and the other targets in the assignment increase.*

Value nf Assigning a Target to a Booster: The main objective of

the processing in program FOOTPRNT is to create feasible booster

assignments which include as man), as possible of the target points

that were originally assigned to the weapon group in program ALOC.

Therefore, two factors must be considered when determining the value

of adding a given target to a booster assignment -- first, the

*T'he details of entry and removal of targets into the potential target
arrays are covered in Chapter 6, Program F'UTPRNT, Subroutine BOOST'N,
Programming Specifications LN1M0ail, Volume 1 1, Plan Generation Subsyst.'m.,
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number of targets which have already been assigned tp the booster,

and second, the amount of energy which would be required to travel

from the target under consi.deration to each of the remaining targets

in the "miss list," the list containing all of. the targets in the

potential target list which have not been assigned to the booster.

th
Specifically, Wi, the worth of adding 'the iti target to the booster

assignment, is defined as follows:

[ ALF (a.i. N)] *RVALJ

targets in
miss list

where
E.DD.:

EDD EDmax "

F DD max= maximum EDD wl'i iCh c'odl d b'e acriieved before the".. •I

addition of the ith target to the boostler

assignment

RVAL. relative target value of target jJ

th
and where it is assumed that the i target will be inserted into

that position in the, assignment which woild require the smallest

increase in total energy expended by the booster. The graphical

relationships which define VALF(a., N) and N are presented in
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figures 11 and 12, respectively. The value of VALF (aij, N) is a

function of both EDDi 3 , where j is an arbitrary target in the miss list

(j 9 i), and N, a weighting parameter, is a function of both NHIT, the

number of targets already assigned to the booster, and PN, a user-

specified weighting factor.

The calculation of the value of making each of the potential targets the

first in the assignment makes use of the above equation for Wi where the
1

miss list now contains all of the targets in the potential target list

and EDDImax is equal to TIIROWInAX, a user-specified input defining the

maximum possible distance between any two target points. Specifically,

thVALFIRSTi, the value of making the i target the initial one in the

booster assignment. is defined as follows:

n

"VALFIRSTi = VALF(aij, N)] * RVAL. (S)
j=l

Target Assignment: The initial task ill the construction of an

assignment is to choose as the first target to be hit that target
from the potential target list which has the maximum value of

VALFIRST. When this target is located, it is moved from the miss

list to the "hit list," where the "hit list" contains all of the

targets in the potential target list which have been assigned to

the booster.
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Fig. 11. Graph Indicating VALF as a Fitnction of a,
for Various Values of the Parameter N
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Fig. 12. Graph Indicating N as a Function of NIIIT
for Various Values of the Parameter PN
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The next task, of course, is to choose that target from the

miss list which would be most valuable if added to the assignment.

Thus, after the first target has been assigned, values of W are

calculated for each target in the miss list. The taiget with the

largest value of W is then chosen to be added to the boostex assign-

ment, and it is moved from the miss list to the hit list. If this

target is incorporated as the new first one in the ordered assign-

ment, the intertarget distances and the values of II are recalculated.

This process is continued until either the maximum booster load has

been attained, or the addition of any other of the remaining targets

in the miss list would result in a violation of the footprint constraints.

At this point, a final improvement stage is entered. The target which

requires the greatest marginal use of fuel i; temporarily deleted from

the assignment. Attempts are then made to add one or more targets to

the assignment to replace the one jemoved. If it is possible to add

more than one target, or if one target may be added which is worth more

than the one which has been tempora-rily deleted, the now assignment is;

kept, and tile deleted target is returned to the miss list, This policy

is pursued until no furthor improvement is possible, at which point

the construction of the target assignments for the next booster is begun. 1

In every case, when only one target can be added to a booster

assignment, the target with the greatest va.lue of RVAL, the marginal

damage level, is added. The usual worth calculations are bypassed
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in this case, and all feasible additions are examined to select the

target with the highest relative value,

Loading Requirements and Options: Program FOOTPRNT attempts, first, to

construct detailed, ordered booster assignments which assign every avail-

able RV to a target point specified for a group in program ALOC, and

second, to create these assignments such that each booster contains

between MINLOAD and MAXLOAD RVs. In some cases, however, the footprint

constraints preclude the possibility of accomplishing both or even one of

these tasks. Therefore, in addition t6 being able to specify the values

of MINLOAD, the minimum number of M~s to be assigned to any one booster,

and MAXLOAD, the maximum number of RVs to be assigred to any one booster.,

the us;er has the option of specifying which of three alternative policies

should be followed if the above objectives are not achieved.

The fi'rrt of these policies, the free-loading option, specifies

that, if all attempts have been made to satisfy the two requirements
indicated above, the resulting allocations will be utilized,

regardless of the number of RVs assigned to each booster. The

second opttion stipulates that, when the final assignments contain

bcosters with fewer than MINLOAD RVs apiece, an attempt should be

made to assign additional RVs to these boosters by targeting them

at points already assigned to these boosters. The resulting alloca-

tion is then deemed acceptable, even if certain boosters have

assigned to them less than the minimum specified load. The third
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and firal option, however, specifies that if, after all attempts have

been made to satisfy the minimum load requirements, certain boosters

still have assigned to them fewer than MINLOAD RVs, these boosters

should then be dropped entirely from the strike plan, and that the

RVs which were originally assigned to them should not be used.

If the loading option requires addition of re-entry vehicles

to the assignment, they are assigned after the program has con-

structed the best possible assignment disregarding the loading con-

straint. Assume that to meet this constraint a total of NTOADD

vehicles must be added to the assignment.

The process begins by adding NTOADD re-entry vehicles to the first

target in the footprint. If this allocation is not feasible, the

program decrements the number of RVs added to the first target until it

reaches a feasible allocation. There is no further processing for this

allocation, since if a re-entry vehicle cannot be added to the first

target of a footprint, it cannot be added to any later target.

If the total numiber of re-entry vehicles (NTOADD) could be added to

the first target, the process searches for an alternative allocation

with less variance in the number of RVs allocated to each target point.

(The optimal allocation would havo the same number of vehicles assigned

to each target in the, footprint.) The alternative allocations are

constructed by examining the number of vehicles on each target. 11Te
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targets are examined in order of delivery of their RVs by the final stage

of the booster. At the first target where this number decreases (a

decreasing step), a vehicle is removed and placed at the last target

which has a number allocated less than the preceding target. Figure 13

demonstrate. the construction of a series of alternative allocations.

If at any time an alternative allocation is infeasible, the process

reduces the number of targets to be investigated for addition of RVs to

the current feasible number and continues processing.

Footprint Testing: The testing of potential target assignments for foot-.

print feasibility involves solution of the physical equations which

define the flight paths of MIRV systems. Since solution of these

equations for all possible assignments would be prohibitively

inefficient in'the QUICK systemi, other*approxlm'ating equations are

used. These equations were generated for program FOOTCALL, which is not

part of the QUICK system.* The equations were generated by a curve-

fitting program so that their values most nearly match the results of

the actual physical equations. The parameters for those equations, as

well as their derivation, are discussed in the reference.

There are three MIRV systems for which testing equations are imple-

mented in QUICK. The first is a long-ranage system similar to thqe, NMM-JI

system. The second is a short-range system, similar to the POSEIDON

*See "Strategic Offensive Weapons Employment in the Time Period About
1975 (U)," (Top Secret) Weapons Systems Evaluation Group Report R-160,
August 1969, Volume VI, Allocation of MIRV Systems.
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system. The third is a long-range system with area penetration aids

carried. This last system is similar to the first, but contains some-

what different equations.

Each system has four sets of equations which define footprint

feasibility. These sets are equations for:

1. Determining maximum booster range

2. Determining fuel load available for foo'printing

3. Determining fuel consumption per mile of equivalent downrange

distance

4. Determining factors for converting crossrange and uprange

distances to equivalent downrange distances.

The specific form of the equations is discussed in Chapter 3, Calculations,

Feasibility Testing for MIRV Footprints.

DETAILED SORTIE SPEICIFI CATIONS

Program PLNTPLAN processes the bomber and missile plans prepared by

program POSTALOC and writes them with tanker plans in a format required

by the QUICK Simulator. In addition, a detailed plan is output which

reflects the plan in a form more suitable for hard-copy output. The

detailed plan is also used as input to prograins INTRFACE and EVALALOC.
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Table 7 indicates the type of sortie information supplied to program

PLNTPLAN for each sortie. Besides sortie identification, launch base,

and vehicle information, it describes the target area part of the sortie

by listing the target events. It lists the targets to be attacked, their

location, and index numbers. It also lists ASM targets, decoy launches,

and whether the bomber recovers or aborts the mission.

The major functions performed by PLNTPLAN in processing the input

sortie data and creating the detailed sortie specifications include:

assigning refuel areas to bombers and allocating tankers to service

them; calculating ASM launch points; determining where zone crossing,

change altitude, and launch decoy event! should occur; coordinating

launch times according to user parameters; and calculating distances

and times between all even's of each plan. The techniques associated

with each of these functions are discussed below.

Bomber Plans

Figure 14 shows a typical flight route for a long-range bomber sortie

from launch to recovery. After launching from its base, the bomber flies

first to a refuel area if refueling is called for, then to a corridor

entry point. It may then fly one or more prespecified dogleg'; (called

corridor leop,) which define a penetration route before reaching the

point labelled corridor origin. From the origin, it flies over a target

area and its assigned targets in their proper order. Finally, it enters

the depenetration corridor, which may also consist of one or more doglegs,
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i.i

Table 7. List of Information Supplied PLNTPLAN by
POSTALOC for Each Sortie on SITrRFILL

Sortie Identification Group index
Corridor index
"Sortie index

Base Information Base index
Base location (.lat., long)
Regional index
Payload indek
Weapon type

Vehicle Information Vehicle index
F 

Vehicle speed (at high and
low altitude)

Vehicle range (with and without
refueling)

Sortie Information Refuel index
Dopenetration corridor
Alert status
Delay before takeoff
Number of targets
Target list
Low-altitude range available
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before going on to the recovery base. Depending on the bomber's range,

a portion of the flight route may~be flown at low altitude.,

The air defense zones (to which the area air defense interceptors

are assigned.) are not shown in figure 14; however, between corridor cntry

and depenetration, thu bomber may enter one or more of these zones. As

indicated below, PLNTPLAN calculatps the time and location of these zone

crossing cvents.

Program PLNTPLAN generates a detailed sortie plan for each bomber

which defines the flight route, altitude profile, and offensive bperations.

For bombers scheduled to refuel, an alternative plan is prepared to, be used'

should the refueling be unsuccessful. The major PLNTPLAN functions and

techniques involved in preparing the detailed bomber portie data are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Distance Calculations: Each event of the bomberlsortie is assigned a

place of occurrence in latitude and' longitude. Later, the great circle

distances between all events are computed in nautical miles.

If the difference in longitude is less than ý'2.8 degrees, a straight-

line approximation to th'e g7.ieat circle route is used. Otherwise, the

standard law of cosines for a spherical triangle is applied to compute

the great circle distance. The radius of the earth is assumed to be

3437.74677 nautical miles.
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This computation is sufficient for all events except for zone

crossings, since zone crossings are located or determined only approxi-

mately on a Mercator projection. The adjustment to the distances in the

case of zone crossings may be described by the illustration in figure 15.

This shows the two zone crossing events Z and Z located between events
1 2

E and E2. The distances between events are (11, d2. and d3 as indicated.

The great circle distance between E and E2 is D. In this case the

distance d1 would be replaced by d'1  diD' where U' = D/(d 1 + d2 + d3 ).

Similarly d' - d D' and d' = d D'
2 2 3 3

1d 22
z2 zZ1 Z

Fig. 15. Distance Adjustments for Zone Crossings

Bomber Timing: Using the calculated distances between events together

with bomber (high or low altitude) speed or ASM speed, the time intervals

between successive bomber events are computed. For the purposes of

QUICK, Pach event of a plan is assumed to be carried out instantaneously

at a specified time; i.e., a bomber is assumed to be launched in no time,

to refuel without delay, and to change altitudes instantly. The
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calculated time between events takes into account the fact that zoneI

crossing locations are known only approximately (as described for

distance calculations); hence the uncertainty of the zone crossing points

is not reflected in the corresponding time increments.

Actual times are determined in the first-strike case by coordinating

the entire sortie with the user-input parameter CORBOMB which specifies

the distance from the corridor entry point at which the bomber is to

be at time zero. In the second-strike case, the sortie begins at the

earliest possible moment, considering any user-specified launch delays.

Tactical aircraft launch at time = 0.

Employment of Decoys: As each bomber plan is processed by the program,

any flight situation which could use a decoy launch (see table 8) is

flagged, and its associated launch priority is stored. The possible

decoy launch events then are arranged by PLNTPLAN according to priority

and are allocated available decoys in the order of this priority. If

there are sufficient decoys available to cover all possible launches,

double coverage is begun, again according to launch priority. Coverage

continues wutil all decoys have been allocated or until six decoys have

been launched at each possible site.

If the distance to be covered by a decoy launch event is greater

than the range of one decoy, sufficient decoys are allocated to cover

the entire distance. - is assumed that another decoy is launched as
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'Table 8. Launch Priority

LAUNCII PRIORITY CIRCUMSTANCES OF LAUNCH

1 R L* miles before first low-

altitude gravity bomb attack
on a SAM-defended target

2 Immediately before changing from

high to low altitude

Immediately before penetrating

defended airspace if flying at
high altitude

4 R ** miles before first high-

altitude gravity bomb attack on
a SAM.-defended target

Coverage when flying at high

altitude over defended airspace

before priority 4 launch

RL miles before subsequent low-

altitude gravity bomb attacks

on SAM-defended targets

7-8*** Coverage when flying at high

altitude over defended airspace
after priority 4 launch

*RL = range of decoy at low altitude

**RH = range of decoy at high altitude

***Priority 8 is used if the coverage is to begin at the point where the

priority 4 decoy terminates. Priority 7 is used if the bomber has
changed altitude between the priority 4 and the priority 7 launch.
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I

soon as the previous decoy terminates. IHowover, only the first launch

event and the last termination event are posted, since intermediate

launch-termination events essentially cancel.

Decoys launched at low altitude are assumed to terminate at their

associated target. For high-altitude launches, either one o. two

termination events are required in addition to the launch event.

Changes in Bomber Altitude: The low-altitude range available to the

bomber in executing the planned mission is allocated in program POSTALOC

so as to maximize the value of the sortie VALSORTY (see Basic Sortie

Generation). The actual latitudes and longitudes of the altitude change

events (GOHIGH and GOLOW), and the associated time of the event, are

calculated in PLNTPLAN.

The bomber's low-altitude range capability is specified to PLNTPLAN

in three separate amounts: the amount during the precorridor legs (GI),

the amount immeaiately prior to the first target (G2), and finally the

amount following the first target (G3 ). For realism, values of GI,

G2, or G3 equivalent to less than 15 minutes are not applied.

G 1 is measured backward from the corridor origin toward tie corridor

entry points, Since corridor attrition may or may not be associated with

the precorridor legs, the low-altitude range capability is applied

against only those precorridor legs where the bomber would experience

attrition. Any G remaining is added to G2,
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The initial go-'ow point after the precorridor legs is determined

from the value of G2:

I. If G2 > 0, the go-low event will occur 2 miles before the

first target. Here, the first target is defined to mean the

first bomb target on the first ASM launch point after the

corridor origin.

2. For plans iA. which G =0, the bomber will go low at the first
2'

target, provided that the range to be flown at low altitude

after the first target (G3) > 0. If G3 also equals 0, it will

fly the entire mission after the corridor origin at high

altitude.

3. If G3 < 0, the bomber will fly -G2 miles beyond the first

target before going low; the total low-altitude range in this

case is G - (-G2) G miles.

G3 is always measured out beginning at the first target, and any G3

remaining after the target area is applied during depenetration.

The location of the change-altitude points are initially determined

by applying G61 G2) and G6 as outlined above. Once the initial proces-

sing is completed, the GOHIGH and GOLOW locations are checked to ensure

that the bomber does not change altitude in Rn unrealistic manner. If

necessary, as explained below, the location of these points is modified.
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I
For the purposes of the QUICK system, each event of a plan is

assumed to be carried out instantaneously at the indicated time, i.e.,

a bomber is assumed to be launched in zero time, to refuel with no delay,

and to change altitude instantaneously. Thus, if the bomber is asked to

go high or go low in the immediate neighborhood of a target or ASM

launch point, the order of these events does not matter. However, the

detailed plan appears more realistic if the bomber climbs immediately

after, rather than immediately before, a target and goes to a low

altitude immediately before, rather than immediately after, a target.

Program PLNTPLAN adjusts the plan to make certain that this is

the case. The adjustment performed is seen by referring to figure 16

where the high-altitude adjustment is shown. if a bomber is found to

climb within TIHB minutes before a target "in which case it might be

thought of as flying a path shown by the ,solid line in the figure), then

the altitude change event is moved so that it occurs THA minutes after

the target (in which case it might be thought of as flying the path

shown by a dotted line). Similarly, the low-altitude adjustment is

indicated in figure 17. Here, if the bomber is scheduled to go low

within TLA minutes after the target, this event is moved so that it goes

low TLB minutes prior to the target. The parameters shown in the figure

maiy be preset to any v;wli,,. The cirrent setting of these parameters in

program PLNTPLAN follow.
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Fig. 16, [Uigh-Altitude AdjustmcnL

IHigh

TARGET

Fig. 17. Low-Altitude Adjustment
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

THB=15 The time before (TUB) and after (111A)

TUA= 2 a target or ASM launch point during

which the bomber may not change from

low to high altitude

TL=10 The time before (TIB) and after (TMA)

TLA:3 ~a target or ASM launch point during

which the bomber may not change from

high to low altitude

In making these adjustments, the amount of low-altitude flight is

never decreased, but it may be increased as illustrated in figure 18.

It shows two targets labeled TI1 and T 2 with associated values of the

parameters TUB and THA. A section of bomber path is shown by dashed

lines. In this case, a GOHIGH event found, say, at point p would be

moved first to point q ,.-.nd finally to point r. The time of low-altitude

flight would be increased in this case at almost twice the sum of

TIMB + THA. For this to occur, the targets would have to be within

TU4B + T•IA minutes of flying time. ,

ASM Launch: Whenever an ASM target is processed (as indicated in the

basic plan), PLNTPLAN computes the aim or launch point at which the

ASM assigned to the target is to be fired. The situation is illustrated

in figure 19.
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Fig. 18. Increase in Low-Altitude Flight
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CRLAT,RLONG)a Aim point

CU1 V)v a Start of bombcr path

(U2,V2 0 2 nd of bomber path

(UJOVI)(11AT,VAT) m Target

R w Maximum ASH range

RI

p', (kLATJRLONG)1<TAT

- - ~LATITUVIL

Fig. 19. Illu,;t~ration of ASNI Launch Point Calculation
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The bomber is £lying from a specified point (UI,V 1 ) to point (U2 ,V2)

and is to fire an ASM at a target (UAT,VAT) enroute, at maximum range

R if possible. The aim point to be determined is, (RLAT,RLONG). In

determining the point (RLAT,RLONG), two cases occur:

1. The simpler case exists when the range of the ASM is sufficient

for it to be launched while the bomber is proceeding in a

straight-line path from point (U 1,VI) to (tJ2 rV9 ). 'Mis would

be the case if the range of the ASM were R' (figure 19). The

ASM target is then said to be "in range." Since it could be

launched at maximum range from either point p or p' shown in

the figure, the point p would be chosen as the desired launch

point. Since point p is a point enroute, it is not considered

to be a flypoint,.

2. The more interesting case occurs when the range of the ASM is

equal to R in figure 19. Here, the bomber must deviate from

its course and fly to the point p)" to fire the ASM. The ASM

target is noted as "out of range," and the point p" is now a

flypoint.

Subsequently, during allocation of low-altitude range, any ASM launch

scheduled to occur at the corridor origin will be rescheduled to

occur five minutes later if the aircraft is also to change to a low

altitude at the origin.

ii
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Refueling: See Bomber Refueling.

Recovery: The list of targets for a bomber terminates in either of two

ways:

1. With a DEPEN event, indicating normai recovery to the most

distant of the four recovery bases associated with its

depenetration point, that the bomber can reach. The

depenetration corridor description is obtained from the sy:tem's

input data, and the bomber's dogleg events, if any, are posted

in the proper order. Any remaining low-altitude range (G-3) is

applied at this time. Checks for zone crossings are also made,

and zone events ara posted a8 appropriate. If a 'zero zone is ,

encountered in zone processing, indicating that the bomber has

left the area in which there are defense zones, the zone

crossing check is turned off, and no further check for zone

crossings is made. I
2. With a LAND event, which indicates the aircraft does not have

sufficient range to recover. In this case an ABORT event is

posted for the bomber five minutes after the last target in the

direction of the assigned depenetration corridor.

Missile Plans

The input missile plans prepared by POSTALOC are complete with the

exception of the launch and flight times associated with the mission.

ID
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These cal'tulations are performed in program PLNTPLAN, and' the appropriate

data are added to the basic missile plan.

Missile flight times and launch times are calculated from user

inputs. The main timing parameters used are the minimum flight time

(FLININ) and the coordination time for missiles (CORMSL).

IL'TIN, the minimum flight time for a missile type, may> be equal to

or greater than zero. All flight times ltess tha n IFt,'lN IN will be raised

to F,'ININ before the launch and impact times are posted to the missile plan.

The user may speciFy a CORM|SL* for each missile type. This parameter

will control the launch timing for initial strikes (INITSTIK-i). Thlere

are two kinds of CORMSL: a "FLIGHIT" CORMISL and a "LINE" CORMSL.

A "PLIGHT" COIRMSL is the fraction of the missile's flight which is

completed at time 0.0. Clearly, such a CORNSL must lie between 0 and 1.

If it is 0, the missile is launched at time 0 0. If it is 1.0, the

missilo impacts at time = 0,

The "LINE" CORMISI, re-quires another user input. The user first

specifies a sequence of" straight-line segments (not necessarily connected),

The "LINE" CORlSI, is then the time at which the missile first crosses any

line. If' the flight path does not cross any' line, t hcn the missile will

*In program AI.(2C, a single value for the parameter CRM8 I. i ; applied
to all missile types.
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impact at time = 0., Because of the great length'of missile paths, great

circle routes are used for the lines and the flight paths, rather than a

Mercator projection of coordinates. The timing calculations which involve

"LINE" COPRNSLs are described in Chapt ei 3, Calculations.

If the missile is a fixed weapon with' a specific t.ime of arrival specified

from program AWOC, this time is used to compute the launch time, regard-

less of any CORMSL. The CORMSL parameter is also ignored for second-strike

plans. I

In the case of missiles with a MIRV capability, if there are several

targets assigned to the 'missile and more than one has a "fixed time"

assigned, only the first fixed-time assignment encountered will be
considered'. Thus, if a previous fixed-time a~ssighm~nt' has determined i
the launch time for the missile, no further calculations are done to

compute the launch time for later re-entry vehicles on the missile. If A

there are no fixed assignments (with timing) on a missile with a MIRV

payload, the launch time is computed by considering only the data for

the target assigned to the first re-lentry vehicle on the booster.

Tanker Plans

In addition to defining the basic flissile and bomber plans developed

by POSTALOC, PLNTPLAN generates the tanker plans for tankers used in an

area refueling mode. The input data for tankers are obtained from the
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where DIST - Distance from tanker base to refuel area

DIX = Distance from refuel area to recovery basex

First, PLNTPLAN assigns a refuel area to each tanker that is not

user-directed to a specific area. This is done in such a way as to

minimize the total tanker miles flown while servicing all bomber requests.

The time of arrival at the refuel area differs depending on whether the

plan is for a first or second strike.

In the second-strike case, all tankers are sent to their assigned

refuel areas at the earliest possible moment, considering delays before

launch due to alert or nonalert status as well as the travel time required

between base and refuel area.

In the first-strike case, each tanker is scheduled to enter itz

assigned refuel area .1 hour prior to the arrival of the bomber that it

is to service. The tanker launch time, then, is computed by:

Launch time = (time due at refuel area) -(DIST
V t

Each tanker is scheduled to leave the refuel area TOS (total time

on station) hours after arriving. The four recovery bases closest to

the refuel area are found, ordered by ascending distance, and posted

for each tanker as alternate recover, events. The flight times from

refuel area to each recovery base are determined and the tanker plan is

complete.
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DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Program EVALALOC was created to enable the user to determine the

effectiveness of a given war plan without the execution of a complete

and detailed simulation. It develops an expected-value estimate of the

results of the allocation which reflects only the effects of blast

damage. Except for program SIMULATE iti the Simulation subsystem of

QUICK, EVALAILOC is the. only damage assessment program in QUICK.

The expected-value estimates of damage provided by EVALALOC are realized

as two distinct kinds of numbers; the first is a non-time-dependent

value of target destroyed, and the second is the corresponding time-

dependent value of target destroyed. Directly related to the

calculations of these two numbers are the calculations of expected

values of delivered weapons and of delivered megatonnage, both of

which affect the time-dependent value of target destroyed. Other

weapon and target characteristics are used by EVALALOC in its

calculations of expected target damage. Weapon c:haracteristics are

time of arrival, reliability, circular error probability, penetration

probability, yield, and function of the weapon (alert long-range

aircraft, tactical bomber, intercontinental ballistic missile, etc.).

Target characteristics are the terminal ballistic missile defense

capability and the related probability of penetrating such a target

defense, the weapon aim points, and the type of target (simple, multiple,

or complex) including its radius. Such factors as collateral damage,
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weapon correlations, and other electromagnetic and radioactive

phenomena are not reflected in the QUICK system estimate of expected

damage provided by EVALALOC. However, otheY damage assessment systems

for which QUICK can produce output do provide estimates which reflect

these kinds of factors.

20
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CHAPTER 3
CALCULATIONS

This chapter provides a detailed mathematical expl.nation of the

more complex algorithms associated with the Plan Generation subsystem.

It should be noted that the general description of these techniques,

included in chapter"2, is not repeated in this chapter. Therefore, the

reader should be familiar with the preceding chapters of this manual.

ALGORITHMS

Target Shuffling

To achieve efficient performance of program ALOC, the input target

list is shuffled in program PLANSET to distribute the order in which

the various type targets will be encountered. This is accomplished in

the following manner.

Consider the target indices (I) as equally spaced points on a

circle, with targets in a particular class occurring consecutively. If

the Ith point is displaced along the circle to the. index

3 mod CI 2

where C is the number of points on the circumference of the circle, the

result will be the desired distribution. To accomplish the corresponding

reordering of the discrete list of targets, each index must be multiplied
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by

'( N

where N is the number of elements in the list, and then reduced by

modulo N. A direct application of this procedure, however, will result

in some cases with the same final index being assigned to more than one

element.

Therefore, the following algorithm is used by program PLANSET to assign

new indices to the elements of the list in such a way that the above

criterion is satisfied and each index from 1 to N is assigned exactly

once.
Let L be the greatest integer such that L 5 - 44T)N

where N is the total number of targets.

Let P =J = L

where P = the beginning index of the current cycle, and

J = the index number currently being assigned.

As each list element is processed, J is replaced by J + L to obtain

the next indek number. If J becomes >N, J is replaced by J - N. If

J becomes = P, a new cycle is to be started; 1 is added to P and to J,

and the procedure continues as before.

Lagrange Multiplier Adjustment

Define the following variables:

SUJRPWP(G) = number of excess weapons allocated in group G
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CURSUM = sum of the target weights

NOWPS(J) = number of weapons sharing attribute J

NTGTS number of targets

SNSTVTY
T -- user-input parameters which control rate of

FSNSTVTY
multiplier adjustment

LAMEF(G) Lagrange multiplier for group G

PRIM = local internal control variable which governs size I
of premiums (closing factors)

NWPNS(G) number of weapons in group G

CTMULT = current target multiplicity

The method used to adjust the Lagrange multipliers proceeds as follows.

At every fourth target or so, when it is decided to recompute the I
multipliers, control passes to an adjustment routine. The first step is

to recompute all the allocation error estimates, ALERRI3ST. At the same

time SURPWP is reevaluated, based on the new value of ALERREST.

Although SURPWP is c-,*ntinuously updated by the operating program, it is

useful--especially in the early phases of the program--to base it on the

projected allocation-rate estimates rather than the actual weapor',

allocated, which at that time could be very misleading. This provides

a more rational basis for calculating the premiums at this early stage

of the program.

The adjustment phase procesting is determined in part by an internal

variable, PROGRIWSS. This variable is assigned the arbitrary values 0.,
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.4, .5, .75, 1., and 2. by the program as a flag for various stages of

the allocation process. PROGRESS is initially set to 0. at the start of

processing by program ALOC, When the sum of target weights, WTSUM, ex-

ceeds half the number of targets PROGRESS is set to 0.4. When the weight

change rate (WRATE, described later in this section) first decreases,

PROGRESS is set to 0.5. When the weight change rate decreases to zero

value, PROGRESS is set to 0.75. A user-input parameter, SETTLE, deter-

mines the next change. SETTLE is the number of passes the process con-

tinues with PROGRESS equal to .75. After this time PROGRESS is set to

1.0, PROGRESS remains at this value until one of three conditions is met:

1. More than 1.5 passes over the target set are made while

PROGRESS = 1.0;

2. The sum of the Lagrange multipliers for the under- or over-

allocated weapons (VALERR) is less than a fraction (ERRCLOS,

a user input parameter) of the sum of the Lagrange multipliers

for all the weapons in the stockpile (VALWPNS);

3. The sum of the squares of the allocation error estimates

(SUMSQERR, the sum of the squares of ALERREST, described later

2in this section) is less than 1/(10 * NTGTS ), where NTGTS is

the number of targets.

When any of these three conditions is met, the allocation process is

complete and PROGRESS is set to 2.0.

If PROGRESS = 1.0 the change of local multipliers is omitted so that

the same values of the multipliers are retained. Otherwise the program
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determines the change in the local multipliers. Each multiplier is

changed only if all the estimates of error rate have the same sign. In

the early phases of the program (PROGRESS <:.75) better stability is

achieved by requiring, in addition, that the average allocation rate to

the last 2 to 4 targets, as computed from CURSUM, show the same sign.

This limitation is later removed, since it clearly would not work well

for weapon groups with very small numbers of weapons that might only be

allocated 2 to 10 times during a pass over the target system.

An estimate is made of CORRATE, the rate at which it is desired to

correct the allocation rate. If the allocation rate is corrected too

rapidly there will be a tendency to over-correct before the effects 'of

the correction become observable in the values of the allocation error

estimates. This can produce oscillations. To estimate how rapidly to

correct the error, an estimate is made of the number of targets that

would have to be observed before an error of the observed size would be

statistically significant. Even if the multipliers were exact, and the

average allocation rate was correct, statistical fluctuations would be

observed in the allocation of each weapon group when the allocation rate

was sampled for a small number of targets.

Let n equal the expected or average number of weapons from a group

available per target; i.e., n = NOWPS(J)/NTGTS. Then in M targets the

expected number of weapons allocated should be just n(M). Suppose the J

actual number observed, however, is n'(M). Then our estimate of the
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error in the allocation rate ALERREST would be

ALERREST = n' - n

Assuming a Poisson distribution, the statistically expected error in a

number of expected value n(M) is equal to ý'WT. T'hat is,
<(n'(M) - n(M))2> = n(M)

<(n n) 2 n/NI

Solving for the number of targets M, we have:

M =n/((n' -n) 2 >

or

2M (NOWPS(J)/NTGTS)/CALERREST(J))

as the number of targets we should expect to sample to get a statistical

error estimate of size, ALERREST. If we wish to reduce the indicated ,

error by 1 part in M per target, our fractional correction in the

allocation rate per target should be:

1/M ALERREST ** 2/(NOWPS(J)/NTGTS)

This, multiplied by a sensitivity factor SNSTVTY, is the first term in

the value of CORRATE. However, if the entire set of targets were

observed, the estimate would not be a sample but would be exact. Therd-

fore, even a very small value of ALERREST becomes statistically

significant if it is based on a sample of size NTGTS. Therefore, errors

should always be corrected at a rate at least equal to one part in NTGTS.
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This explain the second term in CORRATE, which is just 1.'O/N'IGTS

multiplied by a sensitivity factor PSNSTVTY (final sensitivity). This

factor controls the sensitivity of corrections to the allocation rate

in the final phase of the allocation where the errors are small. Thus

the desired correction rate is just:

CORRATE SNSTVTY*ALI RtdE2T** 2/(NOWIPS(J)/NTGTS) + FSNSTVTY/NTGTS

'This is multiplied by the number of targets processed between corrections,

MULS'rEP, to determine the fraction CORFAC of the error to correct. In

addition, a safety limit of 1/2 is used to avoid ever making a

correction larger than 1/2 the estimated error rate.

However, even when it is known what fraction of the error in the

allocation rate we wish to correct, an estimate must be made of the

relationship of the allocation rate to changes in the Lagrange multipliers

before the size change to make in the Mlultiplier can be estimated. For

this purpose it is useful to have a model of the dependence of the

allocation rate on the value of the multipliers. We have assumed a

dependence as follows:

Rate k h-n

Consider now two rates, the current rate R0 associated with a multiplier

X and,a predicted rate R1 associated with a new multiplier ' 1 Thus

we find
In R n kRX = R0 X =k

or
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RI /R 0/o) '-n

so

a(RI/Ro)
c j n

For small differences between X0 and X1 this implies:

R I " RO 0I x 1 0
R_-

R0 X0

Solving for the new value X1 of x

S( + (R " )/(-n)

If we now identity a new variable R as the ultimately desired

allocation rate, R1 as the new rate we hope to obtain with X" and h

as the current allocation rate--then the above variables can be

associated with information already available as follows:

R - R0 = CORFAC*(R - R CORFACIALERREST1 02 R0

R0 = ALERRLST + (NOWPS/NTGTS)

If we now ,ssociate the variable PARTIAL. with n and the local multiplier

LA with X this gives rise to the following procedure for updating LA:

LA1  LA0* +CORFAC*ALERNL3S1 (J, INTPRI) / ( - PARTI AL)LA LAO* .0 + ALERREST(J, INTPRD) + (NOWPS(J)/NTGTS) J

This formula is well-behaved if ALERREST is large and positive, but

if it is negative and vs large as the eopected rate (NOWPS(J)/NTGTS)

(i.e., if the actual allocation rate is; zero), then the denominator
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goes to zero. In this case an infinite correction would be indicated.

To avoid this, the expected rate )n the denominator is multiplied by

2 giving:

S CORF:AC*ALERIRIEST(.1, INTITIDI)/( - PART'IAL,)LA I LAo0 1.0 ALERREST(J, IN1'PRD) + 2*(NOWPS (J) /NTGTS)

This is the function used.

In the present version of the program thie value of PARTIAL(J) has

been set eoaal to 1.0 for all the local multipliers LA(J). This choice

is based on the effect of the premium on the sensitivity of the allocation

rate to the value of LA•EF or A. When the multipliers are almost correct,

it is usually the case that most weapoui groups are in close competition

with many other groups with very similar properties. Then a small

change in the multiplier LAMIF will produce a very large change in the

allocation rates, as the weapon group in question almost totally replaces,

or is replaced by, its competitors.

IHowever, such a large c-ror in the allocation rate will not actually

occur because as the error builds up the estimated value of the payoff

will be aut om1t i c.llly changed by the prewium. 'Thuas for constant values

of LNIEF, when an equilibriulm allocation rate is reached, it must be

approximately true that the error in LAI-F is compensated by the premiuni.

'That is, if X) is the correct value for LAMIFP then:

I,AMUF - PIlMI UlM ` A()

9lice:
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SURPWP -S.*MiULT
PREMIUM = PRM*LAMEF*S- NPW S - SNWPNS

we can define a relationbetween LAMEF and (SURPWP/NWPNS)

SURPWP - .5*CTMULT)
LA3F*(l - - NWPNS 0

Since this relationship is the same for all groups it is reasonable

simply to use the same value 1.0 of partial derivativo for all local

multipliers.

The values of LAMEF(G) are recompUted using the new values of the

local multipliers LA(J). At the same time it, is necessary to reevaluate

the summation of the value of all the weapons VALWPNS = •LAMEF(G)*NWPNSCG)iI

and the summation of the value of the' error in weapons allocated

VALERR 2]LAMEF (G) *ABSF(SURPNP(G))
:j

using the updated values of LAMEF. The average number of targets over

which allocation rates are averaged (the integration period) is determined

by the rate at which the target weights are increased.

In estimating the rate with which to correct multipliers, it was

computed on a statistical ba.,is that even if the allocation rates were

correct an estimated error of size ALERRLST would be expected if the

allocation rates were monitored only over a small sample of N targets

where:

Ml = (NOWPS (J)/NTGI'S)/(ALE3RESI (J))2
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Thus if separate integration periods could be used for each local

multiplier, M as defined above might provide a reasonable basis for

determining the period. However, in fact, the same three periods

(INTPRD v 1, 2, 3) must be used for all local multipliers LA(J).,

Consequently the value of the integration period used must be based on

an estimate of overall error rate. The corresponding relation is:

MN ( NOWPS(3)/NTGTS)/ F (ALERRMEST(J)) 2

G G

where the summations are taken over all weapon groups. The quantity

2NOWPS(J), is identical with NOWPS(2) (Note: LA(J) for J = 2 is used for

all weapon groups) and so for efficiency the variable NOWPS(2) is used.

While the expected value of (ALERREST(2)) 2 is the same as I (ALERREST(J)) 2 ,

the variance of the latter version is much less, and it is therefore

preferable as an estimator of the expected integration period, EXPINTPD.

To allow the possibility of using integration periods either longer

or shorter than the theoretical EXPINTFD, a desired longest integcvation

period DESINTPD is defined:

DESINTPD = EXPINTPD*RATIOINT

where RATIOINT is an adjustable input parameterb

If this period were used exactly in setting the rate of changeý of

the target weight (i.e., WRATE = 1.Oi/)ESINTPf) , the WRATh' would never

become exactly zero as is required for a constant target weight. Obviously

when the change in the target weight iecomes small over a full pass, the
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WRATE should be allowed to go to zero. Therefore in:

WRATE = (1.0/DESINTPD) (2.0/NTGTS)

the term 2.0/NTGTS is subtracted, and if the resulting WRATE is negative

it is set to zero. To avoid a situation where large errors cacse the

integration period to become ridiculously small, a limit that WRATE :5 .07

is set.

MKreover, after the allocation is well under way, PROGRESS > .5, the

value of WRATE is not allowed to increase. In the program, WRATECINTPRD)

is used as a multiplier of the target weight; therefore we add 1.0 to

WRATE to obtain a suitable multiplier for the longest period NINTPRD.

The values of the WRATh for the shorter periods are then derived

from this value to give a ratio of integration periods roughly equal to I
RINTPRD, another input parameter.

Derivation of Formula for Correlations in Weapon Delivery ProbabilitZ I
An exact calculation of the probability of target survival when it

is subject to attack by correlated weapons is very lengthy. Both the

conventional statistical analysIs and the Bayesian incremental information

approach have been examined. Both approaches for each time and hardness

require the calculation component of the interaction terms between each

weapon to be added with all possible combinations of the weapons already

on the target. Thus the completely rigorous calculation would be

impractical in a rapid response allocator. The method used here is based
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on an approximation derived from the properties of the log-gamma

"2 - distribution.

When a group of weapons share a common failure risk the probability

of success is likely to be either high or low for all weapons collectively.

Thus the probability of success can itself be thought of as a random

variable. For any chance value of this overall random variable there

will exist the usual independent probabilities for individual weapons.

However, on one trial the overall success probability for the group of

weapons may be 90%, while in another trial it may be 50% depending on the

particular success probability drawn for the trial.

The following mathematical model has been developed to deal with

this type of problem. We assume that the probability of survival of a

target with respect to the ith weapon is itself a random variable S of

the form

where the X. are random variables drawn from a known distribution.
1

If two weapons are involved, then the probability of survival with

respect to both can be represented by the random variable ST:

e-(x + X.)
ST = S.S. 1 e

T i21
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However, the random variables X and X may or may not be independent.

If they are not independent then of course

<S s >,* <S > <S.>
1) i

If the Xi are independently drawn from a known two-parameter family

of distributions with a convolution property, then the distribution of

Xi + X will of course be a member of the same distribution family.

Moreover, since any probability distribution for the Xi implies a

distribution for the corresponding Si, the distribution for SiSj can be

calculated and the value for <S.S.> can be computed.

The gamma distribution given by:

X ae- X/b
P(X)dx = b dx for X _ 0

ba + l*(a + 1)

P(X) 0 for X • 0

is a well known two-parameter distribution with the required convolution

property.

The gamma distribution is unique among convolving two-parameter distribu-

tions in that the expected value of eX is easily computed. This property

is particularly important for QUICK since the damage function performs a

A

A probability distribution is said to "convolve" when the convolution of
any two distributions in the family (i.e., the distribution of the sum
of the two random variables) is itself a member of the same family.
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computation of this value many times during the allocation. The expected

value of o is given by:

<e-x> = P(X)e'xdX
0

which can be written

<S> e =( 1-T)a + I

This distribution is valid for b > 0 and a > - 1. It has a mean

b(a + 1) and a variance y= b2 (a + 1).

Since this distribution is completely defined by the mean and

variance, the actual probability distribution of S can be computed at

any time so long as a record of the mean and variance of the distribution

is maintained. We now observe that:

2 2a + 1 laU/•

and

b a 2/A

so the expected value of S can be written

(S )2 2

or

-in <S> • r 1
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This distribution is sufficiently flexible to include almost any

shape distribution of interest. For a small the distribution in S

approximates a gaussian centering on some specific survival probability.

As the a is increased the distribution widens, so that it can approximate

a uniform probability from zero to one, or a sloping probability with more

weight on zero or one. In the limit of very large a the distribution

consists essentially of spikes of different weight at zero and one.

If we were dealing with independent weapons we could calculate the

parameters for the multiple weapon distribution from those for the

single weapon distributions simply by making use of the additivity of the

mean and the variance. Specifically the mean, wT' for the new
2

distribution and the variance aT would be given by:

1' MT P.
2 2

1

The expected value oO target survivability ST for the rLew distribution

would then be obtainable through the equation:

M2 1
I n <,S > in+1

However, the variance is directly additive as above only if the

weapons ar-. really independent. To introduce the possibility of
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correlations we will write the variance as follows:

2 'Y~i rij O'JJ

where the quantity r represents the correlation between the weapons.

In the special case of uncorrelated weapons, r.. = 0 for i t j and 1 for

i = j, which is identical with the previous form.

This approach of arbitrarily introducing the cross terms in this

formulation to approximate the actual correlations is exact so long as

the correlations are of such a form that the distribution of X remains a

gamma distribution. To the extent that the actual correlations cause

departures from the r distribution the approximation is in error. The

correlation model thus amounts to the assumption that correlations can be

adequately modeled without going outside the log-gamma distribution.

For implementation it seems appropriate to introduce an additional

simplification. In the foregoing formulation the magnitude of the

penalty for using correlated weapons will depend not only on the size of

the correlation and the kill probability for the correlated weapons, but

also on the shape of the distribution for the success probability for

each weapon. This shape dependence introduces a complicating variable

which undoubtedly exists, but for which it would not be easy to get data.

It therefore seems desirable to eliminate this factor.

This can be done by standardizing on a single shape factor for all

calculations of the effects of correlations. It is easiest to do this
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by considering only distributions with a very large a, which are

essentially spikes on zero and one. This choice tends to exaggerate the

importance of correlations (and this fact should be borne in mind in

assigning the correlations for tho war game) but it significantly

simplifies the data required, as well as the computation of the payoff.

In the limit of large a the quantity i2/ui approaches infinity

while the quantity mi2 /ai2 compensates to maintain the correct value of

-in <Si>

2.To illustrate the transition to this limit we let bi = xA ,ip and

define

O- bi/tn(bi + 1)

Then

-in <s> = /

so:

n<Si>]

and

or2 bi bi.i [-in<Si>]

The formula for obt'aining the expected value of S can now be
T

written

-in <ST> T n(b+ 1=
T a 2
T
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and substituting,

TA Z Ai and T -- .2. ,i.

1J

we obtain:

(ýO;i3 [-In<Si>] )2 (In(b,r +1)

T Zb# [-in <si>] 1/2r 1

We now assign to all weapons the same value of bi, so that all bi

are equal and all {. are equal and we obtain:

-i < n(b T + 1) [2;-in < Si>T>s > fn(b + 1) z z (-n<S,>)" 2 r (->n<s>)--/ 2

If we now let bi approach infinity the ratio of the two logarithmic

quantities will approach 1. Note that

2UT _______irij

b= AA so b T
TT

It follows that bT >bi and bTs 2'V bi, where) is the number of

weapons. The limiting case bT = • b, occurs when all r - 1 and all

Ai are equal. Therefore so long as bi >> 2 the ratio of the logarithms

will be essentially 1, and in the limit as b. approaches infinity we

obtain simply:
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r2

-in~ 4n sS>-
-n

For compactness of notation let us identify the quantities

-I n (-<l<Si>) and Y r" (4n<ST>)

Then since r 1 if i j we obtain

[~2

T +2 Z. ( 1A _i_1/2 i(A)12
i

or equivalently

2

+ i 1i 2 r, mj

This form has the basic properties desired, Notice there is only

one interaction term between each pair of weapons. In addition, only two

sums need to be maintained to compute AAT These are:

MU = i

SIG 2; Z 1/2 2r.j 2 A
i j<i A l

From these the value mT is given simply:

•T = (Mu) 2 / (MU + SIG)
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The addition of any new weapon adds one term to the MU sum, and

several terms to the SIG sum.

The computation of the first sum is trivJil; however, before the

second one can be used it is neces.!ary to provide a practical method of

estimating rij.

We recall that the array RISK (A,G,J) was computed as an estimate of

shared risk, and that:

RISK(AGJ) = 2 SM (L)*SMAT(A,L)
L=1 ,S

For a particular weapon G and hardness component J, this relation

might look as follows: (A is a weapon attribute index; L is a failure

mode indexi)

SMAT(A,L)

A= 1 2 3 4 S 6

o L SM(L) All Group Reg Class Type Alert Independent Risk

1 -LOGF(DBL) .20 .00 .10 .10 .10 .10 .40 .20

2 -LOGF(CC) .00 .00 .10 .30 .10 .10 .30 .10

3 -LoGF(RE-L) -. 05 .00 .05 .00 .10 .20 .00 .65

4 -LOG,(P,-X) -. 20 .00 1 .00 .10 .20 .20 .00 .5o

.OFSK) .2.0 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1,00

RISK(A,G,J) .000 .0225 .040 .065 +070 .08 .1925

Thus the SYWAT array, a user input estimate of shared risk, is used

simply to divide the five types of risk SM(L) between the independent
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weapon risk, and the six factors A that any two weapons might have in

common. The total RISK over all A plus the independent risk is of' course

equal to the sum of SM(L). We are now interested in using the RISK array

to derive reasonable values for the correlation coefficients r-.
13

The RISK arxay thus represents the amount of the risk for each

wcapon that is likely to be correlated with other wc,,eons of the same

class, type, etc.

The correlation coefficients should reflect the shared risk. If

two weapons have only two attributes A in common then the shared risk

should come only from these two common attributes. Moreover, the amount

of risk that can be shared on the basis of one attribute cannot exceed

the minimum risk associated with that attribute for either weapon.

Therefore, to estimate the maximum risk, Yii, that can be shared by two

we .9ons, i and j, we define:

"Yij or GAM(i,j) 2= (Ai,A.)*Min RISK(Ai,GiJ)RISK(AiGj,J)
A

where 6 - 0 if A. 4. A, and 8 = 1 if A. = A..1 *1 1

The coefficients ri.. however must never exceed 1.0. Therefore it13

is appropriate to divide the shared risk GAP.(i,j) by f SM to obtain a
L

normalized fraction guaranteed to be less than 1.0.

Thus the form of the second summation

"SIG = 2; 2(p )112 ,.. (M.)l/2
i j<i
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would become

SIG - •Z 2(.)/2 G1(i'j)1/2

L

However, this form involves square roots which are inconvenient.

Moreover, it represents an upper limit of correlation. We can reduce

the size of the overestimate by using the largest (or maximum) Z SM;
L

i.e., using the least :reliable weapon for normalization. In addition,

we car, simplify the form and provide for the removal of square roots if

we also multiply by (1/min /m)/ 2. (This is a factor less than 1.0

that has the effect of reducing slightly the assumed correlation

between weapons of very different overall effcctiveness.)

With these changes, the equation for SIC takes the form of

SIG Z 2 (i1/2 G.AM(ij) , Amin •1/2 CAJ 1/2
I Max Z SM (Amnax/

The form in braces is still guaranteed to fall betwee, nero and 1.0.

It represents the actual form for l% used in the present version of the

Allocator. This form has a computational advantuge in that it simplifies

the calculation of SIG. Assume that u,< p. Then

Z SM. > SM. and so
L

)l/; 12 ______ C1/2 (" 1

SIG j~ 2 (,A,)4ri * /
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This reduces to:

SIG 2*GAM(i, j)*MIN

< i I

This is the actual form used computationally. (For, each' weapon

group G the quantity Al 2 SM is identified in the FORTRAN as SSIG(GJ).),

The specific formula used for the terms in SIG is of heiristic

origin and is obviously somewhat arbitrary. It is justified, inthe

final analysis, by the fact it is fairly simple and that it works. The

resulting kill probabilities produce realistic cross targeting, aid in,

cases where these probabilities can be compared with a rigorous

statistical model of correlations, it produces a satisfactory approxi-

mation to the kill probability.

In summary, the mathematics is as follows:

For a single weapon let

SSK single shot Iill probability, and let

SSS single shot target survival probability

then SSK is given by

-LOGF(SSK) . SM(L)

*The displayed mathematics for the calculation of MUP are for the
exponuntial damage. law. The derivation of the quantity, MbiP, required
for use of the square xoot damage law is discussed in the Derivation
of Square Root Damage Function section of this chapter and are not
of any importance in this discussion of correlation effects.
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As usual, SSS 1.0 - SSK, and we define ji or I4UP for group Gi relative

to hardness component J as:

MUP(G,J) - -LOGF(SSS)

We also define SSIG(G,J) as:

SSl(GJ)= LOGF(SSS)/LOGF(SSK) = MUP(G,.J)/ SMC(L)

Finally we define RISK(A,G,J) as:

RlSK(A,G,J) - 2 SM(L)*SMA'T(A,L)
L=I1,5

The preceding three arrays (underlined for emphasis) are the main

input for the estimation of kill probabilities,

The target survivability relative to multiple weapons ST is given

by

S T -- e-T

2where pT = (MU) / (MU + SIG)

and where MU = I p1 = Z MUP(G 1 ,J)
1 1

1/2 1/2
and SIG = ;Z S 2(Qi) i/2

i j<i 1) 3 '1

The individual terms in SIG for specific i and j can be thought of as:

DSIG(ij) = 2(.i)/ 2 r. ij(A.)i/ 2

which we identify computationally as
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DSIG(iJ) =2*GAM(i,J)*Min ISSIG(Gk,J)8
k-ij

where GAMI(ij), the maximum risk shared by i and j, is estimated as

UAMI(ij) = 2;1(AiA )*Min {RlSK(Ai,Gi,J), RISK(AGj,d)
A

where 6, the Kroniker 6, is 0 if A1 t AP, and 1 if A. = A,.

IIThe simple form Used for DSIG above implies that r.. has the form:

112j

r GA!(ij) /u (Minn
,j -Maix Z SM(L) p Max/

i,jL L

however, this form never enters explicitly into the calculations.

To combine this treatment for the analysis of weapon correlations

with the preceding treatment of time-dependent target values we simply

use the ST evaluated above to supply the S(NI,J) required in the

formula

J=M NIaNN

NVO v(NI,J) -(N 1,J)J S(NI,J)J=l NI=O :

"The weapons to be included in the evaluation S, for any NI are of course

those on the target up to and including the time NI.

This, of course, requires that separate sums for MHJ and SIG be main-

tained for each relevant time interval, NI, and each hardness component

J. Thus these variables are actually two-dimensional arrays NIU(NI,J) and
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SIG(N1,J), Moreover, every potential payoff estimate (both for each

weapon that might be added, and for each that might be deleted) requires

a separate complete set of sums.

Derivation of Damage Functions

A Universal Damage Function: Consider the situation for which the lethal

radius and CUP of a single weapon arc small compared to the target

dimensions. This case beconmes quite pertinent under any of the following

circunstances:

Very large cities

Targets whose uncertainty of location is larger than
the area of influence of a weapon

Employment of large numbers of small weapons (e.g.,
cluster warheads)

Hardening which reduces effective weapon radius below
target size (e0g., blast shelters for urban population).

in such a situation, where the value density of the target does not

vary significantly over the area of effect of a single weapon, one can

usefully employ the concept of weapon density (weapons targeted per unit

area) and seek the weapon density as a function of value density which

optimizes 'the total target destruction for a given total number of

weapons.

Before such an optimization can be efCCLted, however, it is necessary

to obtain the relationship between the weapon density applied to a sub-

region, expressed for convenience a:; the fraction of the original value
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ri
surviving. In the most general case, this function can vary with

position in the target, reflecting the possibility of varying degrees of

vulnerability over the target.

We introduce the following notation:

X Position within target (x, y coordinates)

W(X) Density of weapons targeted in vicinity of X
(nmimber/unit area)

V(X) TargeL value density in vicinity of X
(value/unit area)

F(w) Fraction of destruction produced by weapon density w,
in the absence of hardening

$(X) Vulnerability (hardening) factor (0OA-•l) expressed
as effective degradation of weapon density

W Total number of weapons intended against target.

The total payoff for a given weapon density distribution is then

given by:

H f VF(pw)dA (1)

where the integration is understood to be over the whole target area,

and dA is the area element.

Similarly, the total number of planned weapons is given by:

IV fA dA (2)
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We seek now the weapon density distribution which maximizes the

payoff for a given W. Introducing a Lagrange multiplier X0O, and

applying the generalized method described above,* we seek the

weapon density function which maximizes the unconstrained Lagrangian.

L = H - AW (3)

This is equivalent to maximizing:

L f [VF(wi) - Xw] dA (4)

The density function wX* which maximizes this Lagrangian for a

given X is obtained simply by maximizing the expression inside the

integral at each point (see cell problem discussion in Everett's p4per,

appendix B). The optimum density at any point is therefore a solution of:

MAX VF(w) - Xýw (5)

For the case where F is monotone increasing, concave (diminishing

returns), and differentiable, an internal maxinum of (5) can be sought

by zeroing its derivative:

d- F~pw) - A~j VF9 Clpw,*)pI - X 0 C6)

Letting G = (F') stand for the inverse function of the derivative of

F leads to:

See the Weapon Allocation section in chapter 2.
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Equation (7) glveo, the internal maximization of (5). To complete

the solution we must account for the constraint w*Ž>O (negative densities

are not allowed). Thus the optimum is given by (5) only if w *>0 and

if VF(uw*) - Xw**> 0, since otherwise (5) is maximized by w = 0. The

Cfomplete solution can therefore be stated:

G- if W *>-0 and VF(pw*) - XAwO

WA* S (8)

0 otherwise

(This solution is also valid even if F is not concave -- a situation in

which G may be multivalued -- provided that one uses that value of I
G(A/Va) for which VF(pw) - ,w is a maximum.)

Observe that the optimum density given by (8) is a function only of A

V and p, and is explicitly independent of position. If we can further I
assume that the vulnerability p is a function only of the value density

V and is otherwise independent of position,* then we can simplify the

formulation and solution somewhat. In this case, all pertinent target

characteristics are summarized by two functions:

Which seems generally quito plausible, and is in any case certainly
true if the variation of p arises from optimization of shelter deploy-
mont, for example.
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A(V) total area of those areas whose value dqnsity
is greater than V

v(V) =vulnerability factor as a function of value density

The optimum weapon density w* given by (8) becomes then a function

only of the value density V:

-(v Gvv-CVjif w,!Oand VF@.~iu") - w:ý

W *(V) = o(9)

10 otherwise

and the total payoff and total weapons are given in the simple form of

Stieltjes integrals:

'1A = -JVF(W *au(V))dA(V)

0

WA W ~f*dA(V)

This completes the general optimization of weapon density. For

explicit solutions we require specific functions for the target value

distribution function A(V), the destruction function F(w), and the

vulnerability distribution p(V). We shall now consider several

pertinent cases.
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Locally Random Impact Model: When the CEP is not significantly smaller

than the lethal radius, or when the delivery probability of individual

weapons is low, the situation over any homogeneous part of the target

can be closely approximated by regarding the weapons as having been

dropped uniformly at random over that part,

Consider, therefore, a region of area A (large compared to the

lethal area of a single weapon) into which N weapons each with lethal

2
area rRK and delivery probability P are delivered uniformly and

independently at random, The probability that any given point in the

region will survive one weapon is:

V2
P~rRK

S(l) 1 A (11)

and, since weapon arrivals are independent events, the probability of

surviving N is:

( P•iRK2 \N

S(N) =i A(12)

IntrQducing the parameters K and w:

2
K PnRK expected lethal area of one weapon

(13)

w N/A = weapon density

allows (12) to be written as:
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S~w M 1 N s (14)

This gives for the destruction function:

FN(W) = 1- S(W) 1- (15)

Equation (IS) still contains an extra parametor, N, which is the

number of weapons in the area A used to derive (12)--presumed large

compared to the effects of a single weapon and small compared to the

total target size. We are currently interested in the limit as this

area A becomes infinite compared to the effects of a single weapon,

hence in the limit as N-- '

.(w) I ii FN(M) 1 - e Kw (16)

which becomes our final destruction function for the locally random

impact model.

"Perfect" Weapon Model: At the other extreme from the locally random

impact model is the hypothetical situation where the weapons have zero

CEP, delivery probability of unity, and completely destroy a hexagonal

region of area K with no damage outside the region.

This situation closely resembles the case of "cookie-cutter" weapons

of zero CEP and unit delivery probability, and deviates from the

latter only when the area covered is so densely packed that the "cookie-

cutter" circles begin to overlap--which does not occur until the
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fractional coverage exceeds r/(2 V-) or about .91.

For such "perfect" weapons the destruction fraction is given by:

SKw w• < l/K

F&3 (17)1 w 1/K

Intermediate Cases: We have considered two extremes, locally random

impact, and perfect weapons. For actual situations, the targeting will

not be random, but some optimum pattern of DGZs.

As the CEP becomes larger than the lethal radius, or the delivery

probability becomes small, the situation -- even though based on a pattern

of DGZs -- approaches a situation described by the random impact moded.

On the other hand, for high delivery probability and small CEP, the

situation begins to approach the "perfect" weapon case -- particularly as

the weapon effect radius becomes sharp (close to "cookie-cutter" -- e.g.,

the conventional a model). 20!

Returning to the destruction function given by (15) containing the

extra parameter N (from which the random model was obtained by letting

N--c), we observe the remarkable fact that for N = 1 this function is
I

precisely the damage function (17).

Since this furction contains, for the extreme values of N, the two

limits we have considered, it seems reasonable to suppose that any
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actual intermediate case could be adequately approximated by this

function for some intermediate value of N.

We shall accordingly adopt this general function as our destruction

function, subject to subsequent empirical verification,

The general law therefore becomes:

N K
FN(w) =

For purposes of determining the optimum distribution of weapon density

over a target of varying value density we wish to employ Eq. (9),

for which we require the function G (F')-, Accordingly,

F,~ ~ ~~~N I• .F()•(9 N
N K

N dw N

for which the inverse function is easily determined Wo be:

G N(X) (X1 l(N-1)1
NM K (20)

Thus from (9), the optimum weapon density is given by:
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MdV) K [ KV I(V) 1 KV-'"

* M =(21)

KVjj

and for which the destruction fraction is easily calculated:

1 [ N/N- <

FN(WX*k) - (22)

•->1

This completes the general treatment for arbitrary target value

distributions.

Gaussian Targets: A particularly important special case is that of a

Gaussian target, for which the value density distribution is given by:

1 2 2V(,) 1 e-r2/2c2 (23 ";"
V(x,y) = -.-- e (3

2 to2

(The total value is here normalized to unity.) From (25) we determine

the relationship between radius and value to be

2 2 2

r MV) =-2y n(22a V)

..... .236' . .. ..



anti hence the cumulative area distribution function to be:

A(V) 2 r2(V) -27o2 In(2TO2V) for V'5 (25)

2•o
2 ra

and the differential element is:

2dA2 IV (26)dA(V) -- - - v-

Solktion oil stant Vulnrýabi t!: Combining Eq. (10) with

(26) and (22), and letting p = 1:

I/ 02)[ (x) N-(1v32)

"_ N
- 1 212 (N - ( 2 2x)N-- 2K2X] (27)K Kr -

Transforming the Lagrange multiplier x to a new multiplier 0:

2 , (28)

we can rewrite (27) as:

1 = - •N 'I1 i + (N - I ) ( 1 - )] (2 9 )

The total numnber of weapon, as given by (10), (21), and (26):

.2i

...................... ..... *•. •-, -jjL; )d , .

A/K: (3o)
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7

leads, in terms of a, to:

WI8  N(N-I)27To 2 [ 8 -t" ' .-- K -'inO 1- )] (31)

In order to permit explicit exhibi't,ion of payoff as a function of

number of weapons, it is necessary to define a new function, T,-which

is the inverse of

y- ny -1= x (32)

that is, y = T(x). It is defined for all non-negative arguments, with

values on the interval zero-one. With this function, (29), and (31) can

be rewritten, in termý of surviving value:

[-1
S 8N [1 + (N-I) (I:- $)

8 2 ! N N-. 1))

LI

Equations (33) summarize the relationship between surviving fraction,

S, and number of weapons-targeted, W, for Gaussian targets, mtd with a

model parameter N, which can range from 1 to w,

The two limiting forms of (33), orresponding to N I and N ,

"are interesting and important, and are easily shown to be:
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2
S1 = exp(-KW,/2ro 2

S" = 1 + exp -
S• / IT

These are often termed the power law (or exponential law) and the square

root law, respectively.

Derivation of Kill Probability Function

A variety of kill probability functions are in general use. The

"normal model" employs a function of the form:

PK(r) -r2/ 2 aK (34)

The "cookie-cutter" model employs a discontinuous function:

I RK>r>O

PK(r) = (35)

0 r>RK

where R is the so-called "Ilethai radius." The relation between RK

and G is obtained by equating lethal areas
K

jI
2 21 2 2

7 (r P 2c K rdrde (36)

0f fo

leading to the relation

2 2
oK = .5K (37)
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Other functions have often been used and, indeed, it has occasionally

been found convenient to employ a generalized kill function of the form:

-K W-l K.
G K(r) = e E- - C38)

j=0 j

where

Wr2
2

a

Again, we can equate lethal areas to relate a with R

2v *

RK2 K f f GK(r) rdrdO (39)

o o

so that A

R 2 a for all N (40)

The parameter W serves to alter the shape of this kill probability

curve. Thu:, GK(r) reduces to the normal curve for il = 1 and the

cookie-cutter for W---w. Standard kill curves, such as the 020 and a30

curves of AFM 200-8, representing, respectivel), ground burst and

optimal ai', burst blast damage probabilities as a function of distance, 4

can readily be approximated. W = 6 approximates closely the 020 curve,

and W1 3 approximates the 030 curve.

Integration of a kill probability function over appropriate density

functions allows the representation of such factors as dclivc'y error,

geodetic error, extended targets, etc.
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Assume an extended target with Gaussian normal value distribution

as follows:

1~) e" / Tgt J22(41)

"2•OTgt

V(r) = value per unit area at distance r from center

0 Tgt = standard deviation of value distribution

Clearly:

r2 12a
1.0 2112 t e rTgt dr (42)

Tgt 0

Define a radius, R95, sucn that 95% of the value of the target is

contained within this distance of the target center. (This R95 is

the target radius used in the QUICK system.)

Th•en R95

f e- /2Tgt dr = ,95 )e-r /Tgt dr (43)

Solving this equation for a in terms of R95, we get:
Tgt

aTgt = 2.448 * R95

Assume a CEP, the radius of a circle wit:h center at an aiming point

which will contain 50% of the centers of impact of weapons aimed

at the aiming point. Assuming a circular normal (Gaussian) distribution

of the aiming errors:
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2 2

e-r /2a (44)p (r) e CEP
aCEP

where

p(r) probability aiming error is r

a -standard deviation of aiming errors

By definition of CEP

CEPJ p(r) dr 0.5 (45)

Solving for aCEP in terms of CEP

CE = 8943 * CEP ....----CEP :

Assume a weapon is aimed at the center of the target. From the

nature of the Gaussian distribution we can define a standard deviation
2 2 21D 2  + Tgt such that the circular normal distribution

characterized by a2 is the convolution of the distributions characterized

2 
2 D

by a~ and aCEP d OTgt.

Therefore if

PK(W) = probability of target kill

W kill function parameter

GK(r) = kill function from Eq. (38)
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then

P( f jexp - GK(r) rd (46)
tTD 0 0 ZDJ

Evaluating the integrals

(1 +2WX2)

where X = dD/RK

or

K2W) 1 2_ (47a)
D + 2W" RKi

which is the function used in QUICK.

Optimization of IGZs for Complex Targets

Program ALOCOUT is responsible for selecting optimum desired

ground zeros (DGZs) for weapons allocated to complex targets. The

complex target may contain several component target elements, each

with specific coordinates, hardness, and some given time dependence

of value. To place this diverse target element information on a

commensurate basis for efficient DGZ selection, each target componenc

of the complex is represented as a series of simple point value

elements. Complex elements with more than one hardness component
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generate more than one such target element, and area targets generate

several elements, spread over the area of the target, to represent a

value spread over the area. A (DGZSEL) Desired Ground Zero Selector

then uses the data to select optimum aim point. within the target

complex.

"The selection of DGZs is a two-step process. First, the prescribed

warheads are assigned initiql coordinates through a "lay-down"

process in which each successive warhead is targeted directly

against that target element where the highest payoff is achieved,

taking into account collateral damage to all other target elements.

Second, a general-purpose function optimizer, FINDMIN, calculates

the derivatives of the payoff as a function of x and y coordinates

of each weapon and adjusts the coordinates to minimize the surviving

target value. FINDMIN terminates either after a maximum number of

iterations (which can be specified by the NNICSSC analyst) or after

it finds that it can no longer make significant improvements in the

payoff.

The mathematical representation used is as follows.

The weapons allocated to a complex target are to be placed in a

manner which attempts to minimize the total escaping target value.

To simplify discussion, the notation below is introduced. A second

subscript, j, referercing the jth target element, is used when needed.

V. value of jth target element remaining immediately

following arrival of the itit weapon
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probability of survival of jth target element associated

~ •with weapon i

E. amount of value of jth target element that "escapes"

between arrival of weapons i - I and i

T = time of arrival of weapon i (TO is an initial time when
I0

the full target value is applied) (Ti<T. 1 all i)

V.Jr) value of jth target, at time T.

N number of weapons

NT number of targets

The following sketch illustrates the treatment of the time-dependent
th

values of the j ta get

Amount of target value
, .(T picked up by weapon 1

rAmount of target values
II picked up by weapon 2

E E2

b 0 V
2)2

T T T T

T0  T1 23

Time
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From this sketch, the following relationships should be apparent.

The equations immediately below refer to a single target (J), but for

simplicity the j subscript is omitted.

V. - V(Ti)SiVi. -/V(T 1 . (i 1,2, ... , N)

i = -. l [1- V('i)/V(Ti 1j (i 1,2, ... , N+ 1)

From the previous equations,

s k V(Ti) and B, Lkl [V(Tur 1 i)

(For i 1• the product is understood 1. Also V(TN + i) 0.)

The, total escaping value associated with target j is

i~l N~ =-

Tie .value on target j which escapes after arrival of weapon i is given

by

N÷lZ2E.
p=I~l Pi

The effective value of target j associated with weapon i is defined by
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i +l

This value is introduced for computational efficiency and may be thought

of as the total value available for weapon i, the effect of all other

weapons having been taken into account.

The marginal value picked up on target j due to weapon i is given by

F. (1-S..Fij - ij)

where Sij is a function of, among other things, the position of

weapon i. For a fixed weapon configuration, weapon i can be moved

from (x,y) to (x',y') and the marginal escaped value is given by:

NT
SFiJ(Sj - S'ij)

j=1

To establish an initial weapon configuration, a lay-down is per-

formed as follows. Initially, set S.. = 1 for all i, j. Denote

by Sk the survival probability of the kth target, relative to the ithik

weapon, when this weapon is placed on the jth target. Now the ith

weapon is placed on that target, j, which yields a maximum value for

the expression

NT
. (S. S!2k 1ek A *ik)
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The S are now se equal to Sik (k 1,2, ... , NT), the Fik (all i, k)

are redetermined, i is increased by one, and the process repeated until

all weapons have been allocated.

This weapon configuration can now be input as the initial position

to a "hill climber" routine, based on a steepest descent algorithm,

which attempts to optimize further by replacing the discrete set of

possible weapon positions with the two-dimensional continuum. The

function to be minimized is:

NT N+1'" Z E ij
j-l i=l

Processing by the optimizer will be terminated either when the

optimum has been achieved or when a speci'fied number of iterations

have been completed. In either case, to insure that the local optimum

obtained cannot be further improved, the value of removing, in sequence,

each of the weapons from its final location and placing it on one of

the target points is explored, If the results obtained by this method

are better than those achieved with the previous configuration, this

new assignment will be used ai an initial one for a scond utilizatinon

of subroutine FINDMIN. lf not, the results of the first use of

subroutine FINDMIN will be kept.
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Feasibility Testing for MIRV Footprints

This section presents the equations which are used to approximate

the physical characteristics of MIRV delivery systems. These equations

were derived by a curve fitting program to match the physical data of

current MIRV systems.* This section presents the functional form for the

equations for three types of systems. The values for the equation

parameters must be obtained from the reference,

For all equations, define the following variables:

R - Great circle distance from launch point to first target

in footprint (nautical miles)

P.M = Maximum booster range (nautical miles)

AZ = Launch aximuth of booster (radians)

NPU = Number of nautical miles traversed per unit of fuel

TF = Total fnel carried for footprinting

DCR = Ratio of equivalent downrange distance to crossrange

distance

DUR = Ra'io of equivalent downrange distance to unrange

distance

See "Strategic Offensive Weapons Employment in the Time Period About
1975 (U)," (Top Secret) Woapons Systems Evaluation Group Report
R-160, August 1969, Volume VI, Allocation of MIRV Systems.
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Long-ERag ystem: The equations for this system are as shown below.

I. Fuel Load at Booster Separation Available for Footprinting

TF = T - SRF

T is a constant, representing total fuel

SRP is a parameter which depends only on the number of re--ntry

vehicles carried on the booster at launch time. It

represents fuvl required for spacing and release of RVs.

2. Maximum Booster Range

RM = RBASIC + RADD * sin(AZ)

RBASIC and RADD are parameters which depend on the number of

RVs carried on the booster at launch and the

sine of the azimuth

3. Range Uxtensiori

This equation refern to the capability to deliver the first

RV at v distance greater than maximum booster range. The

footprinting fuel* will be used, if necessary, to extend the

booster range.

MPU RX + IUAX * sin(AZ)

Footprinting fuel is the fuel used by the final stage ("bus") of the
delivery system to position, space, and release the re-entry vehicles.
It may also be used ta extend tho basic booster range.
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RX and RAXX are parameters which depend on the number of RVs

originally on board the booster and the sine of

the azimuth.

4. Re-entry Vehicle Delivery

This equation refers to the capability to "toss" re-entry vehicles

from the current target point to the next target point.

MPU - * (TC 1 + TC 2 * sin(AZ)

where

ex~lT~ *(RWRTfl

TC and TC

TC1 and TC2 depend on the number of RVs originally on board,

the number of RVs currently on board, and the

sine of the launch azimuth.

TE 1 and TE 2 depend on the number of RVs originally on board

and the number of RVs currently on board.

TD1 is a function of the nmber of RVs currently on board.

5. Downrange-Crossrange Ratio

DCR G * (CI + C2 * sin(AZ) .1
25
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where

adC 2 depend on the number of RN~s currently on board anid the

sine of the azimiuth. -

Eand F2 depend on the number' of RVs currently on board.

TL) 2 i a constant.

6. Downrange-U~prange Ratio

DUR'

The long-range system has no uprange capability.

Shbrt-Range System: The equations for this systew 'are as shown below.

.1. Fuel Load at Booster Separation

2TF 2 R + alR. 1

a2' n d %all depend on, the number of RVs otigina~lly on

board the booster.

2. Maximum Booster Range

P.M MAXR

MAXR depends :upof the number of RVs originally on board the

booster.
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3. Range Extension*

This equation is of the same form as the equation for re-entry

vehicle delivery, The parameters are evaluated using the number

of RVs originally on buard the booster,

4. Re-entry Vehicle Dclivery

2MPU = 2R + aIR + 0

,' 'A

21 a,, and aO depend on the number of RVs currently on board

the- booster.

S. Downrange-Crossrange Ratio

DCR y2 R2 * YX" Y O

'"20 Y'1 and yo are constants.

.6. Downrange-Uprange Ratio 2

DUR = R + 6

61 and 0 are constants.

The use of this equation is thL same as for the long-range system,
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Long-Rangc System with Area Penetration Aids: The equations for this

system are of the same functional form as for the basic long-range

system, except for the calculation of fuel available for footprinting.

The parameter values for each equation have values different from those

used in the basic long-range system.

1. Fuel Load at Booster Separation

TF =T -G RFsiCi + SIIFC9) * sine(AZ)

whecre

G= exp SRFE1 * (RM) SRFE,2

T is the constant total fuel parameter as used in the basic

long-range system. The remainder of the equation represents

calculation of the fuel required for spacing and release

of the RVs and the area penetration aids.

SRFC1, SRFC2 , and SRFE1, SRFE2 depend on the number of RVs

originally carried on the

booster.

SRFD is a constant.

Tanker Allocation Technique

The task of allocating tankers to refuel areas in such a way as

to service all bombers is considered by PLNTPLAN to be a form of the
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classical transportation problem. The variables involved are considered

as follows:

[ Refuel area

number

J 1 2 3 . C

ai = - a1

2 a2

a3

a. Total number
i- *krof tankersi Tanker avibcbase avail1abl1e

number ,,at tanker
base b... T'otal number of bas ttankers required

at refuel area j aaR

Each cell in the above table has two entries associated with it.

1. COST(ij) = distance from bas3 i to refuel area j

+ safety factor of ,5 miles.

2. X. = number of tankers at base i to be assigned to1j

refuel area j.

The statement of the transportation problem to be solved is:

Civen: all i, j, ai, bi, and COST(i,j)

Find: all X.. such that the total number of tanker miles flown
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(i.-n j=l

is minimized, subject to the constraints that

1. The total number of tankers assigned from base i must

equal the total number of tankers available at base i

C

X• . ai for li5R

j=1l

2. The total number of tankers assigned to refuel area j

must equal the total number required at refuel area j

R
X ij b b. for 1- j •:C

i~l

A dummy refuel area is created to handle extra tankers, which

are later reassigned.

The solution is found using Vogel's Approximation Method. This method

will be illustrated below by use of an example: additional information

may be found in a basic operations research text, such as Introduction

"to Operations Research by F. S. Hillier and G. J. Lieberman,

published by Holden-Day, Inc.
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Figure 20 illustrates the formulation of a tanker allocation problem.

There are three refuel areas and three tanker bases. We notice, for

example, that there are eight tankers at tanker base 3 and 20 tankers

are needed at refuel ar'ea 2. The distance from tanker base 1 to

refuel area 2 is 200 miles, and the distance from Lanker base 3 to

refuel area 1 is S00 wiles. I
We wish now to allocate the tankers from the tanker bases to the

refuel areas in such a way that all the tankers at the bases are

used, all the requirements at the refuel areas are met, and so that

the total mileage that all the tankers fly is as small as possible.

Suppose we look at tanker base 1 and try to allocate the 20 there

to the refuel areas. There arc many possibilities. We could send

five tankers to refuel area 1 and 15 to refuel area 2. We could send

all 20 to refuel area 2. We could send 10 to refuel area 1 and 10

to refuel area 3. Or we could make many other allocations. Our first

impulse would be to send all 20 tankers to refuel area 2 because

then each tanker would have to fly only 200 miles for a total of

4,000 miles. If we did this, however, refuel area 2 would be saturated

and the tankers from bases 2 and 3 would have to be sent in some order

to refuel areas 1 and 3, a distance for each tanker of 500 miles or

for all 20 tankers a total distance of 10,000 miles. This allocation,

then, of all 40 tankers would give a total mileage of 14,000.
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"Refuel #3
Area

10 Tankers 20 Tankers 10 Tankers

Tankow. Needed Needed Needed

#1

20 Tankers 210 Miles 200 Miles 210 Miles
Available

W2

12 Tankers 500 Miles 220 Miles 500 Miles
Available

#3

8 Tankers 500 Miles 220 Miles 500 Miles
Aval able

Fig. 20. Formulation of a Tanker Allocation Problem
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If, however, we started all over again and sent 10 of the tankers on

base 1 to area 1, the other 10 tankers on base 1 to area 3, and all

of the tankers on bases 2 and 3 to area 2, the total mileage would

be only 8,600, which is a considerable saving.

Th^ problem with the first allocation is that evi though the shortest

route for sending the tankers on base 1 is to area 2, this forces us

to send the tankers from bases 2 and 5 on a much longer route.

To be more specific, the penalty for not sending the tankers from

base 1 on the shortest route to a refuel area is much smaller than

the penalty for not sending the tankers from bases 2 and 3 on the

shortest route. The idea is that if the tankers are not sent on the

shortest route to a refuel area, they can probably be sent on the next

shortest route. Therefore, if the distance along the shortest route A
is not significantly different from the distance along the next

shortest route, there is no great penalty for sending the tanker A

on the second shortest route.

We formalize this idea by defining for a transportation matrix (as

in figure 20), a row penalty, which is the difference between the second

shortest distance in each row. For figure 20 the row penalties are

10 miles, 280 miles, and 280 miles for rows 1, 2 and 3. We see

immediately from these numbers that the penalty for not allocating

tankers from row 1 to the closest area is very small compared with
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the penalty for not allocating from rows 2 and 3 to the closest area.

We would naturally then allocate fror,i rows 2 and 3 first.

In general we would first allocate from, the row with the largest

penalty, then from the row with the second largosi., and so on, Although

the actual algorithm is much more complicated, using column as well

as row penalties and using elimination of rows and columrns with

subsequent recomputation of penalties, the above cxample gives the

basic idea.

The Vogel Approximation Method has been tested against full-blown

transportation algo)-itlims end has been found quite accurate for small

matrices.

Missile Timing

The algorithm for determining the intersection of the timing line

and the flight path for missiles with a LINE CORMSL uses the nature of

the vector cross product to determine possible crossings.

Each great circle segment is the shorter great circle path between

two points on the surface of the earth. By the nature of great circles,

this path lies completely in the plane defined by the two end points and

the center of the earth. Given two such segments, the algorithm wi ll

calculate the point of intersection of the segments if they do cross.

In order to do this, we must define a three-dimensional Cartesian

coordinate system and define a position vector.
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We assume a right-handed coordinate system as shown in figure 21.

The origin of the system is the center of the earth. The earth is

assumed to have unit radius.

Define a position vector riw(xi,yi,Zi) to be the vector originating

at the origin and terminating at some point on the earth's surface.

Since this vector has unit length, we derive the following relationships

between the end point's latitude and longitude and th Cartesian coordinates.

Define: a latitude of end point
(+ for North, - for South)

Slongitude of end point, if East
(360 - longitude, if West)

Then :

/c os a Cos

'i j - •sin a cos

Sina 
'

There.Cor.;., each great circle can be defined by two position vectors,

Define: R. r. x r
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Rij. is the cross product of two position vectors. This vector,

Ri, is perpendicular to the plane defined by the great circle. (See
ii'

figure 22) Any vector in that plane will be perpendicular to It and
ij

any vector with base at the origin and perpendicular to R13 will lie inl

the plane.

Define: rI = position vector for first point on timing line

r2 = position vector for second point oln timing line

= position vector for launch point

r 4 position vector for target.

11 is perpendicular to the plane of timing line

R1 is perpendicular to plane of flight path,
34

Let: T R1 2 xfl

- (rI x r2) x (r x r

If we normalize T to have unit length, then and i are position

vectors. In fact, they are the position vectors for the points of

intersection of the planes of the timing line and the flighin path.

Since T is perpendicular to R 1 2 , it lies in the first plane. Since

it is perpendicular to R , it lies in the second plane. Therefore, its

enid po'iat must lie on hoth greait cirecles. (oSe figjre 23) The end point

does not necessarily lie on the segments defl in]l g the tin]in.g line or the

flight path.



R1:

SEGMENT

Fig. 22. Reýlation of R,, to Great Circic Plane
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•12 PLANE I

PLANE 2

Fig. 23. Diagram of T Vector
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With the coordinates of the TEand -T vectors we can compute the i

latitude and longitude of the possible intersections.

The line data input is restricted so that the line ctosses the

flight path from left to right 4s the missile would see it. This

restriction eliminates -T as a possible intersection.

If

T yTi

T T

then

6 = sin (ZT)
it T)

a tan (YT/XT)

where the value of the arc tangent is not necessarily the principalJ value.

We now test these possible intersections to see if thcy lie on the

segment as well as in the plane

Define: D(r,r.)= shorter great circle distance between end points
of T . an d r

The possible intersection defined by 'T lies on both segments if

D(r1 ,R2 ) 1)(r, T) + IJ'T)
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and

D(r3,r 4 ) D(r3 , T) D(r4 , T)

If both these relations are true, then the poiut defined by Tis

the intersection of the segments and that point is a crossing of the

flight path and the timing line,

PLNTPLAN finds the time of the first crossing and uses that time

to calculate the launch time so that the missile crosses the line at

time equal to CORMSL. If the missile does not cross any line, it will

be launched to impact at game time equal to zero.
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CHAPTER 4
ACCURACY

The nature of the programs used in the Plan Generation subsystem and the

capabilities of the CDC 3800 computer are such that the accuracy of

computations performed has negligible impact on the quality of the

offensive attack plan generated. The quality of the generated allocation

is limited by the following major factors:

1. The accuracy of information contained in the data base supplied

by the user to the Data Input subsystem A

2. The accuracy of additional user-input informati.on supplied to

the programs of the Plan Generator; e.g., weapon delivery

correlation

3. The validity of assumptions made, regarding the independence of

the targets to be attacked, in the allocation program ALOC.

A more specific discussion of the major factors related to the quality

of plaiis generated by the Plan Generator is prescented below.

Correlations

The development of the equations used to model interweapon correlations

involves sevcral Ipproximat ions requi ired ior ope'rat ing efficicncy. The

effect of these approximations is to slightly increase the Cstinates of

shared risk between weapons. A more precise estimate of the level of

increase is nut possibic, since there does not exist a gener.alli' accepted



measure of "correlation" between weapons. (Such measures as linear

correlation coefficients are inadequate for the multivariate distributions

which characterize interweapon correlations for various failure modes.)

The effect on target damage of the weapon cross targeting (produced by

consideration of correlations) can be measured. For a data base

consisting of 6,000 weapons and 1,500 targets, the maximum decrease in

payoff caused by including correlations is less than 2% of the payoff

produced by the uncorrelated plan. Various levels of correlations have

been used in plan generation, and the resulting decrease in payoff is

always minimal. The plans which consider correlations, however, do

perform better than uncorrelated plans when evaluated under conditions

different from those used in plan generation.*

Optimal Allocations

The generalized Lagrange multiplier method used to determine the weapon

allocations produces a theoretically optimal allocation, cunsidering the

constraints placed upon the allocation. Constraints such as minimum and

maximum destruction levels, country restrictions, and fixed assignments

A more detailed analysis of the effects of weapon cross targeting on
target destruction is contained in "Analysis of Cross Targeting"
(UNCLASSlFIED)), Lambda Paper 34, Lambda Cotjporation, 1501 Wilson
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 2ý209, Scptember 1969. This study wus
carried out in response to a request from the Air Force, Office of the
Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analysis, under contract
F44-620 -69-C-0046.
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will decrease the payoff from the theoretical optimum. The extent of

this decrease is greatly dependent on the range of these constraints.

The allocation produced, however, is nearly optimal considering the

constraints, The major fact',rs preventing optimality are the correlation

coiiiderations and the c~osing forces (premiums) used to improve running

efficiency. The allocator will produce on user request a rigorous

upper bound on the optimal payoff. The allocator can reevaluate

the allocation without the effects of either correlations or closing

forces. Dr. Everett (see appendix B) proves that the observed loss of
profit in this reevaluation is a strict upper bound to the loss in payoff

caused by the closing factor. Thus, every run of the allocator can

include a verification pass to determine the accuracy of the final weap(n

allocation.

MIRV Footprint Feasibility

The equations used to determine the feasibility of MIRV footprints were

durived as the best fitting curves to actual MIRV system data. To date,

there has not been a significant amount of research to determine the

accuracy of those equations in operational use. Preliminary research

performned in determining the feasibility of using these equations and

their associated parameters showed that approximately P3% of the footprints

considered feasible using these equations were feasible when tested using

physical equations. (The equations beccone loss accurate as the range
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extension capability is used extensively.) Further research and testing

of actual physical MIRV systems and the equation parameters used in these

equations should rcfine the accuracy of the MIRV footprint testing

equations.,

Planning Factors

The planning factors used for complex targets are, of necessity,

approximations. The factors which characterize each component are

evaluated to generate the factors characterizing each complex. Such

factors as minimum and maximum damage required are averaged, weighted by

value, to obtain these factors for the complex. Vulnerabilities are

divided into two classes (above and below about 15 psi) and the value

divided into hardness components appropriately. The time dependence of

target value is a value-averaged approximation which returns most of the

characteristics of the original components time dependence.

The major approximations in planning factors which affect plan generation

are:

1. A constant speed (specified for each weapon type) is assumed

for each weapon regardless of the mode of flight (e.g., high

altitude, low altitude', penetration, etc.).

2. RCefueling is considered to take no time and to add no distance

to the mission. Each bomber is completely refueled by one

tanker. Each tanker can refuel only one bomber.
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APPENDIX A
QUICK ATTRIBUTE NAMES AND DESCRIPTIONS

ATTRIB urE
NAME DESCRIPTION

ABRATE Probability of aircraft in-flight abort per hour

of flying time
ADBLI ALERTDtIL probability for initiative attack

ADBLR ALERTDBL probability for a retaliatory attack

ADEFCMP Area ballistic missile defense (BMD) component
iIkdex (radar or missile launch site)

ADEFZON Area ballistic missile defense (BMD) zone number

AGY Offset X-coordinate of AGZ (fiftieths of nautical
miles)

AGY Offset Y-coordinate of AGZ (fiftieths of nautical
miles)

AROB Actual height of burst of weapon (air or grou.nd)

ALERTDBL Probability of destruction before launch (DBL)
of alert delivery vehicle (missile or bomber)

ALERTDLY Delay of alert vehicle before commencing launch
(hours)

AREA Area of a bomber defense ZONE (millions of

nautical miles 2)

ASMTYPE Air-to-surface missile type

ATTRCORR Attrition parn';iucter for a bomber corridor (probab-
ility of attrition per nautical mile)

ATTRLEG Attrition paratmeter fo, each route leg in bomber
soitic (probability of attrition per nautical milt)

ATTRSUPF Amount of o-'iginal attrition that remairs after
defense 61..1 i~rcssion
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l• ATThII3UTI3

NANT. DESCRIPTION

AZONI First area defense zone covered by a BMD long-range
radar

AZON2 Second area defense zone covered'by a MID long-
Tango radar

AZON3 Third area defense zone covered by a BMD long-range
radar

BCODE Code indicating the outcome of a simulated bomber

evbflt

V BENO Bombing encyclopedia number.

BLEGNO Index to boundary line segment

CATCODE Category Code as reflected in Joint Resource
Assessment Data Base (JAD)

CCREL Regional reliability of offensive command and
control (probability)

CEP Circular error probable (CEP) delivery error
applicable to bomber and missile weapons (nautical
miles)

CLASS Class name assigned identify sets of TYPES in data
base

CLASST Target CLASS

CNTRYLOC Country code for country where item is located

CNTRYOIN Country code for country which owns the item

0NTY WCT Target country code for country where ',he target a
is located

CNTYOMNI Target country code for country which owns the

target

CODE Outcome code for a general event used in simulationi

CPACT!'Y Capacity of a honiber recovery base (number of
vehicles)
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ATTRIBUTE
NAME DESCRIPTION

DATEIN Earliest date in inventory (year)

DATE-OUT Latest date in inventory (year)

DEFRANGE Typical range of interceptors at defense bases near
a corridor (nautical miles)

DELAY Delay time (e.g., launch delay time) (hours)

DELTA Time interval between successive vehicle launches
from the same base (missile or bomber) (hours)

DESIG Target designator code, e.g., ABlO0, which uniquely
identifies each target element included in the data
base

DGX Offset X-coordinate of desired ground zero (DGZ)
(fiftieths of nautical miles)

DGY Offset Y-coordinate of DGZ (fiftieths of nautical

miles)

DIHOB Height of burst of weapon (O-ground, 1-air)

EFI3CNlSI1 Attributes assigned to fighter interceptor units
EFEMNES2 (ICLASS = S in the data base): the value EFECNES1

or EFECNES2 is assigned to the attribute EFECTNES

depending on value of BASEMOD input parameter
POSTURE (if POSTURE=l, EFECNES1 is used; otherwise
EFECNES2 value is assigned)

EF CTNES Ar defense capability (arbitrary scale) established

by user to indicate relative effectiveness of
air defense command and control installations and
fighter interceptor bases

EVENT Index to event type

EVENTN Index to type of event which did not occur

FFRAC Fission fraction (fission yield/total yield)

FLAG Numeric code (1 through 9 permitted) used to impose
restrictions on the allocation of weapons within
QUICK
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ATTRIBUTM
NAME DESCRIPTION

FLTNO Flight number for a sortie

FUNCTION Operational appli'cation code for a weapon system
(e.g., ICBM)

FVAU4l Fraction of value of target in first hardness component

FVALT1 Fraction of target value that disappears by Ti
(percent)

FVALT2 Fraction of target value that disappears by T2
(percent)

iH First hardness component of a targei (VULN)

H2 Second haraness component of a target (VULN)

HILOATTR The ratio of the low..altitude attrition rate to
the high-altitude rate (decimal fraction)

IALERT Alert status; 1 = alert, 2 = nonalert

IALT Altitude index (1 = high, 0 low)

IATTACK Selection index for preferential area BMD; I forces
tareet selection for defense.

ICLASS Class index assigned for game

ICLASST Target class index

I COMPLEX Complex index

ICORR Bomber corridor index number assigned in program
PLANSET:

I - Tactical (FUNCTION=TAC) aircraft corridor
(TYPE name DUJEDY in the data base)

2 - Naval attack corridor (TYPE name NAVALAIR
in the data base) used by bomber units
with PKNAV greater than zero

>2 - Other corridors used by long range bombers
(FUNCTION=LRA)
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ATTRIBUMI'
NAME DESCRIPTION

IDBL Index to data tables for time-dependent destruction
before launch probability

IDUD Dud warhead indicator; assigned to weapons which
arrive at the target but fail to detonate; l=dud
warhead

1G1W Indices of General Industrial Worth (IGIW1) (dollars)

IGROUP Group index assigned for weapon grouping during
game

IMIRV Identifying index for system !ith multiple indepen-
dently targetable re-entry vehicles

INDHXNO Index of a data base item (potential target) used
during processing to identify the item

INDV Vehicle index within base

INTAR Target index (corresponds to INDFXNO)

IPENMODE Penetration mode; 1 = aircraft uses penetration
corridor, 0 = penetration corridor not used

IPOINT Index to a geographic point

IRECMODE Recovery mode; 1 = aircraft should plan recovery,
0 = aircraft recovery not planned

IREFUEL Bomber refueling code

IREG Index to identify a geographic region

IREP Reprogramming index (capability of missile
squadron)

ISITE Site number

ITGT Target index number assigned by Plan Generation
subsystem

ITIlMfl Index to time periods in time dependent DBL data
tables
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ATTRIBUTE

NAME DESCRIPTION

ITYPE ,Type index assigned for game

ITYPET Target type index

IVULN Index to vulnerability nwumber table

IWTYP2 Second warhead type

JTYPE Type index within class

JIYPET Target type index within class

KORSTYLE Parameter to adjust mode of corridor
penetration

LAT Latitude (degrees)*

LEGNO Index to line segment

LINK The index of a l.eg linked to the current point

LONG Longitude (degrees)*

MAJOR Major reference number as reflected in the Joint
Resource Assessment Data Base (JAD)

MAXPRACV Maximum value of weapon resources to be used relative

to target value (in processing MAXC0ST:-.MXFI•ACV)

?.-jAXKILL Desired maximum damage expected for a target

MINKILL The required minimum damage established for
a target

SLatitude and longitude are carried internally in the QUICK system in

the following format:

North latitude 0. (equator) to +90. (North Pole)
South laLitude 0. (equator) to -90. (South Pole)
East longitude 180. to 360. (Greenwich Meridian)
West longitude 0. MCreenwic2 Meridian) to 180.

These attributes may be input in either the above format or in
standard degree, minute, second direction fonnat.
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ATTRI BUTE
NAME DESCRIPTION

MINOR Minor reference number as reflected in JAD
to identify an item

MISDEF Number of terminal ballistic missile interceptors
for a target

MVA Manufacturing value added (MVA); indicates the
amount of value added by manufacture within a
specific area (exp~ressed in U.S. dollars)

I

WSHDS Number of missile warheads penetrating area

defenses to terminal defense

NADBLI NALRTDBL for initiative attack

NADBLR NALRTDBL for retaliatory attack

NAINT Number of area ballistic missile interceptors at
an interceptor launch base

NALRTDBL Probability of destruction before launch (DBL)
of non-alert veiiicle

NALRTDLY Delay of non-alert vehicle before commencing
launch (hours) I

NAME Arbitrary alphameric descriptor for any item
included in the 'data base

NAREADEC Number of decoys per independent re-entry vehicle

for area BMD

NASNG Number of ASMs carried by a bomber

NCM Number ;of countermeasures carried by vehicle

NDECOYS Number of decoys on a bomber or number of decoys
per independent re-entry vehicle for terminal BMD

NDET Number of warheads detonating in current event

NEXTZONE The adjacent zone to a side,of a defense zone

NMPSITE Number of missiles per site
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ATTRIBUTE

NAME DESCRIPTION

NOALERT 'Number of vehicles on alert at a base

NOBOMBl Number of first bomb type carried by vehicle

NOBOMB2 Number of second bomb type carried by vehicle

NOINCOM Number of delivery vehicles in commission

NOPERSQN Number of weapin vehicles per squadron

NOPERSQ1I Attributes used in program BASEMOD to compute the
NOPERSQ2 value of the attribute NOPERSQN for bomber units;
NOPERSQ3J numbers 1, 2, and 3 specify surprise, initiative,

and retaliatory attack plans respectively

NPEN Number of warheads penetrating in current event

NTARG Number of targets in missile launch event

NTINT Number of terminal BMD interceptors at target,

NWHDS Nuwber of warheads per independent re-entry vehicle
(missiles)

NWPNS Number of weapons in a group

NWTYPE Warhead type

PARRIVE Probability of bomber arrival in current event
PAYLOAD Index which identifies entire weapon and

penetration aid complement on a vehicle

PDES Probability that launch failure destroys nissile

PDUD Probability a warhead will fail to detonate

PEN Penetration probability for a weapon

PFPF Probability of failure during powered flight
(missiles)

PINC Probability that a missile is in commission
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ATrRI BUTE
NAME DESCRIPTION

PKMIS Probability a missile fails to penetrate terminal
defense

PKNAV Single shot kill probability of a weapon against
a naval target (a value greater than zero restricts
weapon use to naval targets)

PLABT Probability of vehicle launch abort

PLACE Index to geographic location of an event

PLACEN Index to geographic location of an event which
did not occur

POP Population (cities) (thousands)

POSTURE Force readiness condition

PRABT Probability of refueling abort

PRIMETAR Prime target flag; 1 signifies priority target
in a complex

PSASIV Destruction before launch probability assigned a
weapon for a specified time period I

RADIUS Size descriptor for area targets (nautical miles)

RANGE Vehicle range (nautical miles)
RANGEDEC Range decrement for low-altitude aircraft flight

(high range/low range)

RANGEREF Range (nautical miles) of bomber with refueling

REL Reliability - probability that weapon system will
arrive at target given successful launch

RESERVE Technique used to remove certain targets from
weapon allocation when RESERVE = 0

SIDE Item side name, currently either "RED " or "BLUE"
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ATTRI BUTE-
NMiE DESCRIPTION

SITENO Site number (currently for individual missile

sites)

SPDLO Speed at low altitude (knots)

SPEED Speed (knots)

SQNNO Squadron number

T1 Time of departure of first value component of a
target

T2 Time of departure of second value component of a
target

T3 Time of departure of third value component of a
target

TAIM Number of aim points perceived by terminal defense

in current event

TARDE{IfI Level of local bomber defense at high altitude*

TARDI3FLO Level of local bomber defense at low altitude*

TASK Target task code indicating targeting priority

TGTSTAT Indicates target status as dynamic or nondynamic;
in simulation status (alive/dead) is maintained
for dynamic targets

TIME Game time at which event occurred (hours)

TIMEN Time planned for event which did not occur (hours)

TMDEL Mean delay time to relaunch after a nondestructive
aircraft abort (hours)

* Arbitrary units scaled by user-input parameter in Plan Generation
subsystem. Minimum value 0 for no defense. Highest allowed defense
"level is + 7.
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ATrRI BUM'
NAME DESCRIPTION

TPASW Time at which a time period ends for DBL data
tables; there may be up to 10 time periods for
each table

TRETARG Time required to rotarget for known in-flight
missile aborts (hours)

TTOS Total time on station (for a tanker) (hours)

TVIJL Time & missile remains within vulnerable -ange
of launch site (hours)

TYPE Arbitrary alphameric designator (type name) to
identify smallest sets in data base

TYPET Target TYPE

TYPEl Attributes assigned tighter interceptor units
TYPE2I (ICLASS=5 in the data base): attribute TYPE is

assigned the TYPEl or TYPE2 value based on BASEMOD
input parameter POSTURE (POSTUREai TYPEI is used;
otherwise TYPE2 value used)

VAL Relative value of an item within its CLASS as
established in the data base by the user V

VALU Game'value of an item (assigned in plan
generation based on user-input parameters)

VALI Attributes assigned fighter interceptor units
VAL2) (ICLASS=5 in the data base): attribute VAL is

assigned the VALl or VAL2 value based on BASEMOD
input parameter POSTURE (POSTURE=I, VAL1 is used;
otherwise VAL2 value is assigned)

VUUN Vulnerability number

WACNO World aeronautical chart number

WHDTYPE Warhead type index assigned in the data base

WHDTYPEN Warhead type index (used with EVENTN)

YIELD Yield (Mfr)

ZONE An area bo:nber defense zone enclosed by a set of
linked boundary points
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APPENDIX B
GENERALIZED LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER METHOD

FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF OPTIMUM
ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
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GENERALIZED LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER METHiO1)
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(Received August 20, 1162)

The usefulness of Lagrange. multipliers for optimization in the presence
of constraints is not limited to differentiable functions. They can be
applied to problems of maximizing an arbitrary real valued objective fune.
tion over any set whatever, subject to bounds on the values of any other
finite collection of real valued functions defined on the same set, While
the use of the Lagrange multipliers does not guarantee that a solution will
necessarily be found for all problems, it is 'fail-safe' in the sense that any
solution found by their use is a true solution. Since the method Is so sim-
ple compared to other avallahle methods it is often worth trying first,
and succeeds in a surprising fraction of cases, They are particularly A
well suited to the solution of problems of allocating limited resources
among a set of independent acti vities,

I N IMOST textbook treatments, Iagrange multipliers are introduced in a
context of differentiable functions, and are used to produce constrained

stationary points. Their validity or usefulness often appears to be con-
nected with differentiation of the functions to be optimized. Many
typical operations-research problems, however, involve discontinuous
or nondifferentiable functions (integral valued funcions, for example),
which must be optimized subject to constraints.

We shall show that with a different viewpoint the use of Lagrange mul-
tipliers constitutes a technique whose goal is maximinization (rather than
location of stationary points) of a function with constraints, and that in
this light there are no restrictions (such as continuity or differentiability)
on the functions to be maximized. Indeed, the domain of the function to
be maximized can be any set (of any cardinal number) whatever.

The basic theorems upon which the techniques to be presented depend
are quite simple and elementary, and it seenms likely that some of them may
have been employed previously, However, their generality and appli-
cability do not seem to be well understood at present (to operations ana.
lysts at least). The presentation will consequently place primary empha-
sis on the implications and applications of the basic theorenms, as wevl as
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discussion of at kumber of techniques for extending the usefulness of thle,
Methods.

i'OHMIJLATIION

Fol mAiv (iut'rf presentation, we shall dlevelop) tile stubject ill at language
of problems concerning the' optimal allocation of resources. Ot her apiuli.
caitions~ of till theorems will suggest thim e maiesý

Le~t us sulpp os'v (hat theire is it set S ( com pb'tcly arbitrary) that is in-
terpreted as the set, of posisible, strategies e~r act ions. I )cfined on thiki
strategy set is it real v'alued function 1i, called a paiqoff fioithin. 11(x)
is interpreted ats the payoff ( or uitility) whIich accrues from employing thle
st rategy rdS. Ini add ition, the re tire n real val ucd functions C(ik =I .. W
definied onl S, w hichl are, calle Resoiicmn- e fu netions The Ii cinte rpre t-tuio (if
these ftlnctions iS that emlplOyment of the strategy xeS will require the
expenditurc of anl amount .'~(a') of the kth resource.

Trile. problem to he solved is the maximcization of the p~ayoff subject to
given constraints c*, k = 1 a, o -n, each resource; i~e., to find

niax"S 11(x)

subject to (,(x) Sek all k.
A particular subclass ojf this general problemi with wide application is

what wYill be called it cell pro-blemn (or separable problem) in which there
are it number, m, of independent areas into which the resources may lbe
commintted, and for which the over-al payoff that acMcruS is Simnply the
ffuml of thle. payoffs that accrue from eachi independent venture (cell).
In this type oif problemi we have as bMorm, for each cell, a strategy
Si, a payoff function 11, defined onl 8,, and ;i resource functions Ci' defined
on S(. 11(ur,) is the payoff in thle ith cell for employing strategy x,4,i
and for each k (,~( is the amount of the kth resource expended in the
ith cell by employing strategy xi inl that cell. Ini this case the problem to
bie solved is to find( at strategy set, one (elenment for each cell, which maxi-
inizes the total payoff subject to constraints c' on the( total resources ex-
pended; i.e.,

subject to C,7' (,;-,) <c4 for Lill k.

Thlis type of problem Is simply a suhclass of the previous genieral proh-
lent since it cati he translated to the pre'vious problecm by thle following
identifications:I s~I~' 5,(direct product, set.),
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(where a strategy xris c-onsists of an ordered m-ltuplc (,I-,, T, ,) of strate-
gies, one for each ,tj]

Ck(r) c:: "(.Vx:,), all A-

MAIN THIEORIEM AND SOME OF' [TS IMPLI(CA'ri;ONS

Vh NOW present the main theoremn concerning the uase of Lagrange mill-
tiplivirs, and discuss its mecaninlg and implications. 'I'le proof will lx' sup-
plied in a later section.

T1IKOtImm I
1, x k = 1, it are iwonegativck a-eal numbers,
2. ,r*&S mnaximize.s the futactitnn

-3, X fflCTlj)1lCR II(;r) over, all those xt~isuc ht(~~(~, for all k.

This theorem says, for any Choice Of nonnlegativeý Xk, k= 1, it) that if an
-unconstrained miaximum of the new ( Lagrangian) function

call be found ("-ere x*, say, is a strategy which produces thel maximum),
then this solution is a solution to that conish-abied mNliimization problem
whose constraints are, in fact., the amouant, of each resiource expvidevl in
aeh ieving the unconstrained soluitionl. Thus(1 if x* produced the u necon -
strained nmaximumi, and requirvd resources C (A.), then a,* itself produces
the greatest payoff which canl he achieved without using more (if ainy re-
source than x* does,

According to Theorem 1, one can simply chloose anl arbitrary set of non.
negative X~'s, find f i lel uncost rained Illax ilmum of tile mold i icd fillnctioni,

kI(r) - , ?~(~(i )k ,and nile has as a its lvlt 11a soludiiton to it constrained
proleml('l. Notice, hl)weIver, that tilt IMlkalt 11 i Ulo (ns4a-illed IWUol lvnWhich
is so)lved is lnot knowni inl advalive, buit. i11isi. Uit the (nolls( oif solu~tionl and
is, inl filct, thle plob lem wilone c nistra Illts vi iul tio res5ourcles vX pe Ideal b y
the strategy that sol ved ttlii u ncnnst raitod problemn.

Ini gelierIl , d ifferent cli, ices of the X 's lead to d ife rent re-source mps
an zd it n-lily heW necessary to aduljlst th em b y t rialI and e'rror to set ive an ily
given set of conistrain ts stated ill ad vane.

H owever, it is notewortili th a t in mnost. operat ions rmsea ch w~ork onec
is not simply interested in ac hie ving the optimlutm:1 payoff foir sollme givenm
resource levels, baut rather ill explorinig the entire ranlge of what canl he.
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obtaizted as. it fu nction of til re wollree commi ( (in en ts. IIn thk nw as it ma tter s
little Whiwtlu' this funCtionk Ig l)ro(Itl(ee(l by Sol~ving. 1L 5PO 'tptilill of phli-'iil1i115
with constrainlts stated in advance, or b~y si mply swi-epilig through tilie
XkA 'to qs)ve! a spectrum of prol kvll whs comist rain t. hv'(y 'al'4 prod uIcedLI('

cfleiecnt if the whole spectrum of constraints !:I to heinvsitt.'l 've
in the caw. where only a single constraint set, i4 of interest thle use of th~is

,kmethod, and adj uito ent of til Xc Ar ,s nilltil tile C( t stra i I sut. is m 1 tim vii
is often more efficient than alternative procedures.

A limitation of thke Lagrange Iniiltiplii'i uIMt1l (41 MISI'S (tutu1 OW 14~t
that it does not guarantee that an alswev- I'm)i be fmil e' ill eNvery ealse.
It simply asserts that if lin anIswvr ('anI he found it will indf-ied he o1pt imili.

Ill caises whlere multiple counstrauints lire inivoklve thait. arelii not, coiliplottelY
independen'it it Ilily not, lie poissible to SiLtii' IlslV0 ill/A till
to thle full allowance of the con strainrts. Ti his van happnp if the uu t iii
tion of one resource requires tile utilization of others, or ojuitivalvnit~ly ini
cases where some constraints many inlvolve v aniolus ooillOi nit tots oif ot huers'
nl'ese cases Lire anal~logous to prob lci s hi limo ar I p g ranii inng when. revicr
taiji constraints prove to he4 irmelevalut ill tilt! optilualum Sollutiolli

In such cases one niight actually find thte optimuni solution but Ihv tin
able to establish the optinmality of the result because of incLomL pletely kitilI-
ized resources. Nevertheless, there is a lurge class of allocationl proluleltus
ill which the constraints really are independent, (i.e., the teuresol'' nilk hie
consumed independently in thle region oif interest) , Inl Such caseSt' ollii
tions can usually be obtained that give, comnsumnption %Vhihlis adqttl((ltdy
close to the constraint values. The existence of olptiniull solutions thait.
can be found by this method actually depends upon anl approximate
concavity requirement in the region of tleo solution that will be discussed
more carefully later.

At this point we wish to remind the render oif the generality of Theloum IIl
1. There are no realrietions whateveoil the n/Cfature? of theL strategy set N~,
nor oap the fUunctions 11 and Ch (ut/ir thian real-valueiini's. 'Ih1w5strategy
set may the refore be a discret-e fin it~e set, ori L~till finite set of all iucanrd inlia
ity. Furthiermnore, tile payoff function an~d thle resiunice func ioil,(8 '11mu
take on negative as well as positive valueiis, l0(a'.() m tigat ti% y mniy li'iihe '

preted as production rather thait ixpetidit~iue of the A-th m4'sollret. I
Ap~plication to (Jell Problemt

One of the mo tst imnporta.nt appllication ms of Theoremi I is inl tlln' sohln
tion of cell prolilemos. As show n in I he Fornut IhI i inl Section ,tse10 proli iis

are a suhelass of the geneural proble uhu I whIIich 'l'leore in I is ap pl icablei.
InI this case, maximizing thle mittci strain ed I algitngian HI ilic t iin

2187
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is equivalent to finding
maX.,ci:: s~ El:Ji;,x,)l - •: (., !,h .....,,xI,: S X .,,= C.', (X.), ,

which (interchanging summation order) is the saine its:
,naxflh::• s,2;', [II,(.,) - [kPt xk C?(z,)J. !

But, since the hoices x. may bu made inde indcntly in each cell as a
consequence of S m l,' %, the sum is obviously maxiniNii(d by simply
niaxiimizing

ll1d. - 1 c k(z•',(X,)

in oach cell indhpendwitly of stratvfy choicc'r in other clls, and mnumming the
playo(ffsT and ruso)r(ces expen ded for telih (.1l (for the strategy that, maxi-
mized tit( lagratigi+cc for that cell) tic get. the totil payoff aind risourice
expenditures. Theorv m I then assures us that the result of this process
is It solution to the overtall econstrained problem with constraints equal to
tile total resomri'rs ('tlne(Ih by the strategy produced by this procedure,

Observ e that there is no possibility that just a lohcil maximuin to tile
ovvr.all problehm hats ('eni olbtahid. If tile lagrangialc in (,ach vell lhasi
been ci orrectly ma itxJimized (i.Le, is nit, itself merely locally iaximized),
th, c ti theorem I gtalunl tees that the result is a global inn Xin u in to tile over-
aill problehm,

Theoirem I says nothing about tht, inanner ill which one obtaiins the
Ircaxihnut of the onnconstrtuinced Lagrangian functions, but simply aisserts
that if (owi can filld thet-II, then oce cal alisot have maxima cof it prohbe in
witlh olccst.r'icct', The Iligrngc' iiclitipliers therefore tt'<r tit ci wciy inI
themseIlvs oif fi idiug llmax itla, hilt i technlique for eon veirtig cptimizatiun
problemts with constrained resourices into unconstrained maximiizatlon
probh, ns,

This conversion is especially crucial for cell problems with cocistrilicits

on tcotal resurce cxpenditi uritts, where the cionversioin to UnliOnisti rait'd
m1aximiiZation of tiic I ag ira ggian futctioll unicouples wihat was all essell-
ticlly vcoubillnt i ial p)rdvhIilc ( beic'muns of tie interactiocn of choices ici ('etch
cell through titil I' rt'scuhr' ev lcst ratintts) into it vastly simipler proilem
invol Vicg itodpti'IcnIot, Stlcitegy selc'tions in each cell,

'IThmc presen t. troca itmcenit oif l arc grai , multipliers wa.s mtt.ivatid, in fact,
by :i evlil cI lihilti iccvulviccg vo<ctinuiouis, (ditferentiable paiyoff funct.iics, the
sutution cf which was :it', lictted by at classical ILagrange multiplier ap-
priac'h. In this vastu, the r'scltricg (trctmseicdmintci) e'quittions h cad iic

iancy (,'cilistacees a cciltiplic'ity of solutiuos, anid the elcarrassing
prcdbhlvli arc i's to i which icf siviucil soclutioncs to se'cct for eachlv coll. It
aplpecicd tis thcough it, might, Ib, Icceessatry to try al] ccimlbiinaticins of choices
Of Scutic s cn ii mlossil hd trisk in this (cast' which invilh'ed smveral hun.
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dred cells. As a result of this dithoutilty, it closui ioo ka itak at the
role of Laigrngne mul tipliers, und theLii prv.4vit, t r'u t inei ii s tI e nI ul t.
The originui problem hilof multiple solt ion t is( $ , of ciuso el I(asily soliived h
simply selecting that solutioii in each aeil whiech gives, the liirgvst value
for the Lagranglian

It im thle recognition that til( ob~jectivye is t lu ixialiiie 1he LI i'I griilginili
by witatevor ineani, riot to zero its derivative, which is h't'isive. Ilk
JIMMnY ett*-b it i8 CXpeVd itiS t llumaxilil17.e tile I agm z igianl hy lil ldn zeo'/.1 I

of its derivative. 11 C1111 can l VI i i oily W400, I Ii it it ll ' V11 hY 1,4'sti J 'lg Vai
solution (if there is more than oile) to filld whicuh gi ves tie la rgeo-t. ( gdi CI l
mnaximnumr, This, procedure ituoltomat.h'a ly exI'lllil( ally :4ul11t~ioll that.
correspollId to :nininutl or-i Iiddle( vitIivs', 11214 also fbcilitaites taking i111)

acieouilit any houtidury elilditi(Il (S1101 ILý, II lt('I.Olý WI 1(501 VI'(41

utrajillts) by test0ing thle boundary cases 1as wellI

In othier cases (particularly easem (If nionniumlerival strategies, or ( ils,
crete striktegy sets S(uch as lintegers) , tile Litgranguin nuay be.4t he 1 llM

mized by trial and error procedurem, or eVell direct, Compuflter 5(.'lillning of
all possibilities.

Another possibility Is illustrated bly clases wherelin letw1ilreets I~lIIy be
applied only ill integral ntumbers4. Ofe )i'till st1chl Case.4 One( call definle it i
continiuous differetitiable~i payo ff 111211't oll 1,111t, [ittli ills it's correctt. vi'le n oill

the integerli. A useful trick appliCldlle to Wally2) sIVch cases Im LO fllakXillliYV

analytically thle Lagranlgian bused upon1 tile cJoninluouls fuieitioln4 arid thenl
test thle integer ol echvi side of the Solutioni, selectinig the o110 tllat iluaxi-

mnizes thle lAgrangianl

'I'ii VitoOIF of the nuwiin theoreui presented arid discussed ini the previous
section is quite eielementary and direct:

Proof of Mafin '1'iworem.r By 1ussuiptilil ( 1) and~ (2) of Tlheoreii I,
X', k- ... I , are nonnegittive real numbers, arid X~u 11I1aslilli/eg

over all Xre 6 (tile x2* producling~i tIw ie hitX11111 u 11k in in lvo wull l1 ct beIm 1110l~e

all that wge requiire is that 2-* Iu soi r viOU' oe 'n t thatI . 11111 - i 01i ',s the I'l.n
gl'ailgiall) , This 111011 11 thalt,, foi. all Xos,,

t Thisi type ()f cUIImIraio t ("M.II'tjljlI'Mli iitV ut' of(((l(lM Whliich1111 )'ind e
pwndently for ealeli (evil ralther thani ''v4'r.ulbl it- with 1041a ri-s44lrcem, im tlbhividled hv

kiiinply remtrifl~iug theu mt rat'gy tst fur tlht c. 11 itplinirriatvIN'I 'iThv ILagrtltgi 11111i

tiphlilI aire remervl'( for over-al ci (us
t

Ii tils.ý
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and henev, that
0-0r•• () + , , k~ t*.* - *.)

for all xvS, But if the latter inievltality i.s true for all I.t, it Ls neces•arily
true for any subset of A, and hence true on that subset 8* of I for
whilch the resources never exceed the res ureeM ('(x*). Notat ionally:
xeS"* for all k, Ck(x) ; (.,k(x*). lowever, on the sulbst so the term

x:• x 1c ,(-*) - k(•r)I

is rouinegative by (lefillit ion of the subset amd th le rionliegtivity of the
k 'S, hell(C our im'(ct:i lity r'edilecs to (J*) ýx 11(x.r) for aill .rX01', andi th le

thieiren is proved.

lA1M ItIIA TIIFAIIEM

li moitpm 2

1. Let Al ,ljl k-- 1 ... i be Imo sc•L ef Xh's that produce soeulions
x * and xg*, rc.spedively. 1urthcrmorc, a.sume that the resource expenditures
of the'se tuo soutions differ in only the jih re.nurce.

(x'*) )=- (X2*) for k ;j

and that (x 1') > C"(Xr2*).2,Th•:h; 1\2'>2! t(X1 it(x*) • i -C * .

This thlorViiz stateLs that., given two opttimm solutions product.d by
Lagrange mlultiplliers for which only one resource expenditure differs, the
ratio of the change in optimum payoff to the ehat~ge in that resourct ex-
petohittire is bounded between the two multipliers that correspond to the
changed resource.

Thus the Lagrange multiplicrs, which were introduced in order to
enlistrMaill ilt, resource expniiditures, in favt give sone information Coll-
cerningi the ellect of relaxing Ihe constraints.

Iii particular, if the set of solutions produced by Lagrange miultipliers
iI'suilts in iill optinium payoff that il a differentiabie function of the re-
SotUiTCes (X peitlt'd at. soine poilnt, thieli it follhows fronm Theorem 2 that the

s l ait his poinit, are in fact the partial derivatives (or total derivative in
C.UNC of oille res uilr:e) (if the optiinim payoff with respeet to each resource
(all other resources kept cOnstant)

Proonf. The proof of Theoremn 2 is also quite elementary. By hy-

pothesis j-,* is the solution produced by l)I'l, hence x* niaxinizes the
Lagrarigian for XI'll, whieh implies:

ll(i ,*) >11(x) + Xi"(x*) - C'(x) l+•" s M (x,*) -C~(,() 9

29O
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hol1ds for all xis, and hence in particular holds for x,*. But since by bly-

pothesis &(.hTz) - (x* for k *j, we call deduce that

which, since by hypothesis Cl(xl*) >C'(;r*), implies that.

whlichi proves oil(! side of tlie 'onclusL1ion3 of Thoorvin 2, lntuchl'c lagii~g thet
roles of xi* and xt* land obiserving the reversal of the sign of

prodUCCN tile 'aher side of tile inequ ality to cv n phvtv Cho proof of T'hoorem

AlgniII jobviou conse( p n nev of Th eorvin 2 is OwI f~io t. 111hatr, if aJl I)I oa. tO3I4'
resource level is held constant, the resoimrce that cluinges is Ia I1llootont.
decreaeing function of its associated multiplier. This fact indit-atis the
direction to nliake changes wheni employing it trial and error maeth~od of
adjusting the multipliers in order to aehieve sonmc given constraints on
the resources.

The Lambda Theorem also suggest~s a potenttially useful technique for
choosing at starting set of multipliers for such at trial-and-error method of
achieving given conistraint, levels in a cell problem, Bieginning wvith any
reasonably goovd allocation of the given resources, one canl oftenl calculate
easily what the effect on the l)Oyoft is for a small additional increnment of

each reso~urce, optinujilly placed within the cells. T1he dlifferential payoff
divided by the incermcnt of resource Ls then taken as tile starting X for
that resource.. The Vs are then adjusted by triMi aind error until the
1,agrange solution corresponds to thle given constraints, 1m)r11duting thle
optimunm allocation.

THE ]ETSILON THIEORtEM

ANATUR~AL (111C'86011 With respeCt to thle Ip.-CtiCa1 atpplication Of thleI
Niagrangc method eoncerns its stability- supposing that ats a1 result. of
mac hodst of ealcuilation or ap~p ru xi inlt iol (olle Can not previsvly m axnimiz
thei Lagratigian, but can only giljam iitee to achlievye :1 value close to the~
maxim 301 sm. Such at Wol Etiol canl very well lhe ait at d rast ivlly differentI

Mrc re level and3( pnyoff th an t hat w hichi actoil ly :-I eves t he miaixiailm ,
and yet produce, a value 1 f thme La.gra ngiai very ov-k' i- to th IMM1ia l1113111.

F~or thle Miethod to 1W practical, it is required that. ina this situation it solo
ti ithat. nearly 'mal1XimliZeS the I agma ugia n mi ust. he at sohution that, also

nearly miaxinmizes thle payoff for the resoilmee levels that. it if zclf proilaers
(whicht may he quite (liffvernt than those of the solut~ion t Iiot act ually
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mraximizes the Lagrangian). 061y in such a circunL4tance would it lhe
safe to assert that, the solutiong produced by any nonexact procedures
(such as numerical computation wi~h finite accuracy, or methods based
upon approximnations) were in f:Lqt approxirnutely optintal solutions to the
constrained probliez. Stieh i ruired assurance of iruselisit~ivity is supplied
by the following ('epsilon') theorem.

I. X Comes within iof max.imnizing Ike Lezgrangian, i.e., for all xtA :

-*2, ; is a snlution (f the ronstrainrd problemi with rttaiICA,=, (1

that is~ ite/~f within(orO the max.imumi for ih1mw( ruifstraifllb.
The proof of this theorem, %0hhh Ls a simple extension of Theoremt .

cmxact~ly parallels the proof of Thvo're a I ( with an aidded t, and will lnot
he' repca leilv

ADDIlTIONAL IIENAIIKS. CONCLUSIONS, AND COMIPUTATIONAL
PLOYS

Gamor biacces~sible Regiotts

Theoreni I assures us that, any maximum of thle Lagrangitm- necessarily
is at solution of the eonstrained maximumi problemn for constraints equal Ito
thle re'sourcec Ic vvls exim'!nded ill mlu x imiiin g the I 4granlgialn.

heLagrange muiltiplier methodl therefore generates a mapping of tho
space of lambda vectors (components X%, k= 1, , n) into thle space of
constrainit vvetors (Collmponenits C', k= I .. 0. There IS nto, a priori
guarantee, howevor, that this mapping is onto -for a given problemi tll('re
may he inlaccessible legionls (called g~aps) consisting of constraint Nvectors
that are not generated by uny X vectors:' Optimum pauyoffs for constraints
inside such inaccessible regions can therefore not be discovered by straight-
forward application of the Lagranige miultip~liern method, and must hence
be sought by other nivani.

The basic cause oif an inaloccssible region is nkonconcavity in tile function
of optimum payoff vs. resource ci)nstraillts (convexities inl thle! envelope
of thle set of ach ievAble payoff points in the spare of payoff vs. constraint

"1v i .TiiS osli itx', rmI SeVr. ye o n tbods. for dealing with it, will now
he in vest gitMe. -

B~efore beginning this investigamtion, however, we wish to point out that
"yven t bough the Lagrange multiplier method is not certain to obtain the
desirved siolt ions inl all easeS, anoy Solutions that it does yield are guar-

omitced by Theorem I to be true solut ions. The procedure is therefore
'fail.safe,' a very' reassuring property. It has been ouir experience over
thle last several years, which includes a pplica tion of this method to a variety
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of production and military allocation problems, that the nlethod has beent
extremely successful, and nearly always has directly yielded all solutions
of interest. The few situations in which the direct method failed were
readily solved by simple modifications to the procedure, 8o1e of which
will now be mentioned.

Source of Gaps

Consider the (n + 1) dirnensional spare of payoff vs. resource expendi.
tures. This space will be called PH1( Spavte for brevity. Every strategy'
xG% maps into a point in this spIce Corresprirding t.0 1/(a'),(' (aJ) I n).
The e(ntire prol)l i is therffore reprisefnted by this sot of avevssihh, points i

in lii space. The problen of finding tire nuaxirrrumn of /I sulje't to vonl
straints ce, k-- I .. n, is simply the problem of selecting that point oif our1
set in PIt space oif iirraxilNiuiml II that, is conitainecd in the sub•p:tvc of IP
space where the resources are bounded by the c•s. Tin' set of all sneh
points (corresponding to all sets of values in the c"'s) will be called the
envelope, and constitutes the entire set of solutions for zll possib ( cor-
straint levels,

Consider now any solution r* produced by it set of Lagrange niulti.
pliers (NA). By definition x* nmximizies ill, Lagratngian; cvilse lueWtly
we have that

for all xe, Rearranging terms slightly, we have:

for all xe,, If we consider now the hyperplane in I'll space defined by
ir=, xk O+ct where a= H(x*) -. Y. A' 0(x*), we see, that, because of
the previous inequality, none of the accessible points in Pit space lies
above this hyperplane, and at least one point,, ll(xr*),(C(x*) 1,'= I....,

lies on it..
Eaeh '.•ilution produced Iby I.agrrttigo iwultipliers therefore dMines it

bounding hyperpla o , that is tanigelnt. to the set of aceessihl(e poinits in PIl
spave at thle point vorresplmiding to tie sil ut. mr (hencev toang•nt to tIe
envelope), and which ((Instit utes ail upper borund to tile entire set of ac.
cessible points. It is cle:r tlrt, since nio such tanigent. bourlding hryper-
planes exist in regions where the enw lyepe of a eessilh points ill 1'll ýIp mc
is nlt concave, thle iagrainge mul11tiplier in liud (calnilt prolduir surutiions
in sruch a region. ('onviersely, fir airy pintb i li the envelope (sirlition)
where a tanlgen t ho• o nding hyperpl ne e,' cxist (lenvelope err r err at
the point), it is ohviOU, Lait there vxists a svit of mnullil)iers (ni nely t rw
slopes of tire hyperpian,) for whieih tire 'tratvgy corresponding t) t the point
iii qmiestioi mrxiirizes the latgratngiin,

2 P) 3
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rims thle itlgrange method will stleveeI lin producing all solutions that
eorrespond to ('OlICiLVC. regions (If the envelope, (optimizced payofY vm. ~onl-

stli tIc '), Mid li fil in fill 110101141- co nergion)1S.
A forit unateW f'atu ri' of (iell pi oh I mx liith fio nfy Cells lis ilie favt dtllt,

e von th ouglh the a' C'ii y v lC'harge con vex it ie, ill till eivelpt 'IV'110iii thelilPtI
81(104' for' 'iield v'll, ft(-In'v~i'lt of Oiver fill opjt imiz ation is an cliivelope, in till,
PH splicc fill the toilm priioble'im ii ll whic the'C l c(mv'xiti('5 an, vastly reduced
it] sigoilifiiveou''t Thlis proper(Ity is tOff' 111jlljl realsonill for te' gene''nIl Success
of'Ole' LaIgningIlg'11(1hind ill solvinig 'cull 1)roihlm'is.

.%oriff' Alethmii d for Ilandiing Capis'
I f1lij Islte tf In l'ei: i (((S f tignIfgf' IlItIltiil)H'I's (lit IVIst fol' lt('

t-1glilits (if 'lit itl ilriterl'il I llde' soell 'ivilihistmiiue'x there' :it'( eea

useful1 tec'liiques thaot call he attenillted biefore libatidioliiig the pi'(Cedlimr
altogether.

First" 11ll solu t ions tIhat' c'all lie obL tjinvd 00 tsid theI gaps contribuite it
go od dva Io(f Iii fornini in an ('Hfhill han lie usd to boun d the' solu tion ill thll go p
region. As wam piev'iously sh ownI, va[ch IisioluIt~ion that. ('til bei olbta itid by
I akn1grii uge no Itipl iels (Ihi lICS It h f1110 ung I iypl'rphtlL' t I ILt, giVeS anl lll)P(-i'
bound to thle naixiniii lmyitfl' at till Iloitits, anid lienlc inside the gill) As.
well. ['or ally pdili t i Ilsidu o1 gap, thcre foe lit n1 uppe' hound can be ohj
titined hlv findinug theill' ilifl~iimi~i panyoff for that, point overI thuL set of hound-
hig hiYl)l'i'I~LHi(' C'OVIi'i'Mlidinlg to the ffohitito~ls thliit, oilei could( (Hlciliht.c'.

0il the otheri liuiiil VVVeI'' sol~ltioli thriqt. C'1liff'b Oht.-iiied thilltha the
proper('Ity that 110111 (If it's l.C.Clill'cei vXpenittIi T 111'c. exeilCs till, r'esourlces of at
po1ilnt lii if gill for11 whic (fll on is seeoking boundlCs, ob1v ioulsly constitutes a
h1wci' bo14und to tie IC Ilpt 11itii pitiyoll at theI poin t. 1 jI'ti ill qeto, ICnd the II ax i-
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actcri(•ed by til l.,aviur that, as the X's are continuously varied, there
are abrupt i;',-fmtinuitivs in the rsouree levels generated. These dis-
Contihuiti ,. -an ofteth be fillhd ii eell problems by the following technique.

( ;j4 :.viO sets Of h's,(;M),( )) which are very clow, but for which
the gee .xWd resource levels markedly differ, one can make a i mixd cal-
culat. , a cit Cei probl em using the set (X), ) in some cells and the set
(Al") in the others. If the two sets of X's are close togethir, maximizing
the ILagrangian it any cell for oi(', set will o',eessa rily result in a solution
that lien rly maximiiizes the I lagrangian for the other set, he ince by the
EpsiIon Thecrem will yield it r•sult that is gu aranteted to he nearly optie im.

Solnww I:at inre geiierally, 0iV can simply exploit the Epsilon T'henren,
directly il it cell proble, ue, working with i a given sot of X 's but deliherately
modifying the choices hi some or all cells in a way which moves in the
direction of the desired expenditure of resources. By sumnding the devia-
tions from nmximumi of the Lagrangian in each cell (epsilons) in which
the strategies arc so modified, a bound on the error of the result is obtained
(which can be kept quite small in most caes by judicious choice of devia.
tions). This appears to be a quite powerful strategem,
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each sidc. (The QUICK Simulation subsystem also considers a preferential

area defense against ballistic missiles.)

Terminal defenses are modeled by a subtractive model. Each target with

terminal defenses is assigned a number of terminal ballistic missile

interceptors. This number of interceptors (variable MISDEF) is input

in the data base via the attribute NT1NT which must be defined for each

defended target.

The input variables describing the target's terminal defense capability

allow uncertainmies to be introduced in the number of interceptors present.

4ISDEF is the "nominal" number of interceptors on the target, each with

kill probability PKTX against an.unhardened warhead. In addition, four,

other parameters are defined (the same for all targets),which intr,9duce..

uncertainties in MISDEF. RXLOW is a factor which, when multiplied by

MISDEF, gives a lower estimate of interceptors which has probability

PXLOW of occurring. Likewise, RXHIGH and PXHIGH define the overestimate

of interceptor availability. Thus, if there is imperfect knowledge of

the defense capability, the allocator can hedge against these uncertain-

ties when assigning weapons.

In addition to the target-associated defense data, it is possible to

describe ponetratidn aids suitable for the various missiles by xeans of

the Payload Table. For a particular payload index, the following

variables* describe the penetration aids:

NWHD is data base attribute NWHDS; NTDECOYS is attribute NDECOYS:
IXDEG is not currently implemented as a feature in the QUICK system.
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NUHD Number of warheads per independent re-

entry vehicle package.

NTDECOYS The aumber of "aim points" the terminal

defense sees for each independent re-entry

vehicle (in addition to the warheads).
XDEG' A factor by which the PKTX is multiplied

to obtain terminal interceptor kill proba-

bility against this weapon type. It

reflects additional hardening of the war-

head or electronic penetration aids which

can degrade interceptor effectiveness.

An independent re-entry vehicle package is a set of warheads and terminal

decoys that can be guided to a target point (or points) independently.

For missile boosters with a multiple independently targetable re-entry

vehicle capability (CIRV), there may be several independent RVs per

booster. Otherwise, each booster delivers one set of warheads ind decoys. A

The penetration probability of any warhead is a function of all the mis-

siles allocated to the target. The model computes the total number of

objects allocated to the target, NOBJW as the sum of all warheads and

decoys* allocated to the target. The number of perfect interceptors,

variable PINT, is defined as:

XDEG is not currently implemntred as a feature in the QUICK system.

For each weapon, this is the sum of NWHD and NTDECOYS multiplied by
the product of the survival before launch probability, weapon system
reliability, and command and control reliability.
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PINT-PKX* [ (PXLOW*RXLOW) + (PXkiIGH*RXHIGH) +( -PXLOW-PXHIGH) ] *MISDSF

This variable is the expected number of objects to be removed by the .

terminal defense interceptors.

The penetration probability for any warhead is defined as:

"1.0 - PINT]

NXDEG* PN T"

If this probability is less than (1.0 PKTX*XDEG); it is reset to that

value.* " I.'

"BOMBER REFUELING .

CJ ReueingModes

The •QICK design provides for o'odeling two kinds of bomber refueling

capabilities: "buddy" and area. In buddy refueling, two aircraft take

off together and fly to the refuel point; one then provides fuel to the

second and recovers. Fuel can be provided by either a tanker or another

bomber of the same squadron as the aircraft being tefueled.

There are two types of area refueling: directed and automatic refueling.

In the directed mode, the user establishes, in the data base, a specific

refueling area (up to 20 per side may be defined in the data base) and

manually assigns the appropriate bombers and tankers to this area. In

XDEG is not currently implemeuted in QUICK. In these formulas it should
Ibe replaced by 1.0.
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the automatic modea the Plan Generator (program PLNTPLAN) develops the

refueling plan on the basis of information provided in the data base.

The data base reflects the bomber squadrons which require refueling and

the tankers which are available. Program PLNTPLAN then selects the re-

fueling area (up to 30 additional refueling areas may be added) and assigns

the bombers and tankers accordingly. To reflect the refueling require-

ments associated with a specific plan, the user defines the attribute

IREFUEL for all bomber and tanker units defined in the data base. The

codes which may be assigned as the value of IREFUEL are as follows:

IREFUEL Setting Definition

-5 Automatic refueling -- two refuelings
required.

-4 Automatic refueling -- one refueling
required.

-3 This code is used to flag air-breathing
missiles which are to be treated as
aircraft when calculating attrition
rates - no refueling involved.

-2 Buddy refueling -- a bomber from the
same squadron is used in a tanker
role.

-1 Buddy refueling in which support is pro-
vided by a tanker. Tanker units asso-
ciated with buddy refueling need not be
defined in the data base.

0 No refueling required.

Directed area refueling -- refuel area
and bomber/tanker assignments are
directed by user.
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~ acterized by the behavior that, as the \'s are continuously varied, there
~~ sit abrupt discontinuities in tho resource levels generated. Theoe dis-

continuities can often be. filled in cell problems by the following technique.

Given two sets of ?A's,(hh) (X*) which are very close, but for which*1 the generated resource levels winakedly differ, one can make a mired Cal-
culation iIn a cell problem using the aet (X' in some cells and the set

(M)in the others. If the two nets of A~'s are close together, maximizing
the Lagrangln in any cell for ono set will necessarily result in a solution
that nearly maximizes the Lagrangian for the other set, hence by the
Epsilon Theorem will yield a result thut is guaranteed to be nearly optimum.

dircty n cel role, wrkngwih agiense of Xh ut deliberatel
modifying the choices in some or all cells iii a way which moves in the

tosfrom maximum of the Lagrangian in each cell (epsilons) in which:
the strategies are so modified, a bound on the error of the result is obtained,.,
(which can~ be kept quite small in most cases by judicious choice of devia,
tions). This appears to be a quite powerful strategem.
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